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1
Introduction

Galaxies are large and massive gravitationally bound systems composed of stars, gas
and dust, believed to be embedded in extended dark matter haloes, and constitute
the building blocks of the visible Universe.

A striking feature of galaxies is that, despite the huge number of such systems
which have been observed, they can all be classified in a handful of relatively well-
defined macro-groups on the basis of their (visual) morphology. This was noted
already in the Twenties (see Hubble 1926, 1927), a time when the study of galax-
ies was still in its early infancy and the embers of the so-called Great Debate on
the nature of “nebulae” were still glowing. The Hubble classification scheme (first
presented in the form of the well-known tuning-fork diagram in Hubble 1936; see
Fig. 1.1) undoubtedly proved to be one of the most successful and long-lived taxo-
nomic undertakings in modern astronomy, also due to the fact that several other im-
portant properties of galaxies turned out to correlate well with morphological type,
and therefore remains widely used to this day (see, e.g., Sandage & Bedke 1994 for
an extended, more complete modern version).

Within this scheme, galaxies are divided into four main classes: (i) elliptical galax-
ies, which are characterized by smooth and featureless spheroidal light distribu-
tions with projected ellipticity ranging from 0 to 0.7; (ii) spiral galaxies, consisting
of a stellar disk which exhibits spiral arms and (usually) a central concentration of
stars called bulge; (iii) lenticular galaxies, which show properties somewhat interme-
diate between the previous two groups, i.e. a prominent bulge surrounded by a
disk without evidence of spiral arms; and (iv) irregular galaxies, which are typically
low-luminosity, gas-rich systems without regular structure.

Collectively, ellipticals and lenticulars are frequently referred to as “early-type”
galaxies, while spirals and irregulars are called “late-type” galaxies, due to the lo-
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Figure 1.1: A modern representation of the Hubble tuning fork diagram. Elliptical galaxies are
indicated as En (where n = 0, 1, . . . , 7 is ten times the observed ellipticity). Lenticular galaxies
are denoted as S0. Spiral galaxies are divided into two classes: normal (S) and barred (SB);
along the sequence from Sa/SBa to Sc/SBc the bulge becomes less luminous and the spiral
arms more loosely wound. Irregular galaxies are not shown. (Image credit: Wikipedia).

cation occupied in the Hubble diagram. Investigating the structure of distant early-
type galaxies constitutes the main focus of the present Thesis. Therefore, in this
Chapter we will discuss in more detail the properties of these systems (§ 1.3), after
briefly reviewing two preeminent diagnostic tools employed for their study, namely
stellar dynamics (§ 1.1) and gravitational lensing (§ 1.2).

1.1 Stellar dynamics
Stellar dynamics is the branch of astrophysics which studies the properties of sys-
tems consisting of a large number (typically N = 105 to 1012) of massive particles
(“stars”) only subject to gravitational interactions (see e.g. Binney & Tremaine 2008).

In early-type galaxies (where usually N ≈ 1011) the typical mean free path of
stars is so large that the effects of close encounters (“collisions”) on the orbit of a
subject star can be safely neglected on the time scale of the age of the Universe. Such
a system is called a collisionless stellar system. As a consequence, to the purpose of
studying the motions of point particles, the galaxy can be described as a smooth dis-
tribution of mass, regardless of the fact that its physical nature is that of an assembly
of point-like masses separated by enormous distances.

Analogously to fluid or gas dynamics, it is normally not feasible to follow the mo-
tions of each of the very numerous particles which compose the system, and instead
a description in terms of statistical mechanics is adopted. Therefore, a complete de-
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scription of the stellar system is provided by the distribution function (DF) f (~x,~v, t),
which represents the phase-space density of the galaxy1. The time evolution of the
DF is governed by a fundamental relation called the collisionless Boltzmann equa-
tion (CBE), i.e.

d f
dt
≡ ∂ f

∂t
+~v · ∂ f

∂~x
− ∂Φ

∂~x
· ∂ f

∂~v
= 0 , (1.2)

where Φ is the total gravitational potential of the system, and d/dt denotes the con-
vective (or Lagrangian) derivative. In the following, let us assume that the system is
stationary, i.e. f = f (~x,~v), so that ∂ f /∂t = 0.

From the DF one can construct the usual volume density ρ as

ρ(~x) =

∫
f d3~v , (1.3)

and the components of the mean velocity at location ~x as

v̄i(~x) =
1

ρ(~x)

∫
f vi d3~v . (1.4)

At each position in the galaxy, the spread around the mean velocity is given by the
velocity dispersion tensor σ2

ij:

σ2
ij(~x) =

1
ρ(~x)

∫
f (vi − v̄i) (vj − v̄j) d3~v = vivj − v̄i v̄j . (1.5)

Being symmetric, the tensor σ2
ij(~x) can be diagonalized, obtaining at each point a

(generally triaxial) stellar velocity dispersion ellipsoid. If the velocity dispersion ellip-
soid is spherical at every position ~x, the system is said to be isotropic, while is called
anisotropic otherwise. The anisotropy in the random motions of stars, rather than
ordered rotation, is the main contributor to the shape of massive, slow rotating ellip-
tical galaxies. Therefore—by drawing a physical analogy between the motions of gas
particles and those of stars in a galaxy—ellipticals are often described as “hot”, pres-
sure supported systems, while spirals are said to be “cool” and rotation supported.
For axially symmetric stellar systems, the most common way to quantify the global
shape of the velocity dispersion tensor is provided by the three global anisotropy

1According to the specific definition, which amounts to changing a normalization constant, the DF can
represent a mass density in the phase-space, in case

∫
f (~x,~v, t) d3~x d3~v = Mtot , (1.1)

where Mtot is the total mass of the N stars in the galaxy (assumed to have the same mass m?), a number
density, a luminosity density or a probability density (by substituting Mtot in Eq. (1.1) with, respectively,
N, Ltot and 1).
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parameters usual defined as

δ ≡ 1− 2Πzz

ΠRR + Πϕϕ
, β ≡ 1− Πzz

ΠRR
and γ ≡ 1− Πϕϕ

ΠRR
(1.6)

(Cappellari et al. 2007; Binney & Tremaine 2008), where (R, ϕ, z) are the cylindrical
polar coordinates and

Πkk ≡
∫

ρ σ2
kk d3~x (1.7)

denotes the total unordered kinetic energy in the coordinate direction k.

A concept of crucial importance (both in the field of stellar dynamics and also in
a much broader physical and mathematical context; see e.g. Lynden-Bell 1962 and
references therein) is that of integral of motion. We define an integral of motion I
as a function of the phase-space coordinates (~x,~v) alone which remains constant
along any orbit, i.e. dI [~x(t),~v(t)]/dt = 0. An integral of motion can therefore be
interpreted as a “conservation law” for the orbits.

As proven by the Jeans theorem (Jeans 1915), any steady-state solution of the
CBE depends on the phase-space coordinates only through integrals of motion in
the given potential Φ, i.e. f (~x,~v) = f (I1, I2, . . . , In), and conversely any function of
the integrals of motion provides a steady-state solution of the CBE.

In the case of axially symmetric potentials, which are of particular interest for this
Thesis since in our analysis we will adopt density distributions of the form ρ(R, z)
(see Chapters 3–6), all orbits admit the two classical integrals E and Lz, i.e., respec-
tively, the total energy and the angular momentum along the rotation axis. There-
fore, by virtue of the Jeans theorem, it is reasonable to describe axisymmetric stellar
systems by considering two-integral DFs f (E, Lz), as we will do throughout all the
present Thesis. However, it is often found that for astrophysically relevant axisym-
metric potentials most orbits admit an additional non-classical integral, the so-called
“third integral” (Contopoulos 1963), which does not have in general an analytic ex-
pression, except in the very specific case of Stäckel potentials (see Binney & Tremaine
2008). While axisymmetric two-integral models are bound to have isotropic velocity
dispersion in the meridional plane (i.e. σ2

R = σ2
z at every position), three-integral

models are more flexible and do not have such restrictions on the shape of the ve-
locity dispersion ellipsoid. Unfortunately, as already mentioned, three-integral DFs
normally can not be expressed analytically, and hence it is necessary to resort to more
sophisticated numerical orbit-superposition methods (§ 1.1.1) in order to study this
kind of systems.

At any rate, for the distant (i.e. redshift & 0.1) early-type galaxies analyzed in
this work, we find that the adoption of two-integral axisymmetric models represents
an excellent approximation which provides a satisfactory reconstruction of the ob-
servables. We refer in particular to Chapters 6 and 7 for further discussion on this
topic.
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1.1.1 Schwarzschild’s methods

Schwarzschild’s methods are numerical orbit-superposition techniques which allow
to construct dynamical models of steady-state stellar systems in a very flexible way.
In its original implementation (Schwarzschild 1979, which was aimed at proving
the existence of self-consistent triaxial models) the methods consists of four major
steps: (i) assume a three-dimensional density distribution ρs(~x) for the stellar sys-
tem; (ii) calculate, by means of the Poisson equation, the corresponding gravitational
potential Φs(~x); (iii) generate within such potential a representative library of orbits,
consisting of many stellar orbits—to be integrated for a time much longer than the
typical crossing time—chosen to have a wide variety of initial conditions, so that,
ideally, they can provide a good sampling of the phase-space; (iv) find the orbit su-
perposition which allows to reproduce the assumed density distribution ρs(~x), by
determining the set of weights to be associated with the orbits. In general, however,
many solutions will be possible, so one has also to introduce some kind of merit
function in order to determine the set of weights which constitutes the “best solu-
tion”.

An extension of this technique (Pfenniger 1984; Richstone & Tremaine 1984; Rix
et al. 1997) consists in making use of Schwarzschild’s orbit-superposition methods
to model kinematic data sets, i.e. line-of-sight velocity moments. Recently, this tech-
nique has been widely used in the analysis of nearby early-type galaxies, with the
aim of determining the dynamical structure, mass distribution and dark matter frac-
tion of these systems, usually employing three-integral axisymmetric models (see
e.g. Thomas et al. 2007b and Cappellari et al. 2007, which make use, respectively, of
long-slit spectroscopic data and integral-field stellar kinematics) rather than signifi-
cantly more complex fully triaxial models (see van den Bosch et al. 2008).

1.2 Gravitational lensing

The deflection of light rays by gravitational fields is among the most important pre-
dictions of General Relativity (see the early studies of Chwolson 1924 and Einstein
1936), and the many diverse phenomena associated with this effect are collectively
referred to as gravitational lensing (see Schneider, Ehlers, & Falco 1992, for a thor-
ough introduction). What makes gravitational lensing particular appealing for the
study of astrophysical objects is that, depending solely on gravity, it represent the
most direct probe of mass available.

Let us consider a scheme of a typical gravitational lensing situation (illustrated
in Fig. 1.2): the light rays propagating from a source S located at a luminosity dis-
tance Ds from the observer O are deflected by an angle α̂ due to the presence of
an interposing mass distribution (i.e., the gravitational lens) at distance Dd. In most
astrophysical situations, the lens object can be considered thin with respect to the
distances involved in the propagation of the light path (thin screen approximation).
Therefore, to the purpose of describing the light rays deflection, we can replace the
three-dimensional lens mass density distribution ρ with its line-of-sight projection Σ
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of a
typical gravitational lens sys-
tem (see text). Here, β and
θ denote the angular separa-
tions from the optic axis of, re-
spectively, the source S and the
image I, as seen by the ob-
server O. These quantities are
related by the lens equation,
Eq. (1.10), via the reduced de-
flection angle α = (Dds/Ds)α̂.
The distances observer-source,
observer-lens, and lens-source
are indicated as Ds, Dd and
Dds, respectively. These are lu-
minosity distances, and there-
fore the transverse distances
are simply given by η = Dsβ
and ξ = Ddθ.

on the so-called lens plane, i.e.

Σ(~ξ) =

∫
ρ(~ξ, z′) dz′ , (1.8)

where z′ is the line-of-sight direction and the vector ~ξ = Dd~θ denotes a location in
the lens plane. Then, the deflection angle ~̂α(~ξ) (which is a two-dimensional vector)
determined by the intervening lens mass distribution is given by:

~̂α(~ξ) =
4G
c2

∫
Σ(~ξ ′)

~ξ − ~ξ ′
|~ξ − ~ξ ′|2

d2~ξ ′ . (1.9)

The true angular position ~β of the source is related to the observed angular posi-
tion ~θ of the corresponding image(s) by the lens equation

~β = ~θ −~α(~θ) , (1.10)

where we have introduced the reduced deflection angle ~α ≡ (Dds/Ds)~̂α. Since the
lens equation is non-linear, under certain conditions multiple images can correspond
to a single source position, a phenomenon which goes under the name of strong
gravitational lensing. More generally, Eq. (1.10) describes how the surface brightness
distribution of the lensed image(s) is mapped onto the source plane.

It is often convenient to express the reduced deflection angle in terms of the di-
mensionless surface mass density κ (usually called convergence) rather than of Σ, so
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that

~α(~θ) =
1
π

∫
κ(~θ′)

~θ −~θ′
|~θ −~θ′|2

d2~θ′ , (1.11)

having defined κ ≡ Σ/Σcr, where the critical surface mass density is given by

Σcr =
c2

4πG
Ds

DdDds
(1.12)

and depends only on the geometry of the system. A lens for which (somewhere)
κ > 1 is called supercritical, and will produce multiple images for some location of
the source2.

From Eq. (1.11) one can obtain the insightful relation

~α = ∇~θ ψ , (1.13)

where the deflection potential ψ is the rescaled (three-dimensional) line-of-sight pro-
jected gravitational potential of the lens

ψ(~θ) =
Dds

DdDs

2
c2

∫
Φ(Dd~θ, z′) dz′ =

1
π

∫
κ(~θ′) ln |~θ −~θ′|d2~θ′ , (1.14)

which furthermore satisfies the two-dimensional Poisson equation, i.e.

∇2
~θ

ψ = 2κ . (1.15)

An important property of gravitational lensing is that it conserves the surface
brightness (a consequence of Liouville’s theorem). Lensing does change, however,
the apparent solid angle of the source and therefore the total flux received by the
observer, causing magnification (or demagnification). The distortion of images de-
termined by the deflection potential of the lens is described by the Jacobian matrixA:

A(~θ) ≡ ∂~β

∂~θ
=

(
δij −

∂2ψ(~θ)

∂θi∂θj

)
=

(
1− κ − γ1 −γ2
−γ2 1− κ + γ1

)
, (1.16)

where

γ1 =
1
2

(
∂2ψ

∂2θ1
− ∂2ψ

∂2θ2

)
and γ2 =

∂2ψ

∂θ1∂θ2
(1.17)

are the components of the shear tensor γ ≡ γ1 + iγ2. The convergence causes an
isotropic magnification of the source, while the shear introduces anisotropy, distort-
ing the shape. The inverse of the Jacobian matrix is the magnification tensor, i.e.
M = A−1, from which the (local) magnification µ is obtained as µ = detM. The

2The converse is not always true: although usually multiple imaging occurs only when the lens is
supercritical, there can be exceptions (see Subramanian & Cowling 1986).
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curves in the lens plane on which the magnification is (formally) infinite are called
critical curves, while the corresponding curves in the source plane (mapped through
the lens equation) are referred to as caustics.

Finally, we introduce the useful concept of Einstein radius, which will appear often
throughout this Thesis. Let us consider a circularly symmetric supercritical lens: a
source located exactly on the optic axis (i.e., ~β = 0) will be imaged as a ring (called
Einstein ring) of angular radius

θE =

√
Dds

DdDs

4G
c2 ME , (1.18)

where the Einstein mass ME ≡ M(|~θ| ≤ θE) is the total mass enclosed (in projec-
tion) within the Einstein radius θE. The Einstein radius constitutes the character-
istic scale of a lens system: the typical angular separation of images, in the case
of multiple imaging, is of order 2θE. Even in the case of systems which deviate
from spherical symmetry, the enclosed mass ME can be determined from θE in a
remarkably accurate (i.e., within a few per cent) and largely model independent
way (see e.g. Kochanek 1991), making strong gravitational lensing a powerful probe
of the total mass (both dark and luminous) within the Einstein radius. On the
other hand, unfortunately, lensing alone does not allow a reliable determination of
the total mass density profile of the lens object: if κ(~θ) is a model for the conver-
gence which correctly reproduces the lensing observables, then the model family
κλ(~θ) = (1− λ) + λκ(~θ) (where we have rescaled the convergence and added a con-
stant mass sheet κs = 1− λ) will reproduce the data equally well. This is referred
to as the mass-sheet degeneracy (see Falco, Gorenstein, & Shapiro 1985; Gorenstein,
Shapiro, & Falco 1988).

1.3 Early-type galaxies
Early-type galaxies are apparently simple and rather homogeneous stellar systems.
They contain mainly old, red stars and only little amounts of cool gas and dust. Ellip-
ticals and lenticulars become increasingly common when moving from low-density
regions (the field) to higher density environments (galaxy clusters), where they be-
come the dominant population.

Early-type galaxies display a remarkable regularity in their properties, both as in-
dividual systems and as a group. The light distribution of spheroids appears smooth
and featureless and their surface brightness profile I(R) can be very well described,
over large radial intervals, by the simple empirical relation known as the Sérsic law
(Sérsic 1968),

I(R) = Ie exp
{
−b(n)[(R/Re)1/n − 1]

}
, (1.19)

which has a single free parameter, i.e. the Sérsic index n. In Eq. (1.19), Ie ≡ I(Re)
denotes the surface brightness at the effective radius Re (defined as the radius of the
isophote containing half of the total luminosity) while b(n) is determined numer-
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ically (see e.g. Ciotti & Bertin 1999). For the typical value n = 4 one obtains the
well-known R1/4 law (de Vaucouleurs 1948).

Intriguingly, the global properties of early-type galaxies are correlated by several
empirical scaling laws. These include the color-magnitude (Visvanathan & Sandage
1977), color-σ (Bower, Lucey, & Ellis 1992) and Mg2-σ (e.g. Guzmán et al. 1992, Ben-
der, Burstein, & Faber 1993) relations, connecting the galaxy velocity dispersion with
its chemical composition and stellar ages; the correlation between the mass MBH of
the central supermassive black hole and the galaxy stellar mass (Magorrian et al.
1998) or velocity dispersion (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000); the ex-
istence of the fundamental plane (Djorgovski & Davis 1987; Dressler et al. 1987),
a strikingly tight relation between the global observables Re, the average surface
brightness Īe within the effective radius and the central velocity dispersion σc, i.e.

log Re = a log σc + b log Īe + constant , (1.20)

where the value of coefficients a ≈ 1.2 and b ≈ −0.8 (e.g. Jørgensen, Franx, & Kjær-
gaard 1996) depends, generally quite weakly, on the considered photometric band
(see Bernardi et al. 2003).

Considerable observational and modelling effort has been invested, during the
last decades, to the purpose of unveiling the mass distribution and dynamical struc-
ture of early-type galaxies. Detailed knowledge of these properties is very important
also in order to test galaxy formation and evolution models (see § 1.3.1). The studies
conducted on systems in the nearby Universe have taken advantage of a number of
available tracers, including traditional stellar kinematics (e.g. Saglia, Bertin, & Sti-
avelli 1992, Bertin et al. 1994, Franx et al. 1994, Carollo et al. 1995, Rix et al. 1997,
Loewenstein & White 1999, Gerhard et al. 2001, Borriello et al. 2003, Thomas et al.
2007b and the SAURON Survey: de Zeeuw et al. 2002), the kinematic of discrete trac-
ers such as globular clusters (e.g. Mould et al. 1990; Côté et al. 2003) and planetary
nebulae (e.g. Arnaboldi et al. 1996, Romanowsky et al. 2003) and hot X-ray emitting
gas (e.g. Fabbiano 1989; Brighenti & Mathews 1997; Matsushita et al. 1998; Fukazawa
et al. 2006; Humphrey et al. 2006). The inner regions (approximately within Re) of
early-type galaxies are found to be well described by a total mass density profile of
the form ρ ∝ r−γ′ with logarithmic slope γ′ ≈ 2, often referred to as the “isothermal”
density profile, corresponding to nearly flat equivalent rotation curves. While the
inner regions are clearly dominated by the luminous component, a non-negligible
amount of dark matter is generally found to be present: for instance, Cappellari
et al. (2006) determine a median dark matter fraction of about 30 per cent for their
subsample of 25 SAURON galaxies.

A classical global estimator of the importance of ordered motions (i.e. rotation)
with respect to random motions is provided by the (V/σ, ε) diagram (see e.g. Binney
& Tremaine 2008), where ε is the observed flattening of the galaxy and V/σ the ratio
between the line-of-sight streaming velocity and velocity dispersion3. The (V/σ, ε)

3Traditionally, due to observational limitations, one adopted the peak line-of-sight streaming velocity
vmax as V, and the mean velocity dispersion σe2 inside Re/2 as σ. Recently, however, Binney (2005)
has described a more rigorous way to compute the V/σ ratio when two-dimensional kinematic data are
available.
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Figure 1.3: (V/σ, ε) dia-
gram for the 48 SAURON
early-type galaxies (data
from Cappellari et al.
2007). Red and blue
circles represent, re-
spectively, slow and
fast rotators. Open and
filled symbols denote,
respectively, lenticular
and elliptical galaxies.
The solid curves show
the location of edge-on
oblate galaxies for values
of δ = 0, 0.1, . . . , 0.6, with
the isotropic rotator line
(δ = 0) indicated in green.

diagram can also be used as a tool to quantify the anisotropy parameter δ (Eq. 1.6)—
although one should be aware that there can be significant uncertainties due to the
generally unknown inclination angle under which the system is observed—and in
fact, historically, it has been instrumental in determining that ellipticals are pressure-
supported systems, i.e. flattened mainly by the anisotropy of the velocity dispersion
tensor rather than by rotation (e.g. Illingworth 1977; Schechter & Gunn 1979). As an
illustration, in Fig. 1.3 we show the (V/σ, ε) diagram obtained for the 48 SAURON
early-type galaxies (Cappellari et al. 2007); high-quality integral-field stellar kine-
matics data are available for all these systems.

As shown by Emsellem et al. (2007), early-type galaxies can be classified into the
two structurally different groups of slow and fast rotators. The classification is based
on the parameter

λR ≡
〈R|V|〉

〈R
√

V2 + σ2〉
(1.21)

(where V and σ are the flux-weighted and integrated observed mean velocity and ve-
locity dispersion), which is related to the specific angular momentum of the system
and can be measured from integral-field stellar kinematics. Fast rotators (λR > 0.1)
are generally flattened, nearly axisymmetric and relatively low-luminosity systems
which exhibit large scale rotation, while slow rotators (λR ≤ 0.1) tend to be rounder,
often characterized by kinematical misalignments (an indication that they might be
mildly triaxial), cover a wider range in luminosity and show little or no global rota-
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tion.

1.3.1 Formation and evolution of early-type galaxies
The surprising degree of regularity in the population of early-type galaxies and the
origin of the empirical scaling relations must be closely related to the formation and
evolution mechanisms of these systems. A full understanding of these processes,
however, is still lacking and galaxy formation remains among the most fundamental
open problems in present-day astrophysics and cosmology.

According to the so-called monolithic collapse scenario (e.g. Eggen, Lynden-Bell,
& Sandage 1962; Larson 1975), early-type galaxies were formed in a single event at
very high redshift, from the rapid collapse of proto-galactic gas clouds, followed by
passive evolution.

Conversely, within the competing scenario of hierarchical merging (e.g. Toomre
1977; Frenk et al. 1988; White & Frenk 1991; Barnes 1992; Cole et al. 2000)—which
is strongly rooted in the standard Lambda-Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) cosmolog-
ical paradigm of structure formation—massive early-type galaxies are built up by
the merging of pre-existing lower mass disk systems, embedded in their own dark
matter haloes.

The close connection with the cosmological context and the success of numerical
merger simulations in reproducing many observed global properties of spheroids,
including morphology, isophotal profile, kinematics, anisotropy, and fine structure
(such as shells and ripples at large radii) in the light profile have contributed greatly
to the attractiveness of the hierarchical merging model (see e.g. Hernquist & Spergel
1992; Naab & Burkert 2003; Jesseit et al. 2007). There remain, however, many impor-
tant unsolved issues. In particular, massive ellipticals—characterized by old, red,
metal-rich stellar populations—are found to be already in place at redshift z ≈ 1− 3,
and hardly appear to be compatible with being formed by the merging of typical disk
galaxies (which have younger stellar populations and tend to live in different, low-
density environments) or their likely progenitors (see e.g. Renzini 2006; Naab & Os-
triker 2009, and references therein). The processes which determine the emergence
(and the subsequent preservation) of the empirical scaling laws are also not com-
pletely explained, although there are strong indications that gas dissipation might
play a crucial role (e.g. Robertson et al. 2006). Furthermore, it is very likely that the
intricacies of gas physics are a major player also in the yet unknown mechanism
responsible for the ubiquitous (nearly) isothermal total mass density profiles in the
inner regions of early-type galaxies, since cosmological numerical simulations pre-
dict, for the dark matter haloes, inner density cusps with logarithmic slope of order
1 to 1.5 (Navarro, Frenk, & White 1996, Moore et al. 1998), i.e. too shallow to be com-
patible with the recovered ρ ∝ r−2 profiles, and collisionless merging cannot make
these cusps steeper (Dehnen 2005).

1.4 This Thesis
A detailed and reliable knowledge of the density profile, dark and luminous mass
distribution and dynamical structure of early-type galaxies beyond the local Universe
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is of critical importance in order to achieve a better understanding of the formation
and evolution processes of these systems, and to enable stringent tests of galaxy
evolution models.

Unfortunately, the available diagnostics for the study of distant ellipticals, i.e.
at redshift z & 0.1, are confronted with severe limitations and degeneracies, when
employed independently. Strong gravitational lensing provides a formidable tool to
investigate the total mass content of the lens object, and it has been used in several
studies (see e.g. Rusin & Ma 2001; Winn et al. 2003; Rusin & Kochanek 2005; Dye &
Warren 2005; Brewer & Lewis 2006b, 2008) to put constraints on the inner mass distri-
bution of lens galaxies at redshift out to z ≈ 1. However, as mentioned above (§ 1.2),
whereas the total mass within the Einstein radius can be reliably measured, the mass-
sheet and the related mass-profile (Wucknitz 2002) degeneracies make it challenging
to accurately determine the slope of the galaxy density profile. In the case of stellar
dynamics studies, the main difficulties are represented by the lack of bright kine-
matic tracers at large radii and by the degeneracy between the mass density profile
of the galaxy and the anisotropy of its stellar velocity dispersion tensor. Higher order
velocity moments, which would allow to disentangle this mass–anisotropy degener-
acy by providing additional constraints (e.g. Gerhard 1993; van der Marel & Franx
1993), cannot be measured in reasonable integration time for such distant systems
with any of the current instruments.

In this Thesis, we tackle the major issue of overcoming these difficulties and pro-
viding a reliable method for the analysis of distant early-type galaxies by combining
the largely complementary approaches of gravitational lensing and stellar dynam-
ics. This technique has been recently pioneered by the work of Koopmans and Treu
(Koopmans & Treu 2002, 2003; Treu & Koopmans 2002b, 2003, 2004; see also Chap-
ter 2). Here, for the first time, we expand this approach into a general and self-
consistent method, completely embedded within the framework of Bayesian statis-
tics, which goes beyond the simple assumption of spherical symmetry and takes full
advantage of all the information available from the data sets (Chapters 3 and 4).

We then apply this combined method to the analysis of a sample of six early-type
lens galaxies, in the redshift range z = 0.08− 0.33, selected from the SLACS Survey
(see Chapter 2), for which both high-resolution imaging obtained with the Hubble
Space Telescope and two-dimensional kinematic maps (from VLT VIMOS integral-
field spectroscopy) are available. This allows us to address important questions—
within the context of galaxy formation and evolution—on the structure of early-type
galaxies beyond the local Universe, by investigating in unprecedented detail the den-
sity profile, mass distribution and global dynamical properties of these systems at
z & 0.1 (Chapters 5 and 6).

1.4.1 Outline of the Thesis
Chapter 2 presents an overview and a summary of the major results of the Sloan
Lens ACS (SLACS) Survey, which has provided confirmation and HST imaging of a
sample of at least 70 (mostly early-type) lens galaxies, at redshift z ≈ 0.1− 0.5. The
six E/S0 galaxies that we study in this Thesis are selected from the SLACS Survey,
and complemented with integral-field unit (IFU) spectroscopic observations.
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In Chapter 3, based on Barnabè & Koopmans (2007), we develop and demon-
strate a novel and general method which combines—in a fully self-consistent way—
gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics for the analysis of early-type galaxies be-
yond the local Universe, breaking several of the classical degeneracies. The imple-
mented algorithm, called CAULDRON, is based on the assumptions of axisymmetric
potential and two-integral DF, and is designed for computational efficiency. The
whole method is embedded within the framework of Bayesian statistics, allowing
objective model comparison. By applying CAULDRON on a combined data set, one
can recover the “best” (i.e. the most plausible in an Occam’s razor sense) set of pa-
rameters for the adopted potential (or density) model, and simultaneously the cor-
responding best reconstruction for the lensed source surface brightness distribution
and for the dynamical model (as a set of weights in the integral-space E, Lz).

Real galaxies, however, are not idealized objects and might well violate the as-
sumptions of axial symmetry and two-integral DF. Therefore, in Chapter 4, based on
Barnabè et al. (2008), we crash-test the CAULDRON code by studying how it performs
in an extreme case, applying it to the end-product of a two-component N-body simu-
lation of a merger process, i.e. a system which does not obey any restrictive prescrip-
tion of symmetry. Despite adopting an oversimplified model, we find that several
important quantities of the system are recovered with remarkable accuracy, includ-
ing the logarithmic slope of the total density distribution, the dark matter fraction,
the total angular momentum and the global anisotropy parameter δ.

In Chapters 5 and 6, based on Czoske et al. (2008) and Barnabè et al. (2009) re-
spectively, we make use of the combined CAULDRON code to perform a detailed
analysis of a sample of six early-type lens galaxies selected from the SLACS Survey.
This sample covers a relatively broad range in redshift (z = 0.08 − 0.33), velocity
dispersion and importance of rotation. The data sets consist of high-resolution HST
images of the lensed image and lens galaxy surface brightness distributions and two-
dimensional kinematic maps of the lens galaxy line-of-sight velocity and velocity
dispersion (determined from IFU spectroscopy obtained with the VLT instrument
VIMOS). The analysis reveals that the inner regions of the sample galaxies are char-
acterized by a total mass density profile close to isothermal (albeit with an intrinsic
spread in the logarithmic slope), remarkably smooth and fairly round in shape, with
a dark matter fraction of order 15 − 30 per cent. No evolution of the total density
logarithmic slope appears to take place within the probed redshift range. In terms of
global dynamical properties, the examined galaxies are found to be similar to their
nearby counterparts of comparable velocity dispersion.

Finally, in Chapter 7, we summarize our most significant results, we draw the
conclusions, and we outline a few possible directions of future work based on the
research carried out in this Thesis.





2
The SLACS Survey

The goal of the Sloan Lens ACS (SLACS) Survey, conducted with the Ad-
vanced Camera and Spectrograph (ACS) aboard the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST), is the confirmation and imaging of galaxies acting as strong gravita-
tional lenses with respect to fainter background sources. The lens candidates
are selected spectroscopically from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS).
SLACS is the most successful survey to date for galaxy-scale strong lenses, hav-
ing provided a sample of 70 new confirmed lens galaxies (mostly of the early-
type morphology) at z = 0.08− 0.51. This sample, possibly complemented
with follow up integral-field unit (IFU) spectroscopic observations, constitutes
an ideal data set for the joint lensing and dynamics study of early-type galax-
ies beyond the very local Universe. A combined analysis (assuming lensing
and dynamics as independent problems) reveals that SLACS systems: (i) are
well described by a nearly isothermal total density profile (i.e. ρtot ∝ r−γ′ with
γ′ ' 2) with a small intrinsic spread in the logarithmic slope; (ii) do not show
evidence for evolution of γ′ with redshift; (iii) have an average projected dark
matter fraction of about 25% within the Einstein radius. Moreover, SLACS
lenses are found to be statistically indistinguishable from the parent SDSS
sample, suggesting that the obtained results can be generalized to the overall
population of massive early-type galaxies.

2.1 Overview of the SLACS Survey
Gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics, as discussed in the previous Chapter, are
invaluable tools for the study of early-type galaxies beyond the very local Universe.
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Evidently, if one is to carry out a thorough combined analysis of these systems, the
availability of a large and homogeneous sample of early-type lens galaxies at differ-
ent redshifts is a requirement of the utmost importance. However, until very recent
years, only a small number of suitable galaxy-scale strong lenses had been discov-
ered or studied (see e.g. Warren et al. 1996 and the Lens Structure and Dynamics
Survey, LSD, Koopmans & Treu 2003; Treu & Koopmans 2003, 2004), although the-
ory predicts that a large number of such objects should be observable in the optical
(Miralda-Escudé & Lehar 1992).

The dedicated SLACS Survey (Bolton et al. 2006; Treu et al. 2006b; Koopmans
et al. 2006; Gavazzi et al. 2007; Bolton et al. 2008a; Gavazzi et al. 2008; Bolton et al.
2008b; Treu et al. 2008, hereafter Papers I−VIII) was initiated in 2003 with the pur-
pose of greatly extending the count of strong gravitational lens galaxies at redshift
. 0.5, providing an ideal sample of systems to be analyzed with joint lensing and
dynamics techniques. Out of 131 successfully observed candidates, 70 confirmed
strong lenses and 19 possible lenses have been discovered so far, making SLACS the
most productive “strong lens factory” to date.

Here we provide an overview of the SLACS Survey and its main findings. We
refer the reader to Bolton et al. (2004), Paper I and Paper V for a detailed description
of the sample selection and data reduction procedures, and to Bolton et al. (2007) and
Papers II−VIII for a thorough discussion of the results.

2.1.1 Selection of candidate lenses
SLACS is a spectroscopic lens-selected survey. The candidate lenses were selected
from the database of galaxy spectra of the SDSS, by identifying those objects which—
within the 3′′ diameter of SDSS spectroscopic fiber—have composite spectra con-
sisting of a quiescent absorption-dominated continuum at one redshift (the “fore-
ground” redshift zl) and multiple nebular emission lines1 at a different, higher red-
shift (the “background” redshift zs). A particularly illustrative example is shown in
Fig. 2.1. Thus, simply due to the selection method, accurate redshifts for the pu-
tative source and lens are available for each system. This constitutes an enormous
advantage for many quantitative scientific applications of the SLACS sample and, in
particular, is essential for strong lensing modelling.

In order to confirm the lens hypothesis, the most promising candidates were ob-
served with the instrument ACS aboard HST, under the discovery programs 10174
(Cycle 13, PI: Koopmans), 10587 (Cycle 14, PI: Bolton) and 10886 (Cycle 15, PI: Bolton).
Program 10174 was conducted in snapshot mode (420 s exposures through filters
F435W and F814W), while different setups (using only filter F814W) had to be a-
dopted for the remaining programs, due to HST being switched to two-gyroscope
mode in August 2005. The targets for these HST follow-up observations were sin-
gled out from a larger set of candidates on the basis of three main criteria: (i) a large
predicted lensing cross section; (ii) the significance of the spectroscopic detection of
the background emission line; (iii) the need to construct, as much as possible, a uni-
form sample in terms of foreground redshifts and velocity dispersions. In order to

1Although most candidates were chosen on the basis of multiple emission lines, a few were selected
just on the basis of secure [O II] 3727 line detections.
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Figure 2.1: SDSS spectrum for the early-type galaxy SDSS J0037, displaying clear background
emission lines. The upper and lower gray lines show, respectively, the SDSS template fitted
to the continuum of the lens galaxy and the 1σ noise level. This galaxy belongs to the SLACS
subsample for which full combined analysis is performed in Chapter 6. (Source: Bolton et al.
2006).

implement the cross section criterion, a first order value for the Einstein radius θEinst
was calculated from the putative source and lens redshifts and from the measured
3′′ SDSS stellar velocity dispersion σSDSS, by adopting a singular isothermal sphere
(SIS) model, i.e.

θEinst = 4π
σ2

SDSS
c2

Dls
Ds

, (2.1)

where Dls and Ds are, respectively, the angular diameter distance between the lens
and the source and between the observer and the source, while c denotes the speed of
light. Since the ratio Dls/Ds typically remains fairly constant throughout the SLACS
sample, this criterion approximately corresponds to a selection in terms of velocity
dispersion.

By means of this procedure, 70 new strong lens systems were discovered and
confirmed by the SLACS survey. The great majority of the lenses shows early-type
morphology (ellipticals and S0), with only a few late-type bulge-dominated galaxies
present. The lens galaxies lie in the redshift range zl ' 0.08 − 0.51, with velocity
dispersions between σSDSS ' 160 km s−1 and 400 km s−1, while the corresponding
source objects have redshifts zs ' 0.2 to 1.2. A few examples of these lens systems
are shown in Fig. 2.2.

The following step, for the purpose of enabling a more detailed study of the
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Figure 2.2: Mosaic of the six lens systems analyzed in Chapters 5 and 6, based on HST F814
images. The brightness levels for each lens have been rescaled in order to make all galaxies
appear to be of roughly equal brightness. Image credit: A. Bolton (UH IfA) for SLACS and
NASA/ESA.

SLACS galaxies, consists in obtaining high-resolution imaging of the confirmed sys-
tems with the HST instruments Wide-Field Channel (WFC) of ACS and Wide-Field
Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2), after the failure of ACS in January 2007. This was
achieved under programs 10494, 10798 and 11202 (Cycles 14, 15 and 16, respectively;
PI: Koopmans).

In addition, a number of SLACS early-type lens galaxies have been targeted for
spectroscopical observation. In particular, 17 systems have been observed with the
Very Large Telescope (VLT) VIMOS IFU2, providing detailed two-dimensional kine-
matic information which is vital to enable the fully self-consistent combined lensing
and dynamics analysis which constitutes the main topic of this Thesis. Moreover,
long-slit spectroscopy with Keck-I Low Resolution Imager and Spectrograph (LRIS)
has been obtained for another 13 lens galaxies (PI: Treu), producing pseudo two-
dimensional kinematic information by means of several slit position parallel to the
major axis and offset along the minor axis.

2.1.2 Image processing
In contrast with source-selected lenses, where the very bright background source—
typically a quasar—often outshines the foreground galaxy, the SLACS survey tends

2Three systems were observed within the ESO pilot programme 075.B-0226 (PI: Koopmans) and the
remaining fourteen system within the large programme 177.B-0682 (PI: Koopmans).
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to select bright lens galaxies and fainter source objects. Whereas this is ideal for in-
depth studies and detailed modelling of the lens, it makes more difficult to correctly
subtract the luminous foreground galaxy in order to obtain the lensed source surface
brightness distribution, which is the crucial observable for lensing modelling.

The commonly employed technique of fitting the galaxy with de Vaucouleurs
(1948) or Sérsic (1968) profiles generally leaves systematic residuals, which makes it
necessary to use a more flexible modelling method based on the B-spline technique
(see de Boor 1977 and Paper I). This ensures that the surface brightness of the lensed
source is properly conserved, which is essential for lensing studies. On the the other
hand, two-dimensional ellipsoidal de Vaucouleurs models permit to measure with
sufficient accuracy foreground galaxy observables such as magnitude, effective ra-
dius Re and (projected) axial ratio q?,2D.

2.2 Main results
In the present Section, we report and briefly discuss some of the major scientific
results coming from the SLACS Survey, namely:

1. The total mass density profile of the SLACS lenses is nearly isothermal within
the probed region (i.e. within about Re/2), with a small intrinsic scatter of order
6%.

2. The total density profile does not show evidence of evolution with redshift.
3. SLACS early-type galaxies are essentially homologous systems, and the tilt of

the fundamental plane is due to a systematic variation of the total mass-to-light
ratio with mass.

4. Although the SLACS systems are dominated by the luminous mass component
within their inner regions (up to about Re), the average dark matter fraction is
significant (being of order 35− 40% in projection).

Clearly, an issue of the greatest import is knowing if such findings are only spe-
cific of the sample of lens galaxies under study, or, conversely, if they can be referred
to the population of massive ellipticals at large. For this reason, the SLACS lenses
have been thoroughly compared with samples of non-lens galaxies from the SDSS
database having similar redshift, spectral properties and velocity dispersion. It is
found that the SLACS systems are fully consistent with being drawn at random by
the parent SDSS early-type galaxy distribution in terms of every examined observa-
tional property, including size, surface brightness, luminosity, weak lensing signal,
location on the fundamental plane (by accounting for the passive evolution of the old
stellar population) and environment (see Papers I, II, IV, V and VIII). This provides
a very convincing indication that the results obtained for the SLACS systems can
be generalized to the overall population of massive early-type galaxies at redshift
z & 0.1.

2.2.1 The total density profile and its redshift evolution
A combined gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics analysis of the inner regions
of SLACS galaxies shows that these objects are characterized by a remarkably homo-
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geneous total density profile very close to isothermal, i.e. ρtot ∝ r−γ′ with γ′ ∼ 2.
This is equivalent to a flat rotation curve for systems supported by rotation (i.e., disk
galaxies).

We summarize here the general features of the method employed for the joint
study, which is fully described and applied to 15 SLACS lenses in Paper III. The
convergence κ of the lens object, i.e. the mass distribution projected on the sky plane
(x′, y′) and normalized by the critical (surface) density, is described by a singular
isothermal ellipsoid (SIE) profile,

κ(x′, y′) =
bSIE
√qSIE

2
√

q2
SIEx′2 + y′2

, (2.2)

where qSIE denotes the axial ratio and the lens strength bSIE (expressed in radians)
can be related to a velocity dispersion σSIE by

bSIE = 4π
σ2

SIE
c2

DlDls
Ds

. (2.3)

The definition (2.2) ensures that the mass enclosed by the critical curve is invariant
under changes of qSIE, for fixed bSIE.

Under this assumption, and optimizing for the three model parameters (i.e. lens
strength, axial ratio and position angle of the total mass distribution) the galaxy
subtracted lensed image is mapped back to the source plane by means of the pix-
elized source reconstruction technique of Koopmans (2005), based on Warren & Dye
(2003). The derived value for the Einstein mass MEinst (i.e. the total mass enclosed
in projection within the Einstein radius) is remarkably accurate and largely model-
independent (e.g. Kochanek 1991), and therefore it can be used as a robust constraint
for the subsequent dynamical analysis.

The dynamical modelling is based on different assumptions. A spherical single
power-law profile

ρtot(r) = ρ0r−γ′ (2.4)

is adopted for the total density distribution of the lens galaxy, with the normaliza-
tion ρ0 set by the previously obtained value for MEinst, and the logarithmic density
slope γ′ as the only free parameter. The density distribution ρ? of the luminous com-
ponent is described by a Hernquist (1990) spherical profile, and treated as a tracer
of the total gravitational potential. Given a constant value for the stellar anisotropy
βr ≡ 1 − σ2

θ /σ2
r (with the default choice being isotropy, i.e. βr = 0), the spherical

Jeans equations (e.g. Binney & Tremaine 2008) are solved to obtain the radial profile
of the line-of-sight velocity dispersion. Once the effects of aperture and seeing have
been properly accounted for, one remains with a value σmodel(γ′) for the velocity dis-
persion, which can be compared with the observed σSDSS to determine the posterior
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Figure 2.3: Posterior PDFs of the total density logarithmic slope γ′ for the 15 lens galaxies
analyzed in Paper III (black curves), under the assumptions of isotropy of the stellar velocity
dispersion tensor and Hernquist luminosity density profile. The red region is the joint proba-
bility for γ′, with the 1σ intrinsic spread indicated by the horizontal bar. The dashed red curve
shows the joint probability when adopting a Jaffe luminosity density profile. The dashed blue
curves show the joint probability in two specific cases of tangential (β < 0) and radial (β > 0)
anisotropy. (Source: Koopmans et al. 2006).

probability distribution function (PDF) for the logarithmic slope γ′, i.e.

dP
dγ′

∝ exp

[
− (σmodel − σSDSS)2

2 (δσSDSS)2

]
, (2.5)

where δσSDSS is the 1σ error on the measured SDSS velocity dispersion. Fig. 2.3
shows the posterior PDFs obtained for the 15 lens galaxies examined in Paper III.

Clearly, within this approach, gravitational lensing is simply used to put a con-
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straint on the dynamical modelling, and the two problems are treated independently,
with assumptions which are to some extent mutually inconsistent (e.g., spherical
symmetry for dynamics, axisymmetry for the projected mass distribution in the case
of lensing). Furthermore, the only direct observational constraint on dynamics is
provided by a single measurement for the velocity dispersion, i.e. σSDSS. Motivated
by such limitations, in Chapter 3 of this Thesis we will develop and implement—
under the assumption of axial symmetry and two-integral stellar distribution func-
tion—a fully self-consistent method to combine gravitational lensing and stellar dy-
namics which, moreover, makes full use of the abundant information coming from
the lens galaxy surface brightness distribution and the two-dimensional kinematic
maps.

From the joint probability for the 15 γ′ distributions, Koopmans et al. determine
an average logarithmic slope of 〈γ′〉 = 2.01+0.02

−0.03 (68% CL) for the total mass den-
sity profile of the SLACS galaxies, which is extremely close to (and consistent with)
isothermal. The intrinsic spread about 〈γ′〉 is σγ′ = 0.12, corresponding to only 6%.
Choosing a different density distribution for the stellar component, such as a Jaffe
(1983) profile, as well as assuming a radial (βr > 0) or tangential (βr < 0) constant
anisotropy, does not change significantly the conclusions (cf. Fig. 2.3). As we will see
in Chapter 6 of this Thesis, a fully self-consistent analysis on a subset of 6 systems
still finds very similar results, which is suggestive of the robustness and effectiveness
of the joint analysis, even under very simple assumptions.

Of course, the assumption of single power-law density profile does not need to
be correct. In principle, the underlying radial density distribution within the probed
region might be more complex, e.g. a broken power-law, while the obtained slope
would be just an average value. If this was the case, one would expect to see a
trend in the recovered γ′ as a function of the normalized Einstein radius, i.e. REinst/Re
(where Re is the effective radius). No such trend is observed (Paper III), indicating
that the total density profile is actually a power-law within the inner regions, i.e.
approximately inside r . Re. Strikingly, combined strong and weak lensing analysis
of 22 (stacked) SLACS galaxies shows that the total density profile is consistent with
ρ ∝ r−2 also well beyond the inner regions, up to about a hundred effective radii (see
Paper IV).

The logarithmic slopes of the 15 sample systems are plotted against redshift in
Fig. 2.4, together with the slopes obtained for the more distant LSD galaxies and
two additional lenses (Treu & Koopmans 2002b; Koopmans et al. 2003). It is found
that there is no significant evidence for the evolution of γ′ up to a redshift z ≈ 1.
A linear fit gives d〈γ′〉/dz = 0.23± 0.16 (within 1σ) when excluding systems with
σSDSS < 200 km s−1.

2.2.2 The mass fundamental plane

In addition to the ordinary fundamental plane (Djorgovski & Davis 1987; Dressler
et al. 1987),

log Re = a log σc + b log Ie + d , (2.6)
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Figure 2.4: Logarithmic slope γ′ of the total density profile plotted against redshift for SLACS
galaxies (red squares) and LSD galaxies with two additional systems (blue circles); the green
symbols are for SLACS or LSD systems with velocity dispersion within aperture σap ≥ 200
km s−1. The grey band indicates the rms spread around the average slope, calculated for all
systems with σap ≥ 200 km s−1. (Source: Koopmans et al. 2006).

where Ie indicates the surface brightness within Re and σc is the central velocity
dispersion3, a “mass fundamental plane” (or simply mass plane, MP) can be defined
for the lens early-type galaxies of the SLACS Survey, by substituting the observable
Ie with Σe2, the surface mass density (within Re/2) obtained from strong lensing
analysis. By analogy with the formalism of Eq. (2.6), the MP is expressed as

log Re = aMP log σe2 + bMP log Σe2 + dMP (2.7)

(see Bolton et al. 2007 and Paper VII). Since for most systems REinst is very close to
Re/2, and MEinst is almost model-independent, Σe2 will depend only marginally on
the adopted lens model.

Among the most compelling findings of the SLACS Survey is the discovery that—
at variance with the fundamental plane—the MP for the examined systems is con-
sistent with not having any “tilt”, i.e. (aMP, bMP) ≈ (2,−1), often referred as the
“virial plane” expectation. If the generalization to the overall population of mas-
sive ellipticals is justified, this result would imply that early-type galaxies are nearly
homologous systems, with an (almost) universal structure for the total density dis-
tribution, and the tilt of the fundamental plane is caused by a systematic variation
with mass of the total mass-to-light ratio.

3Usually σe8, i.e. the velocity dispersion within Re/8, is adopted as the value for σc.
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2.2.3 Dark matter in SLACS galaxies
The average dark matter fraction within REinst obtained from the analysis conducted
in Paper III (adopting as priors the stellar mass-to-light ratios from the fundamen-
tal plane) is 〈 fDM〉 = 0.25 ± 0.06, with a large scatter for individual systems (from
fDM ' 0 for lenticular galaxies to about 40 − 60% for some of the most massive
systems). In Paper VII, an average value 〈 fDM〉 = 0.38± 0.07 (within one effective
radius) is derived—without any dynamical modelling—for the full sample, based
on general considerations about the trend of the ratio Mdim/MEinst (where Mdim is
a proxy for the dynamical mass) with the normalized REinst. The main conclusion is
that, generally, a non-negligible amount of dark matter is already present in the in-
ner regions of early-type galaxies, an issue that we will explore further in Chapters 5
and 6 of this Thesis.

Further insights about the dark matter distribution can be obtained by compar-
ing the flattening and the alignement of the total and luminous projected density
profiles. The average value 〈qSIE/q?,2D〉 is consistent with unity, although the ratio
for individual S0 galaxies significantly exceeds one, suggesting that lenticulars are
flattened systems embedded within a round halo. The position angles of the pro-
jected major axes for the total and stellar distributions are only slightly misaligned,
with 〈∆θPA〉 = 2.◦5± 2.◦4 (rms of 18◦)4. Both results are confirmed, within a firmer
framework, by the more sophisticated analysis conducted in Chapter 6 of this Thesis.

4In determining this value, galaxies too round to reliably measure θPA,? (i.e. having q?,2D ≥ 0.95) were
neglected.
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Gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics are two independent methods, sole-
ly based on gravity, to study the mass distributions of galaxies. Both methods
suffer from degeneracies, however, that are difficult to break. In this paper, we
present a new framework that self-consistently unifies gravitational lensing
and stellar dynamics, breaking some classical degeneracies that have limited
their individual usage, particularly in the study of high-redshift galaxies. For
any given galaxy potential, the mapping of both the unknown lensed source
brightness distribution and the stellar phase-space distribution function onto
the photometric and kinematic observables can be cast as a single set of cou-
pled linear equations, which are solved by maximizing the likelihood penalty
function. The Bayesian evidence penalty function subsequently allows one to
find the best potential-model parameters and to quantitatively rank potential-
model families or other model assumptions (e.g. PSF). We have implemented a
fast algorithm that solves for the maximum-likelihood pixelized lensed source
brightness distribution and the two-integral stellar phase-space distribution
function f (E, Lz), assuming axisymmetric potentials. To make the method
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practical, we have devised a new Monte Carlo approach to Schwarzschild’s or-
bital superposition method, based on the superposition of two-integral (E and
Lz) toroidal components, to find the maximum-likelihood two-integral distri-
bution function in a matter of seconds in any axisymmetric potential. The non
linear parameters of the potential are subsequently found through a hybrid
MCMC and Simplex optimization of the evidence. Illustrated by the power-
law potential models of Evans, we show that the inclusion of stellar kinematic
constraints allows the correct linear and non linear model parameters to be re-
covered, including the potential strength, oblateness and inclination, which,
in the case of gravitational-lensing constraints only, would otherwise be fully
degenerate.

3.1 Introduction

Understanding the formation and the evolution of early-type galaxies is one of the
most important open problems in present-day astrophysics and cosmology. Within
the standard ΛCDM paradigm, massive ellipticals are predicted to be formed via hi-
erarchical merging of lower mass galaxies (Toomre 1977; Frenk et al. 1988; White &
Frenk 1991; Barnes 1992; Cole et al. 2000). Despite the many theoretical and observa-
tional successes of this scenario, several important features of early-type galaxies are
still left unexplained. In particular, the origin of the (often strikingly tight) empirical
scaling laws that correlate the global properties of ellipticals remain unexplained: (i)
the fundamental plane (Djorgovski & Davis 1987; Dressler et al. 1987), relating ef-
fective radius, velocity dispersion and effective surface brightness; (ii) the MBH − σ
(Magorrian et al. 1998; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000), relating the
mass of the central supermassive black hole hosted by the galaxy with its velocity
dispersion; (iii) the color-σ (Bower, Lucey, & Ellis 1992) and the Mg2 − σ (Guzmán,
Lucey, Carter, & Terlevich 1992; Bender, Burstein, & Faber 1993; Bernardi, Sheth, An-
nis, Burles, Finkbeiner, Lupton, Schlegel, SubbaRao, Bahcall, Blakeslee, Brinkmann,
Castander, Connolly, Csabai, Doi, Fukugita, Frieman, Heckman, Hennessy, Ivezić,
Knapp, Lamb, McKay, Munn, Nichol, Okamura, Schneider, Thakar, & York 2003)
relating the velocity dispersion with the stellar ages and the chemical composition
of the galaxy.

Each of these scaling relations relate structural, (spectro-) photometric, and dy-
namical (i.e. stellar velocity dispersion) quantities. Whereas the first two are solely
based on the observed stellar component, the latter is a function of the stellar and
dark matter mass distribution. Hence, a detailed study of the inner mass profile of
early-type galaxies at different redshifts is undoubtedly necessary to properly ad-
dress the numerous issues related with the formation and the evolution of these
objects and their scaling relations, and it would also constitute an excellent test bed
for the validity of the ΛCDM scenario on small (i.e. non linear) scales.

Today, a large number of thorough stellar dynamic and X-ray studies have been
conducted to probe the mass structure of nearby (z . 0.1) early-type galaxies (Fab-
biano 1989; Mould, Oke, de Zeeuw, & Nemec 1990; Saglia, Bertin, & Stiavelli 1992;
Bertin, Bertola, Buson, Danzinger, Dejonghe, Sadler, Saglia, de Zeeuw, & Zeilinger
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1994; Franx, van Gorkom, & de Zeeuw 1994; Carollo, de Zeeuw, van der Marel,
Danziger, & Qian 1995; Arnaboldi, Freeman, Mendez, Cappaccioli, Ciardullo, Ford,
Gerhard, Hui, Jacoby, Kudritzki, & Quinn 1996; Rix, de Zeeuw, Cretton, van der
Marel, & Carollo 1997; Matsushita, Makishima, Ikebe, Rokutanda, Yamasaki, & Oha-
shi 1998; Loewenstein & White 1999; Gerhard, Kronawitter, Saglia, & Bender 2001;
Seljak 2002; de Zeeuw, Bureau, Emsellem, Bacon, Carollo, Copin, Davies, Kuntschner,
et al. 2002; Borriello, Salucci, & Danese 2003; Romanowsky, Douglas, Arnaboldi, Kui-
jken, Merrifield, Napolitano, Capaccioli, & Freeman 2003; Cappellari, Bacon, Bureau,
Damen, Davies, de Zeeuw, Emsellem, Falcón-Barroso, et al. 2006; Gavazzi, Treu,
Rhodes, Koopmans, Bolton, Burles, Massey, & Moustakas 2007), in most (but not
all) cases finding evidence for the presence of a dark matter halo component and for
a flat equivalent rotation curve in the inner regions.

When it comes to distant (z & 0.1) early-type galaxies, however, only relatively
little is known. The two main diagnostic tools which can be employed to carry out
such studies, namely gravitational lensing (Schneider et al. 2006) and stellar dy-
namics (Binney & Tremaine 1987), both suffer from limitations and degeneracies.
Gravitational lensing provides an accurate and almost model independent determi-
nation of the total mass projected within the Einstein radius, but a reliable deter-
mination of the mass density profile is often prevented by the effects of the mass
sheet (Falco, Gorenstein, & Shapiro 1985) and the related mass profile and shape de-
generacies (e.g. Wucknitz 2002; Evans & Witt 2003; Saha & Williams 2006). Despite
these limitations, strong gravitational lensing has provided the first, although het-
erogeneous, constraints on the internal mass distribution of stellar and dark matter
in high-redshift galaxies (e.g. Kochanek 1995; Rusin & Ma 2001; Ma 2003; Rusin et al.
2002; Cohn et al. 2001; Muñoz et al. 2001; Winn et al. 2003; Wucknitz et al. 2004; Fer-
reras et al. 2005; Wayth & Webster 2006; Dye & Warren 2005; Brewer & Lewis 2006b;
Dobke & King 2006).

Analyses based on stellar dynamics are limited by the paucity of bright kinematic
tracers in the outer regions of early-type galaxies (e.g. Gerhard 2006). Moreover,
there is a severe degeneracy (the mass-anisotropy degeneracy) between the mass
profile of the galaxy and the anisotropy of its stellar velocity dispersion tensor (e.g.
Gerhard 1993). Higher order velocity moments, which could be used to overcome
this difficulty, cannot be measured in reasonable integration time for such distant
systems with any of the current instruments.

A viable solution to break these degeneracies to a large extent is a joint analy-
sis which combines constraints from both gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics
(Koopmans & Treu 2002; Treu & Koopmans 2002b, 2003; Koopmans & Treu 2003;
Rusin et al. 2003; Treu & Koopmans 2004; Rusin & Kochanek 2005; Bolton et al. 2006;
Treu et al. 2006b; Koopmans et al. 2006; Gavazzi et al. 2007): the two approaches can
be described as almost “orthogonal”, in other words they complement each other
very effectively (see e.g. Koopmans 2004, for some simple scaling relations), allow-
ing a trustworthy determination of the mass density profile of the lens galaxy in
the inner regions (i.e. within the Einstein radius or the effective radius, whichever
is larger). A joint gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics study of the Lenses
Structure and Dynamics (LSD) and Sloan Lens ACS (SLACS) samples of early-type
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galaxies (Koopmans et al. 2006; Bolton et al. 2006; Treu et al. 2006b), for example,
showed that the total mass density has an average logarithmic slope extremely close
to isothermal (〈s′〉 = 2.01 ± 0.03, assuming ρtot ∝ r−s′ ) with a very small intrinsic
spread of at most 6%. They also find no evidence for any secular evolution of the in-
ner density slope of early-type galaxies between z = 0.08 and 1.01 (Koopmans et al.
2006).

These authors, in their combined analysis, make use of both gravitational lensing
and stellar dynamics information, but treat the two problems as independent. More
specifically, the projected mass distribution of the lens galaxy is modeled as a sin-
gular isothermal ellipsoid (SIE; e.g. Kormann et al. 1994), and the obtained value for
the total mass within the Einstein radius is used as a constraint for the dynamical
modeling; in the latter the galaxy is assumed to be spherical and the stellar orbit
anisotropy to be constant (or follow an Osipkov–Merritt profile; Osipkov 1979; Mer-
ritt 1985b,a) in the inner regions and therefore the spherical Jeans equations can be
solved in order to determine the slope s′ (see Koopmans & Treu 2003; Treu & Koop-
mans 2004; Koopmans et al. 2006, for a full discussion of the methodology). This
approach, however, while being robust and successful, is not fully self-consistent:
gravitational lensing and the stellar dynamics use different assumptions about the
symmetry of the system and different potentials for the lens galaxy.

This has motivated us to develop a completely rigorous and self-consistent frame-
work to carry out combined gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics studies of
early-type galaxies, the topic of the present paper. The methodology that we intro-
duce, in principle, is completely general and allows – given a set of data from grav-
itational lensing (i.e. the surface brightness distribution of the lensed images) and
stellar dynamics (i.e. the surface brightness distribution and the line-of-sight pro-
jected velocity moments of the lens galaxy) – the “best” parameters, describing the
gravitational potential of the galaxy and its stellar phase-space distribution function,
to be recovered.

In practice, because of technical and computational limitations, we restrict our-
selves to axisymmetric potentials and two-integral stellar phase-space distribution
functions (i.e. f (E, Lz); see Binney & Tremaine 1987), in order to present a fast and ef-
ficiently working algorithm. We introduce a new Monte Carlo approach to Schwarz-
schild’s orbital superposition method, that allows the f (E, Lz) to be solved in ax-
isymmetric potentials in a matter of seconds. All of these restrictions, however,
should be seen just as one particular implementation of the much broader general
framework.

The very core of the methodology lies in the possibility of formulating both
the lensed image reconstruction and the dynamical modeling as formally analo-
gous linear problems. The whole framework is coherently integrated in the context
of Bayesian statistics, which provides an objective and unambiguous criterion for
model comparison, based on the evidence merit function (MacKay 1992, 2003). The
Bayesian evidence penalty function allows one to both determine the “best” (i.e. the
most plausible in an Occam’s razor sense) set of non linear parameters for an as-
signed potential and compare and rank different potential families, as well as set the
optimal regularization level in solving the linear equations and find the best point-
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spread function (PSF) model, pixel scales, etc.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 3.2 we first review some relevant as-

pects of the theory of Bayesian inference, and we elucidate how these apply to the
framework of combined lensing and stellar dynamics. In Sect. 3.3 we present a gen-
eral overview of the framework, with particular focus on the case of our implemen-
tation for axisymmetric potentials. In Sects. 3.4 and 3.5, respectively, we provide a
detailed description of the methods for the lensed image reconstruction and the dy-
namical modeling. In Sect. 3.6 we describe the testing of the method, showing that it
allows a reliable recovery of the correct model potential parameters. Finally, conclu-
sions are drawn in Sect. 3.7. The application of the algorithm to the early-type lens
galaxies of the SLACS sample (e.g. Bolton et al. 2006; Treu et al. 2006b; Koopmans
et al. 2006; Gavazzi et al. 2007) will be presented in forthcoming papers.

3.2 Data fitting and model comparison:
A Bayesian approach

Before describing the code itself in more detail, in this Section we first review the
basics of Bayesian statistics. This is relevant, because – as will be shown in more
detail in the coming Sections – both the lensing and stellar dynamics parts of the
algorithm can be formalized as linear sets of equations

~b = A~x +~n (3.1)

that can be solved within a Bayesian statistical framework. In the above equation, ~b
represents the data, A = A[Φ(~η)] is the model, which will in general depend on the
physics involved (e.g., in our case, the lens-galaxy potential Φ, a function of the non
linear parameters ~η), ~x are the linear parameters that we want to infer, and ~n is the
noise in the data, characterized by the covariance matrix C.

First, we aim to determine the linear parameters ~x given the data and a fixed
model and, on a more general level, to find the non linear parameters ~η correspond-
ing to the “best” model. Note that the choices of grid size, PSF, etc., are also regarded
as being (discrete) parameters of the model family (changing these quantities or as-
sumptions formally is equivalent to adopting a different family of models).

Both of these problems can quantitatively be addressed within the framework of
Bayesian statistics. Following the approach of MacKay (MacKay 1992, 1999, MacKay
2003; see also Suyu et al. 2006), it is possible to distinguish between three different
levels of inference for the data modeling.

1. At the first level of inference, the model A is assumed to be true, and the most
probable ~xMP for the linear parameters is obtained by maximizing the posterior
probability, given by the expression (derived from Bayes’ rule)

P(~x|~b, λ, A, H) =
P(~b|~x, A)P(~x|H, λ)

P(~b|λ, A, H)
, (3.2)

where H is a regularization operator, which formalizes a conscious a priori
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assumption about the degree of smoothness that we expect to find in the solu-
tion (refer to Appendix 3.A for the construction of the regularization matrix);
the level of regularization is set by the hyperparameter value λ. The introduc-
tion of some kind of prior (the term P(~x|H, λ) in Eq. [3.2]) is inescapable, since,
due to the presence of noise in the data, the problem from equation (3.1) is an
ill-conditioned linear system and, therefore, cannot simply be solved through a
direct inversion along the line of ~x = A−1~b (see for example Press et al. 1992 for
a clear introductory treatment on this subject). Note that besides H, any a pri-
ori assumption (PSF, pixel scales, etc.) can be treated and ranked through the
evidence. Traditional likelihood methods do not allow a proper quantitative
ranking of model families or other assumptions. In Eq. (3.2), the probability
P(~b|~x, A) is the likelihood term, while the normalization constant P(~b|λ, A, H)
is called the evidence and plays a fundamental role in Bayesian analysis, be-
cause it represents the likelihood term at the higher levels of inference.

2. At the second level, we infer the most probable hyperparameter λMP for the
model A by maximizing the posterior probability function

P(λ|~b, A, H) =
P(~b|λ, A, H)P(λ)

P(~b|A, H)
, (3.3)

which is equivalent to maximizing the likelihood P(~b|λ, A, H) (i.e. the evidence
of the previous level) if the prior P(λ) is taken to be flat in logarithm, as is
customarily done,1, because its scale is not known.

3. Finally, at the third level of inference the models are objectively compared and
ranked on the basis of the evidence (of the previous level),

P(A, H|~b) ∝ P(~b|A, H)P(A, H), (3.4)

where the prior P(A, H) is assumed to be flat. It has been shown by MacKay
(1992) that this evidence-based Bayesian method for model comparison auto-
matically embodies the principle of Occam’s razor, i.e. it penalizes those mod-
els which correctly predict the data, but are unnecessarily complex. Hence, it
is in some sense analogous to the reduced χ2.

In Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 we illustrate how this general framework is imple-
mented under reasonable simplifying assumptions and how the maximization of
the evidence is done in practice.

1With the statistics terminology this is an “uninformative” prior, which tries to represent the absence
of a priori information on the scale of λ (see e.g. Cousins 1995 and references therein).
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3.2.1 Maximizing the posterior: Linear optimization

If the noise ~n in the data can be modeled as Gaussian, it is possible to show (MacKay
1992; Suyu et al. 2006) that the posterior probability (Eq. [3.2]) can be written as

P(~x|~b, λ, A, H) =
exp [−EP (~x)]∫
exp [−EP (~x)] d~x

, (3.5)

where

EP = EL(~x) + λER(~x). (3.6)

In the penalty function from equation (3.6),

EL(~x) =
1
2

(A~x−~b)
T

C−1(A~x−~b) (3.7)

(i.e. half of the χ2 value) is a term proportional to the logarithm of the likelihood,
which quantifies the agreement of the model with the data, and the term

ER(~x) =
1
2
||H~x||2 (3.8)

is the regularizing function, which is taken to have a quadratic form with the min-
imum in ~xreg = ~0 (see the seminal paper of Tikhonov 1963 for the use of the regu-
larization method in solving ill-posed problems). The term ER formalizes the only
a priori assumption regarding the smoothness of the solution, and therefore corre-
sponds to the prior term of Eq. (3.2).

The most probable solution ~xMP is obtained by maximizing the posterior from
equation (3.5). The calculation of ∂ [EL(~x) + λER(~x)] /∂~x = ~0 yields the linear set of
normal equations

(ATC−1A + λHTH)~x = ATC−1~b, (3.9)

which maximizes the posterior (a solution exists and is unique because of the quad-
ratic and positive definite nature of the matrices).

If the solution ~xMP is unconstrained, the set of equations (3.9) can be effectively
and non-iteratively solved using e.g. a Cholesky decomposition technique. How-
ever, in our case the solutions have a very direct physical interpretation, represent-
ing the surface brightness distribution of the source in the case of lensing (e.g. Sec-
tion 3.4), or the weighted distribution function in the case of dynamics (e.g. Sec-
tion 3.5). The solutions must therefore be non-negative. Hence, we compute the
solution of the constrained set of equations (3.9) using the freely-available L-BFGS-
B code, a limited memory and bound constrained implementation of the Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method for solving optimization problems (Byrd,
Lu, & Nocedal 1995; Zhu, Byrd, & Nocedal 1997).
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of the general framework for joint gravitational lensing and stellar dynam-
ics analysis. See the text for an extended description.

3.2.2 Maximizing the evidence: non linear optimization
The implementation of the higher levels of inference (i.e. the model comparison)
requires an iterative optimization process. At every iteration i, a different set ~ηi of
the non linear parameters is considered, generating a new model Ai ≡ A[Φ(~ηi)]
for which the most probable solution ~xMP,i for the linear parameters is recovered
as described in Sect. 3.2.1, and the associated evidence E(~ηi, λ) = P(~b|λ, Ai, H) is
calculated (the explicit expression for the evidence is straightforward to compute
but rather cumbersome and is, therefore, given in Appendix 3.E). Then a nested
loop, corresponding to the second level of inference, is carried out to determine the
most probable hyperparameter λMP for this model, by maximization of E(~ηi, λ). The
evidence Ei = P(~b|Ai, H) for the model Ai can now be calculated by marginalizing
over the hyperparameters.2 The different models Ai can now be ranked according
to the respective value of the evidence Ei (this is the third level of inference), and the
best model is the one which maximizes the evidence. This procedure is in fact very
general, and can be applied to compare models with different types of potentials,
regularization matrices, PSFs, grid sizes, etc.

The Hyperparameters
In principle, for each ~ηi one has to determine the corresponding set of most probable
hyperparameters λMP,i by means of a nested optimization loop. In practice, how-
ever, the values of the hyperparameters change only slightly when ~η is varied in the
optimization process, and therefore it is not necessary to perform a nested loop for λ
at each ~η-iteration. What we do is to start the evidence maximization by iteratively
changing ~η, while the hyperparameters are kept fixed at a quite large initial value λ0

2However, it turns out that a reasonable approximation is to calculate Ei assuming that P(λ|~b, Ai , H)

is a δ function centered on λMP, so that the evidence is obtained simply as P(~b|λMP, Ai , H) (see MacKay
1992; Suyu et al. 2006).
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(so that the solutions are assured to be smooth and the preliminary exploration of the
~η space is faster). This is followed by a second loop in which the best ~η-model found
so far is fixed, and we optimize only for λ. The alternate loop procedure is iterated
until the maximum for the evidence is reached. Our tests show that the hyperparam-
eters generally remain very close to the values found at the second loop. Hence, this
approximation (which is somewhat equivalent to a line-search minimization along –
alternatively – the ~η-parameters and the hyperparameters) works satisfactorily, sig-
nificantly reducing the number of iterations necessary to reach convergence.

MCMC and Downhill-Simplex Optimization

The maximization of the evidence is, in general, not an easy task, because obtaining
the function value for a given model can be very time consuming and the gradient
of the evidence over the non linear parameters ~η is in general not known or too ex-
pensive to calculate. We have therefore tailored a hybrid optimization routine which
combines a (modified) Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) search with a Downhill-
Simplex method (see e.g. Press et al. 1992, for a description of both techniques). The
preliminary run of the simplex method (organized in the loops described above) is
the crucial step, because even when launched from a very skewed and unrealistic
starting point ~η0, it usually allows one to reach a good local maximum and from
there to recover the “best set” of parameters, i.e. the ~η-set which corresponds to the
absolute maximum of the evidence function.

The outcome of this first-order optimization is then used as the starting point for
a modified MCMC exploration of the surrounding evidence surface with an accep-
tance ratio based on the evaluation of the normalized quantity (Ek − Ebmax)/Ebmax
(where Ek is the evidence of the considered point and Ebmax is the evidence of the
best maximum found so far; higher maxima are always accepted). When a point is
“accepted”, a fast Simplex routine is launched from that point to determine the evi-
dence value of the local maximum to which it belongs. If this turns out to be a better
(i.e. higher) maximum than the best value found so far, it becomes the new starting
point for the MCMC. In practice, the whole procedure can be sped up by about 1
order of magnitude if some phases of the MCMC exploration and the subsequent
local peak climbing are limited to the optimization of the evidence of lensing only
(whose evaluation is much faster than the calculation of the total evidence), while
the evidence of dynamics provides the decisive criterion to discriminate between
the obtained set of local maxima of the lensing evidence surface.

As for the implementation of the Downhill-Simplex method, we have made use
of both the freely available optimization packages MINUIT (James, J. 1994) and
APPSPACK, a parallel derivative-free optimization package (see Gray & Kolda 2006;
Kolda 2005, for an exhaustive description of the algorithm), receiving similar results.
The effectiveness of this hybrid approach for our class of problems will be demon-
strated in Sect. 3.6.3, where a test case is considered.
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3.3 The Method
In this Section we describe the general outline of the framework for joint gravita-
tional lensing and stellar dynamics analysis (see Fig. 3.1 for a schematic flow chart
of the method). We develop an implementation of this methodology (the CAUL-
DRON3 algorithm) which applies specifically to axisymmetric potentials and two-
integral stellar distribution functions. This restriction is a good compromise between
extremely fast lensing plus dynamical modeling and flexibility. Fully triaxial and
three-integral methods (e.g. Cretton et al. 1999), although possible within our frame-
work, are not yet justified by the data quality and would make the algorithms much
slower. Of course, the true potential might be neither axisymmetric nor even triaxial.
Hence, if significative departures from the assumption of axisymmetry are present
in the lens galaxy, it will have an effect on the lensing and stellar kinematic recon-
structions, which cannot be accounted for by these simple models. In that case, the
model needs to be revised correspondingly. However, if the model fits the data, in a
Bayesian sense, such that no signicant residuals are left, then a more complex model
is not yet warranted by the data. We emphasize that this does not prove that the
galaxy is not triaxial, has three integrals of motion, or is even more complex, but
only that the data cannot make a statement about it (see e.g. Liddle et al. 2007, for an
illustrative discussion on this topic).

The technical details and a more exhaustive explanation of the terminology are
given in the following Sections and in the Appendices.

First, consider a set of observational data for an elliptical lens galaxy consisting
of (1) the surface brightness distribution of the lensed images (which we will refer
to as the lensing data ~d) and (2) the surface brightness distribution and the first and
second velocity moments map of the lens galaxy itself (hereafter the kinematic data ~p).
It is also assumed that the redshift of the source (zs) and of the lens (zd) are known.

Second, we choose a family of gravitational potentials Φ(~x,~η) which we expect
to provide a reasonably good description of the true potential of elliptical galaxies
for some set of model parameters ~η, such as the normalization constant, core radius,
oblateness, slope, etc.4 The vector ~η can also include other “non intrinsic” quantities,
such as the inclination angle, the position angle and the coordinates of the center of
the elliptical galaxy.

In order to understand the physical characteristics of the lens galaxy, the first
problem consists of finding the specific values of parameters ~η that optimize some
penalty function based on the mismatch between the data and the model, within the
solution space allowed by the chosen potential model. A more general and difficult,
but also much more interesting problem, is an objective and quantitative ranking of
a set of different families of potentials {Φ̂(~x, ~̂η)}. Our method is designed to address
both of these questions; given the data and a choice for the potential, the algorithm
yields the most likely solution of linear parameters and a value for Bayesian evidence
E(~η). The maximum evidence solution Emax(~ηmax) allows direct and objective model
family comparison. The model family can also include different choices of pixel

3Combined Algorithm for Unified Lensing and Dynamics ReconstructiON.
4We note that in principle ~η could even be the potential values on a grid of (R, z) and, hence, be grid-

based itself.
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scales, regularization, PSF models, etc.
A comparison based on the evidence, as was described in Section 3.2, overcomes

many of the traditional hurdles in regularization and objective model comparison
(see also e.g. Suyu et al. 2006; Marshall 2006, for a thorough discussion of the Bayesian
framework in the context of non parametric lensing) and is, therefore, extremely
powerful.

3.3.1 The CAULDRON algorithm
Whereas the lensed-image reconstruction is general and can straightforwardly be
applied to an arbitrary potential, in the case of the dynamical modeling we describe
how it can be coherently integrated into the general framework, but then focus on the
implementation for axisymmetric potentials and two-integral distribution functions.
The algorithm requires a set of observables ~d and ~p, and the choice of a parametric
model Φ(~x,~η). An initial set ~ηi (with i = 0) for the non linear parameters is selected.
We indicate the corresponding potential as Φi ≡ Φ(~x,~ηi). This potential is used
for both the lensed-image reconstruction and the dynamical modeling, so that the
method is completely self-consistent and makes full use of all the data constraints.

Gravitational Lens Modeling
The basic idea for the lensed-image reconstruction is the following. (1) One describes
the source brightness distribution by a set of (possibly irregularly spaced) pixels in
the source plane ~s with each pixel value representing the source surface brightness
at the location of the pixel. (2) A matrix operator L is then constructed for a given
lens potential, which multiplied by a given ~s (and blurred by the PSF) represents
the observed lensed image (see e.g. Warren & Dye 2003; Treu & Koopmans 2004;
Koopmans 2005; Dye & Warren 2005; Suyu et al. 2006; Wayth & Webster 2006; Brewer
& Lewis 2006a).

In practice, the three-dimensional potential Φi is integrated along the line of sight
z′ to obtain the projected potential ψi. The deflection angle is then determined from
ψi. The particular grid-based source reconstruction method introduced in Treu &
Koopmans (2004) and Koopmans (2005) then allows one to quickly construct the
lensing operator Li ≡ L(~ηi) and to determine the most probable pixelized source
~sMP,i by maximizing the posterior probability (Section 3.2.1). More discussion of the
lensing routine is presented in Section 3.4.

Stellar Dynamical Modeling
To construct the axisymmetric dynamical model (and the corresponding operator
Q, see Sect. 3.3.1) that reproduces the kinematic data set, a Schwarzschild method
(Schwarzschild 1979) is used. Within this flexible and powerful framework, a li-
brary of stellar orbits is integrated in an arbitrary potential Φ(~x,~η) and the specific
weighted superposition of orbits is determined which best reproduces the observed
surface brightness distribution and line-of-sight velocity moments of the galaxy (e.g.
Richstone 1980, 1984).

In the case of the CAULDRON algorithm for axisymmetric potentials Φ(R, z,~η), we
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use the two-integral Schwarzschild method developed by Cretton et al. (1999) and
Verolme & de Zeeuw (2002). In contrast to the “classical” Schwarzschild method,
here the building blocks for the galaxy are constituted not by orbits, but by “two-
integral components” (TICs), derived from Dirac δ two-integral distribution func-
tions (i.e. as functions of the orbital energy E and the axial component of the angular
momentum Lz). A TIC can be thought of as an elementary building block of toroidal
shape, characterized by a combination of orbits that produces a 1/R radial density
distribution and very simple (analytically calculable) velocity moments. For any TIC
the projected observables (e.g. in our case surface brightness and line-of-sight first
and second velocity moments) can then be straightforwardly calculated given Φi.
The projected axisymmetric density distribution and velocity moments can be ob-
tained as a weighted superposition of TICs (Verolme & de Zeeuw 2002).

The aim of the dynamical modeling is therefore to recover a set of weights which
describe how the stellar orbits (or, in the case of the axisymmetric implementation,
the TIC observables) are linearly superposed to match the data. In analogy to the
lensing case, this is done by maximizing the posterior probability (Sect. 3.2.1). For a
more extended description of the dynamics routine and the generation of the TICs,
we refer to Section 3.5 and Appendix 3.C.

Linear optimization of the posterior probability
A consequence of the previous considerations and an important feature of the algo-
rithm is that both the gravitational lensing source reconstruction and the dynamical
modeling can be expressed in a formally analogous way as sets of coupled linear
equations of the form





L~s = ~d (lensing)

Q~γ = ~p (dynamics).
(3.10)

The “lensing operator” L encodes how the source surface brightness distribution
~s is mapped on to the observed image ~d. Each of the Ns columns of L describe how
a point source localized on the corresponding pixel is lensed and possibly multiple
imaged on the image plane grid. Similarly, the “dynamical operator” Q contains
along its Nγ columns all the information about the observables generated by each
individual orbit or TIC (i.e. the surface brightness and the weighted line-of-sight
velocity moments, written in pixelized form on the same grid as the data), which are
superposed with weights ~γ to generate the data set ~p.

The crucial advantage of this formulation lies in the fact that each element of
Eq. (3.10) is a linear system of equations which can be solved in a fast and non it-
erative way, using the standard linear optimization techniques. Because both L and
Q are built from the same lens potential Φ(~η), both sets of equations are coupled
through the non linear parameters ~η.

Because of the ill-posed nature of the set of equations (3.10) (i.e. the data are
noisy), as was discussed in Section 3.2.1, finding the solution for ~s and ~p that max-
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imimize the posterior probability translates into solving a set of (regularized) linear
equations





(LTC−1
L L + λLHT

LHL)~s = LTC−1
L
~d

(QTC−1
D Q + λDHT

DHD)~γ = QTC−1
D ~p

(3.11)

where CL and CD are the covariance matrices for lensing and dynamics, respectively,
HL and HD are a choice for the regularization matrix, and λL and λD are the corre-
sponding regularization hyperparameters. Note that, for λ = 0 (i.e. in absence of
regularization), the solution of Eqs. (3.11) is equivalent to the maximum likelihood
solution in the case of Gaussian errors.

Once L and Q have been constructed, from Eqs. (3.11) we can derive the solutions
~sMP,i and ~γMP,i, relative to the choice of the non linear parameters ~ηi and of the hyper-
parameters ~λi ≡ (λL, λD)i. This, however, represents just a single possible model,
namely, Φi ≡ Φ(~ηi), belonging to one family of potentials Φ(~η) and, in general, will
not be the “best” model given the data ~d and ~p.

Non linear optimization of the Bayesian evidence

In the framework of the Bayesian statistics, the “plausibility” for each considered
model can be objectively quantified through the evidence (see Section 3.2), a merit
function which includes (but is not limited to) a likelihood penalty function, but
can also take into account the effects of the choice of regularization, grid, PSF, etc.
The set of non linear parameters ~ηbest, and the corresponding best model Φbest ≡
Φ(~ηbest), is obtained by maximizing the evidence through an iterative optimization
loop. For each cycle i, a different set of non linear parameters ~ηi is chosen, and the
most probable solutions~sMP,i and ~γMP,i are found as described before. The evidence
Ei which characterizes this model is then calculated to allow an objective comparison
between different models.

Once the evidence is maximized, we are left with the best model Φbest (charac-
terized by the value Emax for the evidence) and the best reconstruction for the source
brightness distribution~sMP,best and the TIC weights ~γMP,best (which is one-to-one re-
lated to the distribution function). At this point, the algorithm has provided us with
the best set of non linear parameters ~ηbest, i.e. the unknowns that we are most inter-
ested in. Nevertheless, we might wish to tackle the more general problem of model
family comparison, by considering a different family of potentials Φ̂ and applying
again the full algorithm to it. The result will be a vector ~̂ηbest and a value for the ev-
idence Êmax that we can directly compare to the value Emax that we had previously
found, determining in this way whether the potential Φ or Φ̂ represents a better
model given the constraints.

We now proceed to describe the lensed-image reconstruction and the dynamical
modeling routines in much greater detail. The reader less interested in the techni-
cal details and more in the application of the algorithm, can continue with Sect. 3.6
without loss of continuity.
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Figure 3.2: The left columns presents the simulated source~ssim and the corresponding lensed
image ~dsim with Gaussian noise added. The middle column shows the reconstructed quanti-
ties obtained with the lensing operator L and a particular choice for the regularization. The
residuals are shown in the right column.

3.4 Gravitational lensing
Gravitational lensing can be formulated as the reconstruction of an unknown source
brightness distribution ~s (pixelized on a grid composed of Ns pixels) given the ob-
served and PSF-convoluted image brightness distribution ~d (sampled on a grid of
dimension Nd). To tackle this problem we have made use of the implementation
of the method of non-parametric source reconstruction initially developed by War-
ren & Dye (2003) and further refined and/or adapted by Treu & Koopmans (2004);
Koopmans (2005); Dye & Warren (2005); Suyu et al. (2006); Wayth & Webster (2006);
Brewer & Lewis (2006a)

Each pixel i (with 1 ≤ i ≤ Nd) on the image grid, located at position ~x, is cast
back to the source plane (at position ~y) through the lensing equation

~y = ~x−~α(~x) (3.12)

where~α is the deflection angle, calculated from the gravitational potential Φ as de-
scribed in Appendix 3.B. Since gravitational lensing conserves the surface brightness
Σ, the equivalence Σ(~y) = Σ(~x) holds (if the effect of the PSF is neglected). In general,
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however, ~y will not exactly correspond to the position of a pixel of the fixed source
grid. Therefore Σ(~y) is expressed as a weighted linear superposition of the surface
brightness values at the four pixels j1 . . . j4 (where the index j runs in the interval
1 . . . Ns) which delimit the position ~y (see Treu & Koopmans 2004). The weights
w1 . . . w4 for each of the source pixels are the bilinear interpolation weights (whose
sum adds to unity to conserve flux), and they are stored as the elements Lij1 . . . Lij4 of
a (very) sparse matrix L of dimension Nd × Ns, which represents the lensing opera-
tor. If the image pixel i is cast outside the borders of the source grid, all the elements
of the i-th row of L are put to zero. In case we need to be more accurate, we can split
each image grid pixel into n = n1 × n2 subpixels and apply the same procedure as
before to construct an n-factor oversampled lensing matrix of dimension nNd × Ns.

The lensing operator is therefore a non linear function of the parameter vector ~η
through the potential, i.e. L = L(Φ(~η)), and must be constructed at each iteration
of the CAULDRON algorithm. From L we then construct the blurred lensing matrix
M ≡ BL, where B is a blurring operator (this is a square matrix of order equal to the
number of rows of L) which accounts for the effects of the PSF5. If we are dealing
with an oversampled lensing matrix, we need to include also a resampling operator
R (of dimension Nd × nNd) that sums the oversampled pixels together so that in the
end the blurred lensing matrix is defined as M ≡ RBL.

Within this framework, the mapping of the source into the lensed image can be
expressed as the set of linear equations (cfr. Eq. [3.10])

M~s = ~d. (3.13)

As discussed in Section 3.2.1, for Gaussian errors the solution ~sMP of the ill-con-
ditioned linear system from equation (3.13) is found by minimizing the quadratic
penalty function

Plen[~s, Φ(~η)] =
1
2

(M~s− ~d)
T

C−1
L (M~s− ~d) +

λlen
2
||H~s||2 (3.14)

(cf. Eq. [3.6]) by varying ~s and finding dPlen/d~s = 0. Here CL is the (diagonal)
lensing covariance matrix, H is the lensing regularization matrix, and λlen is the
corresponding regularization hyperparameter. This problem translates (see again
Sect. 3.2.1) into solving the set of linear equations

(MTC−1
L M + λlenHTH)~s = MTC−1

L
~d (3.15)

(cf. Eq. [3.9]).
Although in Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) we have indicated the regularization matrix

simply as H for the sake of clarity, it should be noted that, since ~s represents a two-
dimensional grid, it is necessary in practice to consider regularization both in the
x- and y-directions, as described, respectively, by matrices Hx and Hy. Therefore,

5In more detail, the i-th row of the matrix B contains a discretized description of how the PSF is going
to spread the surface brightness at the i-th pixel of the image ~d over the surrounding grid pixels (see
discussion in Treu & Koopmans 2004).
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Figure 3.3: In the first row we display the weighted distribution function ~γ (see text) sampled
in the integral space (E, Lz), together with the set of mock observables generated by this choice
(with non-uniform Gaussian noise added): the surface brightness distribution Σ, the line-of-
sight stellar streaming velocity 〈vz′ 〉 and the line-of-sight velocity dispersion σ2. The second
row shows the corresponding reconstructed quantities. The residuals are given in the last row.

the regularization term in Eq. (3.15) becomes λlen(HT
x Hx + h2HT

y Hy)~s, where h ≡
∆x/∆y is the ratio between the horizontal and vertical pixel scales in the case of
“curvature regularization” (see Suyu et al. 2006, for a discussion of different forms of
regularization). For a specific description of how the actual regularization matrices
are constructed, we refer to Appendix 3.A.

3.5 Dynamics

In this Section we describe the details of the fast two-integral Schwarzschild method
for the dynamical modeling of axisymmetric systems, which is implemented in the
CAULDRON algorithm. It should be noted, however, that Eqs. (3.16)-(3.18) are also
valid in the general case of arbitrary potentials, provided that ~γ is interpreted as the
vector of the weights of the different (numerically integrated) stellar orbits of some
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orbit library. However, the actual construction of the “dynamical operator” Q, as
described in Sect. 3.5.1, is specific to this particular implementation.

As already shown in Sect. 3.3.1, from a formal point of view the problem of dy-
namical modeling is identical to that of lensing (Sect. 3.4), essentially consisting of
finding the most probable solution ~γMP for the ill-constrained linear system

Q~γ = ~p (3.16)

(cf. Eqs.[3.13] and [3.10]). Here Q is the dynamical operator which is applied to
the vector ~γ of the weights of the building-block δ distribution functions f (E, Lz)
(the TICs) to generate the set of observables ~p. See Sect. 3.5.1 for a more in-depth
description of the meaning of the mentioned quantities and the construction of the
matrix Q. As described in Section 3.2.1, one derives the solution ~γMP by minimizing
the quadratic penalty function

Pdyn[~γ, Φ(~η)] =
1
2

(Q~γ− ~p)TC−1
D (Q~γ− ~p) +

1
2

(
λ

dyn
L ||KL~γ||2 + λ

dyn
E ||KE~γ||2

)
, (3.17)

which corresponds to solving the set of linear equations

(QTC−1
D Q + λ

dyn
L KT

LKL + λ
dyn
E KT

EKE)~γ = QTC−1
D ~p (3.18)

(note the equivalence with Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) for lensing). Here we have indicated
the (diagonal) dynamics covariance matrix as C−1

D and the regularization matrices
along the E- and Lz-axes of the ~γ-grid as KL and KE, respectively. The regularization
along these two directions are (assumed to be) uncorrelated, and the corresponding
hyperparameters λ

dyn
L and λ

dyn
E must therefore be considered independently.

With respect to their physical meaning, however, the construction of the linear
operators L and Q is a markedly distinct problem: the lensing operator describes
the distortion to which the source surface brightness distribution is subjected, while
the dynamics operator is effectively a library which stores the projected observables
(surface brightness distribution and unweighted velocity and velocity dispersion
maps) associated with the set of elementary (i.e. Dirac δ) two-integral distribution
functions.

3.5.1 The “dynamics operator” by means of a two-integral axisymmetric Schwarz-
schild method

In this Section we describe how to construct the dynamics operator Q (which is the
most complex part of implementing Eq. [3.18] explicitly), introducing a new and ex-
tremely fast Monte Carlo implementation of the two-integral components Schwarz-
schild method, as proposed by Cretton et al. (1999) and Verolme & de Zeeuw (2002).
The Schwarzschild method is a powerful and flexible numerical method to construct
numerical galaxy models without having to make any prior assumptions regarding
the shape, the symmetry, the anisotropy of the system, etc.
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In its original implementation (Schwarzschild 1979), the procedure works as fol-
lows. An arbitrary density distribution (possibly motivated by observations) is cho-
sen for the galaxy and the corresponding potential is computed by means of the
Poisson equation. One then calculates a library of stellar orbits within this potential
and finds the specific superposition of orbits which reproduces the initial density
distribution. The method can be generalized to also treat cases in which density and
potential are not a self-consistent pair and to include kinematic constraints (see e.g.
Richstone 1980, 1984; Pfenniger 1984; Rix et al. 1997).

Orbits, however, are not the only possibility for the building blocks of a Schwarz-
schild method if one only aims to construct two-integral axisymmetric models for
galaxies. Given an axisymmetric potential Φ(R, z), one can also consider more ab-
stract constituents called two-integral components or TICs (see Cretton et al. 1999;
Verolme & de Zeeuw 2002) which correspond to elementary Dirac δ distribution
functions completely specified by a choice of energy Ej and angular momentum Lz,j,

f j(Ej, Lz,j) =





Cj

2
δ(E− Ej)δ(Lz − Lz,j) inside ZVC

0 elsewhere

(3.19)

where Cj ≡ C[Ej,Lz,j ]
is a normalization coefficient chosen such that all the TICs have

equal mass (see Appendix 3.D for an explicit expression for C j). The zero-velocity
curve (ZVC) is the curve in the meridional plane (R, z) for which

Ekin = V(R, z)− L2
z

2R2 − E = 0, (3.20)

where E is the relative energy and V(R, z) ≡ −Φ(R, z) is the relative potential;
another frequently useful quantity is the effective potential Veff(R, z) = V(R, z) −
L2

z/2R2.

A TIC-based Schwarzschild method has two main advantages. First, the j-th TIC
can be interpreted as a particular combination of all orbits (both regular and irregu-
lar, see Cretton et al. 1999) with energy Ej and angular momentum Lz,j which can be
integrated in the potential Φ(R, z) and completely fill the ZVC. Therefore, the TICs
constitute a family of building blocks smoother than the regular orbits (which may
have sharp edges) and automatically take into account the irregular orbits. Second,
the unprojected density and velocity moments for the TICs have simple analytic ex-
pressions, which makes this method much faster than the ordinary orbit integration.

From the definition from equation (3.19), the density distribution in the merid-
ional plane generated by the j-th TIC is given by (see Binney & Tremaine 1987)

ρj(R, z) =





πCj

R
inside ZVC

0 elsewhere,

(3.21)
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while the only non-zero velocity moments have the following expressions inside the
ZVC:

ρj〈vϕ〉j =
πCj

R2 Lz,j, (3.22)

ρj〈v2
ϕ〉j =

πCj

R3 L2
z,j, (3.23)

ρj〈v2
R〉j = ρj〈v2

z〉j =
πCj

R
[
Veff(R, z)− Ej

]
, (3.24)

and they vanish elsewhere.
Note that we cannot directly compare the quantities described by Eqs. (3.21)-

(3.24) with the observations. Before this can be done, we need to calculate the pro-
jected quantities, grid them, and convolve them with the appropriate PSF (and pos-
sibly regrid them again in the case of subgridding).

The surface brightness Σj (sampled on a grid of NΣ elements) and the weighted
line-of-sight velocity moments Σ j〈vz′ 〉j and Σj〈v2

z′ 〉j (both sampled on a grid of N〈vz′ 〉
elements) can be obtained semi-analytically through multi-dimensional integrals (re-
fer to Verolme & de Zeeuw 2002). Because the same semi-analytic approach to calcu-
late Q is rather time consuming, we have developed a very efficient Monte Carlo im-
plementation of the two-integral Schwarzschild method, detailed in Appendix 3.C,
which is several orders of magnitude faster.

Whatever technique is adopted, the projected and PSF-convoluted quantities for
the j-th TIC, sampled on the appropriate grids, constitute the j-th column of the Q
matrix. Therefore, if the galaxy model is built using a library of Nγ = NE × NLz TIC
building blocks (where NE and NLz are the number of samplings, respectively, in
energy and angular momentum), the dynamics operator Q turns out to be a dense
matrix of dimensions Nγ × (NΣ + 2N〈vz′ 〉).

The meaning of the vector ~γ in Eq. (3.16) is now clear: its Nγ dimensionless non
negative elements γj describe the weights of the linear superposition of the model
observables generated by the library of TICs, and we look for the solution ~γMP
(given by Eq. [3.18]) which best reproduces the data set ~p. Moreover, as explained
in Appendix 3.D, the weights γj are proportional to the light contributed by the
TIC to the galaxy and related to the reconstructed dimensional distribution function
DF(Ej, Lz,j) when they are normalized with the TIC area AZVC,j in the meridional
plane and the surface of the cell A[Ej ,Lz,j ]

in integral space.

3.6 Demonstration of the method
In this Section we describe several of the tests that we have performed to show the
proper functioning of the method. We construct a simulated data set (including
realistic noise) for both lensing and dynamics by adopting the potential given in
Eq. (3.25) (Evans 1994) and a particular choice for the non linear parameters ~η (see
Sect. 3.6.1 for a description of the setup). Then in Sect. 3.6.2, keeping the non linear
parameters fixed, we test the linear optimization part of the method by showing that
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the code is able to faithfully reconstruct the source surface brightness distribution
and the distribution function used to generate the mock data. Finally, in Sect. 3.6.3
we execute a full run of the code. We use the mock set of simulated data as input and
adopt a starting set of non linear parameters considerably skewed from the “true”
values, in order to verify how reliably the linear and non linear parameters are recov-
ered. Note that, for conciseness, what we refer to as the “evidence” (E) is, rigorously
speaking, the logarithm of the evidence as presented in Sect. 3.2. See Appendix 3.E
for its precise definition.

3.6.1 The test setup
As mentioned, for testing purposes it is convenient to make use of the Evans’ power-
law potentials (Evans 1994; Evans & de Zeeuw 1994)

Φ(R, z) = − Φ0Rβ
s

(
R2

s + R2 +
z2

q2

)β/2 β 6= 0, (3.25)

where Φ0 is the central potential, Rs is a core radius and q is the axis ratio of the
equipotentials. For β = 0 this becomes the Binney (1981) logarithmic potential.

What makes this class of axisymmetric galaxy models suitable for the setup of a
test case, is the overall simplicity of their properties. The power-law galaxy mod-
els are characterized by elementary two-integral distribution functions and provide
fully analytical expressions for the density distribution, associated with the poten-
tial via the Poisson equation, the second velocity moments and the deflection angle
(see Appendix 3.F). Moreover, even the projected quantities (i.e. the projected sur-
face density and the line-of-sight second velocity moment) are analytical. The mean
stellar streaming velocity 〈vϕ〉 is assigned through a physically motivated prescrip-
tion (see Sect. 2.3 of Evans & de Zeeuw 1994) which leads to a simple odd part for
the distribution function, which does not contribute to the density and the second
velocity moment.

With the choice of the potential from equation (3.25) for the lens galaxy, the ele-
ments of the ~η vector of non linear parameters are β, q, Rs and Φ0 (or equivalently,
through Eq. [3.30], the lens strength α0). In addition, ~η includes the parameters that
determine the observed geometry of the system: the inclination i, the position an-
gle ϑPA, and the coordinates ~ξ0 of the center of lens galaxy on the sky grid. We note
that ~η can also include the external shear strength and position angle, although in
our current tests we assume negligible shear for the sake of simplicity and to fully
concentrate on the parameters of the lens galaxy only, in order to test whether their
degeneracies can be broken by the combination of lensing and stellar kinematic data.
We also need to make a choice for the size of the grids in pixels. This actually con-
stitutes an explicit prior choice (just like the type of regularization). The evidence
however can be used to test exactly these types of assumptions. Explicitly, our test
setup is the following.

• Lensing: For the test setup, we adopt a 40 × 40 pixel grid (Ns = 1600) in the
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source plane and a 100× 100 pixel grid (Nd = 10000) in the image plane. The
lensing operator is built using an oversampling factor of 3 to improve the qual-
ity of the reconstruction.

• Dynamics: In the two-integral phase space we consider a grid of NE = 10 el-
ements logarithmically sampled in Rc(E) and NLz = 5 elements linearly sam-
pled in angular momentum, i.e. a total of Nγ = 100 TICs (note that the grid
must be mirrored for negative Lz). Each TIC is populated with NTIC = 105

particles. This number of TICs (when compared to the grid size for the lens-
ing source for example) has been verified to be a good compromise between
the quality of the distribution function reconstruction and the heavy computa-
tional power needed in the iterative scheme for the construction of many TICs.
The surface brightness and the line-of-sight velocity moments are sampled on
different grids6 of, respectively, 50× 50 and 21× 21 elements (NΣ = 2500 and
N〈vz′ 〉 = 441). Analogous to the case of lensing, an oversampling factor of 3 is
adopted in the construction of the operator Q.

3.6.2 Demonstration of the linear reconstruction
We select and fix the following arbitrary (albeit physically plausible) set of values
for the ~η vector: β = 0.28, q = 0.85, Rc = 0.3′′, α0 = 4.05′′ (and the ratio7 Dds/Ds

is taken to be 0.75), i = 60◦, ϑPA = 0◦ and ~ξ0 = (0.25′′,−0.25′′). This makes it
possible to construct the lensing operator8 M and the dynamics operator Q (Sects. 3.4
and 3.5), which are then used to generate a simulated data set. With a 3 Ghz machine,
the construction of the sparse lensing matrix is a very fast process (less than 1 s).
Constructing the dynamics operator is more time consuming, although requiring in
the above case still only about 7 s, i.e. of the order of 100 ms per TIC (it should be
noted that this is a very short time for building a dynamical library and is a direct
consequence of the Monte Carlo implementation described in Appendix 3.C.) In
addition:

• Lensing: We adopt an elliptical Gaussian source surface brightness distribu-
tion~ssim and using the Evans’ potential from equation (3.25) (see Eq. [3.41] for
the analytic expression of the corresponding deflection angle) we generate the
blurred lensed image. From this we obtain the final mock image ~dsim by adding
a Gaussian noise distribution with σ = 0.03 times the image peak value. This
is illustrated in the first column of Fig. 3.2.

The reconstruction of the non-negative source ~srec, from the simulated data
~dsim, is obtained by solving the linear system of equations (3.15), with the adop-
tion of a fiducial value for the regularization hyperparameter (log λlen = −1.0).
Although the matrix MTC−1

L M + λlenHTH in Eq. (3.15) is large (10000× 1600),

6The observed surface brightness and line-of-sight velocity moments often are obtained with different
instruments, hence the need for different grids.

7We indicate as Ds, Dd and Dds the angular diameter distance of, respectively, observer-source,
observer-lens and lens-source.

8To obtain M, which is the blurred lensing operator, it is necessary to have the blurring operator B,
which we construct from the 7× 7 pixel PSF model.
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it is very sparse and therefore, using L-BFGS-B, it only takes . 1 s to find the
solution. The result is shown in Fig. 3.2 (middle column) together with the resid-
uals (right column).

• Dynamics: We generate the simulated data set ~psim for a self-consistent dynam-
ical system described by the distribution function of the Evans’ power-law po-
tential. We adopt the same parameters used for the above potential. This kind
of assumption, in general, is not required by the method. However, we adopt
it here because it immediately and unambiguously allows us to check the cor-
rectness of the simulated data in comparison to the analytic expressions. In
this way, it is possible to verify that the considered TIC library ~γsim, although
composed of only 100 elements, indeed represents a fair approximation of the
true distribution function.
The first two panels in the first row of Fig. 3.3 show the TIC weights ~γsim (i.e.
the weighted distribution function) sampled over the two-integral space grid.
The remaining panels display the simulated data: the surface brightness dis-
tribution, the line-of-sight streaming velocity and the line-of-sight velocity dis-
persion9 As can be seen, non-uniform Gaussian noise has been added to the
simulated data (its full characterization is taken into account in the covariance
matrix C−1

D ). The noise on the surface brightness is a few percent of the value of
this quantity in the inner region, while, in order to make the test case more re-
alistic, the noise on the velocity moments is increasing outwards and becomes
quite severe in the external regions.10

The reconstruction of the non negative TIC weights ~γrec is given by the solu-
tion of Eq. (3.18) (the chosen values for the hyperparameters are log λ

dyn
L = 9.2

and log λ
dyn
E = 9.4). The reconstruction of the dynamical model constitutes,

together with the generation of the TIC library, the most time consuming part
of the algorithm, requiring almost 10 s. This is a consequence of the fact that
the 3382× 100 dynamics operator Q, although much smaller than L, is a fully
dense matrix. If the number of TICs is significantly increased, the time re-
quired for calculating the term QTC−1

D Q in Eq. (3.18) and to solve that set of
linear equations with the L-BFGS-B method increases very rapidly (as does the
time needed to generate the TICs, although less steeply), and therefore the dy-
namical modeling is typically the bottleneck for the efficiency of the method.

9As explained in Appendix 3.C, the calculated quantity is not the line-of-sight velocity dispersion σ2
los,

but instead 〈v2
z′ 〉, which is additive and can therefore be directly summed up when the TICs are generated

and superposed. The line-of-sight velocity dispersion to compare with the observation, however, can be
simply obtained in the end as:

σ2
los = 〈v2

z′ 〉 − 〈vz′ 〉2. (3.26)

10The noise on the velocity moments (as in the case of real data) depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of
the surface brightness at a given point. Hence the signal-to-noise ratio on the velocity moments decreases
outward, since the noise is constant but the signal is not. The noise level was set at a level generally
consistent with both the HST imaging, Keck spectroscopy and VLT VIMOS-IFU data that is currently
being obtained as part of the SLACS survey.
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Table 3.1: Results for iterative search of the best model parameters via evidence maximization
(see text).

Mref M0 Mstep Mfinal

i 60.0 25.0 75.6 62.6
non linear α0 4.05 5.60 3.86 3.99
parameters β 0.280 0.390 0.288 0.285

q 0.850 0.660 0.880 0.857

log λlen −1.04 0.00 −1.04 −1.04
hyper- log λ

dyn
L 8.00 12.0 7.99 8.00

parameters log λ
dyn
E 9.39 12.0 9.55 9.39

Elen −22 663 −58 151 −22 668 −22 661
evidence Edyn 12 738 −156 948 12 672 12 856

Etot −9 925 −215 099 −9 996 −9 805

The reference model in the second column is the “true” model which generated the simulated data sets,
and is shown for comparison. The first group of rows list the non linear parameters ~η which are varied
in the loop. The second group shows the hyperparameters. The last group shows the evidence relative
to the considered model; the contributions of the lensing and dynamics part to the total evidence are also
indicated.

The results of the reconstruction are shown in the second row of Fig. 3.3 (where-
as the third row shows the residuals). The reconstruction is generally very
accurate.

Having verified the soundness of the linear reconstruction algorithms, the next
step is to test how reliably the method is able to recover the “true” values of the
non linear parameters ~η from the simulated data, through the maximization of the
evidence penalty function E(~η).

3.6.3 Non linear optimization
We first run the linear reconstruction for the reference model Mref described in
Sect. 3.6.2, optimized for the hyper-parameters, to determine the value of the total
evidence Etot,ref = Elen,ref + Edyn,ref (reported in the first column of Table 3.1). Since
this is by definition the “true” model, it is expected (provided that the priors, i.e.
grids and form of regularization, are not changed) that every other model will have
a smaller value for the evidence.

Second, we construct a “wrong” starting model M0 ≡ M(~η0) by significantly
skewing the values, indicated in the second column of Table 3.1, of the four non
linear parameters: the inclination i, the lens strength α0, the slope β and the axis
ratio q. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show that M0 is clearly not a good model for the data
in hand. We do not set boundaries on the values that the non linear parameters can
assume during the iterative search, except for those which come from physical or
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geometrical considerations (i.e. inclination comprised between edge-on and face-on,
α0 ≥ 0, 0 ≤ q ≤ 1, 0 < β ≤ 1). The position angle, in general, is reasonably well-
constrained observationally11, and therefore including it with tight constraints on
the interval of admitted values would only slow down the non linear optimization
process without having a relevant impact on the overall analysis. It is therefore kept
fixed during the optimization. We also keep the core radius of the mass distribution
fixed even though in general it is not well constrained by the surface brightness
distribution and in real applications it should be varied. It always remains possible,
once the best model has been found, to optimize for the remaining parameters in
case a second-order tuning is required.

Adopting ~η0 as the starting point for the exploration, the non linear optimization
routine for the evidence maximization is run as described in Sect. 3.2.2. The model
Mstep (third column of Table 3.1) is what is recovered after three major loops (the
first and the last one for the optimization of the varying non linear parameters, the
intermediate one for the hyperparameters) of the preliminary Downhill-Simplex op-
timization, for a total of ∼ 1000 iterations, requiring about 1.2 × 104 s on a 3 Ghz
machine. From this intermediate stage, the final model Mfinal is obtained through
the combined MCMC+Downhill-Simplex optimization routine, in a time of the order
of 12− 15 hours.

Further testing has shown that increasing the number of loops does not produce
relevant changes in the determination of the non linear parameters nor of the hyper-
parameters, and therefore extra loops are in general not necessary. We also note that,
in all the considered cases, the first loop is the crucial one for the determination of
~η, and the one which requires the largest number of iterations before it converges. It
is generally convenient to set the initial hyperparameters to high values so that the
system is slightly over-regularized. This has the effect of smoothing the evidence
surface in the ~η-space, and, therefore, facilitates the search for the maximum. The
successive loops will then take care of tuning down the regularization parameters to
more plausible values.

A comparison of the retrieved non linear parameters for Mfinal (last column of
Table 3.1) with the corresponding ones for the reference model reveals that all of
them are very reliably recovered within a few percent (the most skewed one is the
inclination i, being only ∼ 4% different from the “true” value). The panels in the
second and fourth rows of Figures 3.4 and 3.5 clearly show that the two models
indeed look extremely similar, to the point that they hardly exhibit any difference
when visually examined.

The evidence of the final model, when compared with the value for the reference
model, turns out to be higher by ∆E ≡ Efinal − Eref = 120, which might look sur-
prising since Mref is by construction the “true” model. The explanation for this is
given by the cumulative effects of numerical error (which enters mainly in the way
the TICs are generated12), finite grid size, and noise (in particular on the velocity

11As a consequence of the assumption of axisymmetry, the position angle of the total potential should
match by construction the position angle of the surface brightness distribution.

12In fact, when in this same case the TICs are populated with 10 times the number of particles, i.e.
NTIC = 106, the evidence increases for bothMref andMfinal, and the reference model is now favored (of
a ∆E ≡ Eref − Efinal ' 30) as expected. Obviously, this comes at a significant cost in computational time,
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Figure 3.4: Outcome of the non linear optimization routine for the lensing block. The first row
shows the simulated source and lensed image. In the second row is the starting model M0
obtained with the skewed parameters, which clearly produces a poor reconstruction of the im-
age (hence the very low value of the evidence). The third row displays the final modelMfinal,
that is the “best model” recovered through the non linear optimization for evidence maxi-
mization. This should be compared to the reference modelMref (i.e. generated with same ~η
set of parameters which were used to generate the mock data), presented in the second col-
umn of Fig. 3.2. The last row shows the residuals of the final model when compared to the
simulated data. Refer to Table 3.1 for the non linear parameters and hyperparameters of the
models and the corresponding value of the evidence.
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Figure 3.5: Outcome of the non linear optimization routine for the dynamics block. The first
row shows the simulated set of TIC weights ~γ (i.e. the weighted distribution function) in the
integral space and the resulting observables: the surface brightness Σ, the line-of-sight stream-
ing velocity 〈vz′ 〉 and the line-of-sight velocity dispersion σ2

los. The second row presents the
reference modelMref (i.e. generated with same ~η set of parameters which were used to gen-
erate the mock data). In the second row is the starting modelM0 obtained with the skewed
parameters, which produces a poor reconstruction of the observables, in particular the veloc-
ity moments. The third row displays the final modelMfinal, that is the “best model” recovered
through the non linear optimization for evidence maximization. This should be compared to
the reference model Mref (i.e. generated with same ~η set of parameters which were used to
generate the mock data), presented in the second row of Fig. 3.5. The last row shows the
residuals of the final model when compared to the simulated data. Refer to Table 3.1 for the
non linear parameters and hyperparameters of the models and the corresponding value of the
evidence.

moments), which all contribute to slightly shift the model. Such a shift is, however,
well within the model uncertainties (Sect. 3.6.4) and therefore not significant.

with the dynamical modeling becoming approximately an order of magnitude slower.
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Figure 3.6: These plots show how the degeneracy between different lens models is broken
when the constraints given by the stellar dynamics are also considered. The three panels dis-
play a cut through the surfaces of, respectively, lensing evidence, dynamics evidence and total
evidence. The abscissa coordinate ε represents a series of different ~η sets, i.e. different models,
obtained as a linear interpolation between the model parameters ~ηε=0 ≡ (i = 35◦, α = 5.59,
β = 0.297, q = 0.602), i.e. the best model which is obtained by maximizing for lensing ev-
idence only, and the model ~ηε=1 which is the reference model Mref of Table 3.1. As far as
only the gravitational lensing is considered, the two maxima in the evidence are effectively
degenerate, with the “wrong” model ~ηε=0 being slightly preferred (∆Elen = 2). When the con-
tribution of the evidence of dynamics is considered, however, the degeneracy is broken and
the reference model emerges as indisputably favored by the total evidence (∆Etot ' 35000).

Degeneracies and Biases
Extensive MCMC exploration reveals that the lensing evidence surface Elen(~η) is
characterized by multiple local maxima which effectively are degenerate even for
very different values of ~η. Indeed, for the potential Eq. (3.25), one can easily observe
from Eq. (3.41) that a relation between q, i, and Φ0 exists that leaves the deflection
angles and, hence, the lens observable invariant.

In this situation, the dynamics plays a crucial role in breaking the degeneracies
and reliably recovering the best values for the non linear parameters. A clear ex-
ample is shown in Figure 3.6, where cuts along the evidence surfaces are presented.
The left panel of Figure 3.6 displays two almost degenerate maxima in Elen; indeed,
the maximum located at the linear coordinate ε = 0 (corresponding to the set of non
linear parameters i = 35◦, α = 5.59, β = 0.297, q = 0.602) has a value for the lens-
ing evidence of −22661, and therefore, judging on lensing alone, this model would
be preferred to the reference model (see Table 3.1) which corresponds to the other
maximum at ε = 1. When the evidence of the dynamics (Fig. 3.6 central panel) is
considered, however, the degeneracy is broken and the “false” maximum is heav-
ily penalized with respect to the true one, as shown by the resulting total evidence
surface (Fig. 3.6 right panel).

Test cases with a denser sampling of the integral space (e.g. NE × NLz = 12× 8,
18 × 9, 20 × 10) were also considered. This analysis revealed that, although one
obtains more detailed information about the reconstructed two-integral distribution
function at the cost of a longer computational time (e.g. in the 18× 9 case the loop
phase is slower by more than a factor of 2), the accuracy of the recovered non linear
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Table 3.2: Summary of the results of the non linear reconstruction algorithm applied on a set
of 100 random realizations of the test data.

median mean 95% C.I. Mref

i 63.0 63.3 [59.5, 69.5] 60.0
non linear α0 4.02 4.02 [3.94, 4.10] 4.05
parameters β 0.276 0.277 [0.266, 0.293] 0.280

q 0.861 0.861 [0.849, 0.873] 0.850

parameters – which is what we are primarily interested in – does not (significantly)
improve. As a consequence, the Nγ = 100 case is assumed to be the standard grid for
the integral space as far as the dynamical modeling is concerned to give an unbiased
solution. Once the non linear parameters have been recovered through the evidence
maximization routine, it is possible to start from the obtained results to make a more
detailed and expensive study of the distribution function using a higher number
of TICs.

3.6.4 Model uncertainties

To determine the scatter in the recovered parameters ~η we performed the full non lin-
ear reconstruction on a set of 100 random realizations of the test data. The statistical
analysis of the results is summarized in Table 3.2. On examining the 95% confidence
intervals, the parameters appear to be quite tightly constrained, with the partial ex-
ception of the inclination angle which spans an interval of approximately 10◦. The
means (and the medians) of the parameters α, β and q are very close to the “true val-
ues” of the reference model, while the mean of parameter i is slightly more skewed.
The two sets of parameters (i, q) and (α, β) are clearly significantly correlated when
plotted against each other (see Fig. 3.7 for a graphical representation of the corre-
lation matrix). Both correlations can be understood. The former is due to the fact
that the projected lens potential is nearly invariant when the inclination is increased
and flattening is decreased simultaneously; whereas, in the latter case the require-
ment that the lens mass enclosed by the lensed images be very similar between lens
models causes the lens strength and density slopes to vary in concordance.

Although the starting parameters of modelM0 are very different from the “true”
solution given byMref, in all the considered cases the recovered parameters end up
close to theMref ones, and there is no case in which the solution remains anchored in
a really far-off local minimum. Hence, even in the case of our chosen lens potential,
which has global degeneracies in the lensing observables (see Section 3.6.3), these
degeneacies are broken through the inclusion of stellar kinematic data. This indeed
shows that the combination of lensing and stellar kinematic information is a very
promising tool to break degeneracies of the galaxy mass models.
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Figure 3.7: Graphical visualization of the lower triangle of the (symmetric) correlation matrix
for the parameters recovered from the non linear reconstruction of 100 random realizations
of the test data. In the shown panels the four non linear parameters i, α, β and q are plotted
two by two against each other; for each panel, the corresponding value ρij of the correlation
matrix is also indicated.

3.7 Conclusions and future work

We have presented and implemented a complete framework to perform a detailed
analysis of the gravitational potential of (elliptical) lens galaxies by combining, for
the first time, in a fully self-consistent way both gravitational lensing and stellar
dynamics information.

This method, embedded in a Bayesian statistical framework, enables one to break
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to a large extent the well-known degeneracies that constitute a severe hindrance to
the study of the early-type galaxies (in particular those at large distances, i.e. z & 0.1)
when the two diagnostic tools of gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics are used
separately. By overcoming these difficulties, the presented methodology provides a
new instrument to tackle the major astrophysical issue of understanding the forma-
tion and evolution of early-type galaxies.

The framework is very general in its scope and in principle can accommodate an
arbitrary (e.g. triaxial) potential Φ(~x). In fact, if a combined set of lensing data (i.e.
surface brightness distribution of the lensed images) and kinematic data (i.e. surface
brightness distribution and velocity moments maps of the galaxy) is provided for an
elliptical lens galaxy, it is always possible, making use of the same potential, to for-
mulate the two problems of lensed-image reconstruction and dynamical modeling
as sets of coupled linear equations to which the linear and non linear optimization
techniques described in Sect. 3.3 and 3.2 can be directly applied.

More specifically, in the case of gravitational lensing the non-parametric source
reconstruction method (as illustrated in Sect. 3.4) straightforwardly applies to the
general case of any potential Φ(~x). In the case of dynamical modeling, a full Schwarz-
schild method with orbital integration would be required; this would constitute,
however, only a mere technical complication which does not modify the overall con-
ceptual structure of the method.

3.7.1 The CAULDRON algorithm
In practical applications, however, technical difficulties and computational cons-
traints must also be taken into account. This has motivated the development, from
the general framework, of the specific working implementation described in this pa-
per, which restricts itself to axisymmetric potentials Φ(R, z) and two-integral stellar
phase-space distribution functions. This choice is an excellent compromise between
efficiency and generality.13 On one hand it allows one to study models which go
far beyond the simple spherical Jeans-modeling case, and on the other hand, it has
the invaluable advantage of permitting a dynamical modeling by means of the two-
integrals Schwarzschild method of Verolme & de Zeeuw (2002). This method (see
Sect. 3.5) is based on the superposition of elementary building blocks (i.e. the TICs)
directly obtained from the two-integral distribution function, which do not require
computationally expensive orbit integrations.

More specifically, we have sped up this method by several orders of magnitude
by designing a fully novel Monte Carlo implementation (see Appendix 3.C). Hence,
we are now able to construct a realistic two-integral dynamical model and its ob-
servables (surface brightness and line-of-sight projected velocity moments) in a time
of the order of 5− 15 s on a typical 3 Ghz machine.

The Bayesian approach (e.g. Sect. 3.2) constitutes a fundamental aspect of the
whole framework. On a first level, the maximization of the posterior probability, by
means of linear optimization, provides the most probable solution for a given data

13This is particularly true also in consideration of the currently available data quality for distant early-
type galaxies, for which the information about the projected velocity moments is in general not very
detailed, and could not reliably constrain a sophisticated dynamical model.
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set and an assigned model (which will be, in general, a function of some non linear
parameters ~η, e.g. the potential parameters, the inclination, the position angle) in
a fast and efficient way. A solution (i.e. the source surface brightness distribution
for lensing and the distribution function for dynamics), however, can be obtained
for any assigned model. The really important and challenging issue is instead the
model comparison, that is, to objectively determine which is the “best” model for the
given data set or, in other words, which is the “best” set of non linear parameters ~η.
Bayesian statistics provides the tool to answer these questions in the form of a merit
function, the “evidence”, which naturally and automatically embodies the principle
of Occam’s razor, penalizing not only mismatching models but also models which
correctly predict the data but are unnecessarily complex (e.g. MacKay 1992, 1999,
2003). The problem of model comparison thus becomes a non linear optimization
problem (i.e. maximizing the evidence), for which several techniques are available
(see Sect. 3.2.2).

As reported in Sect. 3.6, we have conducted successful tests of the method, dem-
onstrating that both the linear reconstruction and the non linear optimization al-
gorithms work reliably. It has been shown that it is possible to recover within a
few percent the values of the non linear parameters of the reference model (i.e. the
“true” model used to generate the simulated data set), even when starting the recon-
struction from a very skewed and implausible (in terms of the evidence value) initial
guess for the non linear parameters. Such an accurate reconstruction is a direct con-
sequence of having taken into account, beyond the information coming from gravi-
tational lensing, the constraints from stellar dynamics. Indeed, when the algorithm
is run considering only the lensing data, degenerate solutions with comparable or
almost coincident values for the evidence are found,14 making it effectively impossi-
ble to distinguish between these models. The crucial importance of the information
from dynamics is exhibited by the fact that, when it is included in the analysis, the
degeneracies are fully broken and a solution very close to the true one is unambigu-
ously recovered (see Fig. 3.6 for an example).

Bearing in mind these limitations and their consequences, however, it should also
be noted that the full modularity of the presented algorithm makes it fit to be used
also in those situations in which either the lensing or the kinematic observables are
not available. This would allow one, for example, to restrict the plausible models
to a very small subset of the full space of non linear parameters, although a single
non-degenerate “best solution” would probably be hard or impossible to find.

3.7.2 Future work
Eventhough the methodology that we introduced in this paper works very well and
is quite flexible, we can foresee a number of improvements for the near and far fu-
ture, in order of perceived complexity. (i) Exploration of the errors on the non lin-
ear parameters ~η through a MCMC method, even though this requires an extension
of the MCMC framework in the context of the Bayesian evidence, since one also

14Because of the presence of noise in the data, numerical errors and model inaccuracies, solutions for the
non linear parameters which differ from the parameters of the reference models can be slightly favored
by the evidence.
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needs to explore variations in the lens parameters due to changes in the hyperpa-
rameters, and not only changes in the posterior for fixed hyperparameters. (ii) Im-
plementation of additional potential (or density) models or even a non-parametric
or multi-pole expansion description of the gravitational potential in the (R, z)-plane
for axisymmetric models. This allows more freedom for the galaxy potential de-
scription. (iii) Implementing an approximate three-integral method in axisymmetric
potentials (e.g. Dehnen 1993). (iv) Including an additional iterative loop around the
posterior probability optimization, one can construct stellar phase-space distribu-
tion functions that are self-consistent, i.e. they generate the potential for which they
are solutions to the collisionless Boltzmann equation. This would allow the stellar
and dark-matter potential contributions to be separated, a feature not yet part of
the current code. (v) A full implementation of Schwarzschild’s method for arbitrary
potentials through orbital integration.

Besides these technical improvements, which are all beyond the scope of this
methodological paper, we also plan, in a future publication, a set of additional per-
formance tests to see to what level each of the degeneracies (e.g. the mass sheet and
mass anisotropy) in lensing and stellar dynamics are broken and how far the simpler
lensing plus spherical Jeans approach (e.g. Treu & Koopmans 2004; Koopmans et al.
2006) gives (un)biased results. Such studies would allow us to better interpret the
results obtained in cases where spatially resolved stellar kinematics is not available
(e.g. for faint very high redshift systems; Koopmans & Treu 2002).

As for the application, the algorithm described in this paper will be applied in a
full and rigorous analysis of the SLACS sample of massive early-type lens galaxies
(see Bolton et al. 2006; Treu et al. 2006b; Koopmans et al. 2006) for which the avail-
able data include Hubble Space Telescope Advanced Camera for Survey and NICMOS
images of the galaxy surface brightness distribution and lensed image structure and
maps of the first and second line-of-sight projected velocity moments (obtained with
VLT-VIMOS two-dimensional integral-field spectroscopy, as part of the Large Pro-
gram and as a series of Keck long-slit spectra).
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3.A Regularization

We make use of a curvature regularization. This form of regularization tries to put
the second derivative between a pixel and the two adjacent ones to zero and has
been shown by Suyu et al. (2006) to be optimal for the reconstruction of smooth
distributions. The curvature regularization has been chosen since we do not expect,
in the majority of cases, to have sharp intensity variations in the surface brightness
distribution of an extended source (for lensing) or in the distribution function of
a galaxy. However, other choices of regularization can easily be implemented and
ranked according to their evidence (Suyu et al. 2006).

Following the notation of Sect. 3.2, we indicate as ~x the linear parameter vector
(or, more simply, the source) and as H the regularization matrix. Since the source is
defined on a rectangular grid of N = Nrow × Ncol elements, H actually consists of
two matrices, Hrow and Hcol, which regularize the grid pixels along the rows and
the columns, respectively. The horizontal regularization operator Hrow is a square
matrix of rank N. In each row i the only non zero elements are hi,i−1 = +1, hi,i =
−2, hi,i+1 = +1; the only exceptions are the rows 1 + kNcol and Ncol + kNcol (with
k = 0, 1, . . . , Nrow − 1), where a zeroth-order regularization is performed (i.e. hi,i = 1
is the only non zero term) to prevent the connection of pixels belonging to different
rows which are therefore physically uncorrelated. Similarly, the vertical regulariza-
tion operator Hcol is constructed such that in each row i all the elements are zero with
the exclusion of hi,i−Ncol

= +1, hi,i = −2, hi,i+Ncol
= +1; a zeroth-order regularization

is applied for the rows 1 . . . Ncol and N − Ncol + 1 . . . N.

3.B Normalization: setting the scale of lensing

For the assigned three-dimensional gravitational potential Φ, the reduced deflection
angle~α is given by (e.g. Schneider, Ehlers, & Falco 1992)

~α(x′, y′) =
2
c2

Dds
Ds

∫ +∞

−∞
∇~ξΦ(~ξ, z′) dz′, (3.27)

where z′ is the line-of-sight coordinate, (x′, y′) ≡ ~ξ are the sky coordinates and ∇~ξ
denotes the two-dimensional gradient operator in the plane of the sky; c is the speed
of light expressed in the same units as the value of |Φ|1/2. If the gradient opera-
tor, which does not depend on z′, is taken out of the integral and the potential is
conveniently written as

Φ(~ξ, z′) = Φ0 × Φ̃(~̃ξ, z̃′), (3.28)

where Φ0 is the normalization constant in the most suitable physical unit (in our case
km s−1) and Φ̃ is a function of the dimensionless coordinates expressed as angles in
arcseconds (~̃ξ ≡ 648000

π
~ξ/Dd, z̃′ ≡ 648000

π z′/Dd), then the deflection angle assumes
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the expression

~α(x̃′, ỹ′) = α0∇~̃ξ
[∫ +∞

−∞
Φ̃(~̃ξ, z̃′) dz′

]
, (3.29)

where

α0 ≡
6.48× 105

π

2Φ0

c2
Dds
Ds

(3.30)

is the lens strength in arcseconds. The parameter α0 sets the scale for the lensing
and, therefore, is always included in the parameter vector ~η. Eq. (3.30) openly dis-
plays how intimately the lens strength is connected to the normalization of the three-
dimensional potential (the same used for the dynamical modeling) within our joint
method.

3.C A MCMC implementation of the two-integral axisymmetric
Schwarzschild method

In this Appendix we describe the numerical implementation of the two-integral ax-
isymmetric Schwarzschild method of Verolme & de Zeeuw (2002) that we developed
to significantly accelerate the construction of the dynamical model, i.e. the projected
and PSF-convoluted model observables generated by the TIC library.

As a first step, we construct a library composed of Nγ = NE × NLz TICs in the
given potential Φ (here NLz is an even number). We consider a grid (linear or loga-
rithmic) in the circular radius Rc with NE samplings between Rc,min and Rc,max. The
range is chosen to include most of the mass or, if the mass is infinite for the potential
Φ, to provide a satisfactory sampling of the potential profile in the radial direction.
For each Rc the circular speed vc is calculated as

v2
c(Rc) = Rc

∂Φ
∂R

∣∣∣∣
(Rc,0)

(3.31)

and the angular momentum of the circular orbit Lz,max = Rcvc is set. Computing
the energy Ec ≡ E(Rc) = Veff(Rc, 0) of the circular orbit at Rc, the radial grid is
immediately translated into a sampling in energy. For each value of Ec, the grid in the
normalized angular momentum η ≡ Lz/Lz,max is constructed by sampling (linearly
or logarithmically) NLz /2 values between the minimum ηmin = 0 and the maximum
ηmax = 1. (For numerical reasons, the grid is actually not sampled between these
extrema, but between ηmin = ε and ηmax = 1− ε, with ε ¿ 1). To take the odd part
of the distribution function into account as well, we likewise consider the NLz /2
negative values for the angular momentum, η = −1 . . . η = 0, on a mirror grid.

We also need to define a suitable coordinate frame for the galaxy. Since the sys-
tem is axisymmetric, we adopt the cylindrical coordinates (R, ϕ, z), with the origin
on the center of the galaxy. If the galaxy is observed at an inclination i and ϑPA
is the position angle (defined as the angle measured counterclockwise between the
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north direction and the projected major axis of the galaxy), the projected coordinates
(x′, y′, z′) are given by





x′ = R(cos ϑPA sin ϕ + sin ϑPA cos i cos ϕ)− z sin ϑPA sin i

y′ = R(sin ϑPA sin ϕ− cos ϑPA cos i cos ϕ) + z cos ϑPA sin i

z′ = R sin i cos ϕ + z cos i.

(3.32)

Here z′ is measured along the line of sight, while x′ and y′ are in the plane of sky and
are directed (respectively) along the projected major and minor axes of the galaxy.

For any TIC, we populate the surface inside the zero velocity curve with NTIC
particles of mass (or equivalently luminosity) m by means of a Markov-Chain Monte
Carlo routine whose probability distribution is given by Eq. (3.21) for the density.
This effectively corresponds to numerically reproducing the density ρ(R, z), fixing at
the same time the total mass MTIC = mNTIC for each TIC. However, since ρ(R, z) ∝
1/R, the surface density of the torus “wrapped” onto the meridional plane (denoted
as ς) is constant, i.e.,

ς j(R, z) ≡
∫ 2π

0
ρj(R, z)Rdϕ =





2π2Cj inside ZVC

0 elsewhere.
(3.33)

One can take advantage of this property to greatly simplify the Markov-Chain Monte
Carlo routine. Now it is only necessary to uniformly populate the meridional plane.
For each particle a pair of coordinates (R, z) (within some interval which encom-
passes the ZVC) is randomly generated. If it falls outside the ZVC, the particle is
“rejected” and another one is generated. If the coordinates are located inside the
ZVC, a random value in the interval [0, 2π) is chosen for the azimuthal coordinate
in order to have a complete tern (R, ϕ, z), and the particle counts toward the total of
NTIC drawings. This procedure yields at the same time the surface AZVC,j enclosed
by the ZVC in the meridional plane (effectively obtained via Monte Carlo integra-
tion), which is required for the normalization of the γj (see Appendix 3.D).

With this method, the computation of all the projected quantities is fast and
straightforward. For each “accepted” mass point we know the cylindrical coordi-
nates (R, ϕ, z); associated with it are also the velocity moments defined by Eqs. (3.22)-
(3.24). Using the first two equations of the transformation from equation (3.32), the
projected coordinates (x′, y′) are directly calculated. Casting the points on a grid
on the sky plane and summing up all the points in the same pixel then reproduces
numerically the projected surface brightness distribution Σ j (see Figure 3.8 for an
illustration). The line-of-sight velocity moments associated with each point in the
sky plane (but possibly on a different grid) are obtained in an analogous way (but
making use now of the third equation of [3.32]) from the corresponding unprojected
quantities

〈vz′ 〉 = −〈vϕ〉 sin i sin ϕ, (3.34)
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〈v2
z′ 〉 =

(
〈v2

R〉 cos2 ϕ + 〈v2
ϕ〉 sin2 ϕ

)
sin2 i + 〈v2

R〉 cos2 i. (3.35)

In analogy with the surface brightness, the first and second line-of-sight moments
associated with each mass point inside a given pixel are summed up. This gives the
quantities Σ〈vz′ 〉 and Σ〈v2

z′ 〉.
The effect of the PSF is taken into account by simply convolving the projected

surface brightness or weighted velocity moments calculated on their respective grids
(preferably oversampled) with the PSF profile sampled on the same grid. This op-
eration can be numerically performed in a very efficient way through several FFTs
(fast Fourier transforms).

This numerical implementation is dramatically faster than the semi analytic ap-
proach (at the expense of some numerical noise). On a machine with a 3 Ghz pro-
cessor, the whole process of calculating the projected quantities Σ, 〈vz′ 〉, and 〈v2

z′ 〉
convolved with the PSF for 1400 TICs takes about 3 minutes (with NTIC = 105). This
figure should be compared with the ∼ 30 minutes required by Verolme & de Zeeuw
(2002) to calculate (on a 1 GHz machine) only the projected density without PSF con-
volution for an equal number of TICs.

3.D Normalization of the TICs weights

In this Appendix we illustrate how the reconstructed adimensional weights γ j are
translated into the dimensional distribution function values DF(Ej, Lz,j). For a two-
integral distribution function, the density is given by the formula (e.g. Binney &
Tremaine 1987)

ς(R, z) = 2πRρ(R, z) = 4π2
∫ V

0
dE
∫

L2
z<2(V−E)R2

DF(E, Lz)dLz, (3.36)

where ς(R, z) is the surface density “wrapped” in the meridional plane (cf. defini-
tion [3.33]). If we assume that DF can be considered approximately constant over the
cell dEjdLz,j of area A[Ej,Lz,j ]

in the integral space, and we remember the properties
of the TICs, then we have

4π2DF(Ej, Lz,j)dEjdLz,j = γjς j(R, z). (3.37)

In the previous formula, ς j is the “wrapped” surface density generated by TICj,
specified by the pair (Ej, Lz,j), which is constant inside the ZVC and zero elsewhere
(see Eq. [3.33]):

ς j = 2π2Cj =
MTIC

AZVC,j
(inside the ZVC); (3.38)

here AZVC,j denotes the area enclosed by the ZVC in the meridional plane (which
can be calculated as described in Appendix 3.C) and MTIC = mNTIC is the fixed TIC
mass (all the TICs have equal mass by construction).
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Figure 3.8: As an illustration of the method described in the text, we show for a given TIC (ob-
tained with NTIC = 5× 105 particles) the density distribution projected, from top to bottom,
at i = 0◦ (face-on), i = 45◦, and i = 90◦ (edge-on). In the left column the density distribution
is not convolved with the PSF; in the right column it is convolved with a Gaussian PSF of
standard deviation σx = σy = 0.10′′.
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Combining Eqs. (3.37) and (3.38) we find the desired relation

DF(Ej, Lz,j) = γj
mNTIC

4π2 AZVC,j A[Ej ,Lz,j ]
, (3.39)

which translates the weights γj into distribution function values expressed in the
standard physical units of mass length−3 velocity−3. If m, in the numerator of the
right-hand side of Eq. (3.39), is omitted or divided by a mass-to-light ratio coefficient
Γ, the resulting distribution function is expressed in terms of (respectively) number
or luminosity phase-space density.

3.E The evidence formula
In this Appendix we use the same notation as Sect. 3.2, and we indicate as Nx and Nb,
respectively, the number of elements in the linear parameter vector ~x and in the data
vector ~b. If the assumptions made in Sect. 3.2, viz., Gaussian noise and quadratic
functional form of the regularization term ER(~x) with minimum in xreg = ~0, are
valid, then the logarithm of the evidence has the expression (e.g. Suyu et al. 2006):

log P(~b|λ, A, H) = −1
2

(A~x−~b)
T

C−1(A~x−~b)− λ

2
||H~x||2

−1
2

log
[
det

(
ATC−1A + λHTH

)]

+
Nx

2
log λ +

1
2

log
[
det

(
HTH

)]

−Nb
2

log(2π) +
1
2

log
(

det C−1
)

. (3.40)

The expression of the evidence in the case of lensing and dynamics is immedi-
ately obtained by rewriting Eq. (3.40) with the notation of Sections 3.4 and 3.5.

3.F The deflection angle for Evans’ power-law galaxies
All the relevant quantities for the Evans’ power-law galaxy models which are used
in Sect. 3.6 are analytic (refer to Evans 1994 and Evans & de Zeeuw 1994 for the
full expressions). The lensing deflection angle~α can be calculated from the potential
from Eq. (3.25), resulting in:





αx′ =
2
√

π

c2
Dds
Dd

Γ
(

β+1
2

)

Γ
(

β+2
2

) βRβ
s Φ0

q
q′

x′
(

R2
s + x′2 + y′2/q′2
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2

αy′ =
2
√

π

c2
Dds
Dd
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2
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R2
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(3.41)
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where (x′, y′) are the coordinates in the sky plane (which is defined as the plane

orthogonal to the line of sight z′), q′ =
√

cos2 i + q2 sin2 i is the projected axis ratio,
and Γ is the gamma function.
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Crash-testing the CAULDRON code

for joint lensing and dynamics
analysis of early-type galaxies

M. Barnabè, C. Nipoti, L. V. E. Koopmans, S. Vegetti & L. Ciotti
MNRAS in press

We apply the joint lensing and dynamics code for the analysis of early-type
galaxies, “CAULDRON”, to a rotating N-body stellar system with dark matter
halo which significantly violates the two major assumptions of the method,
i.e. axial symmetry supported by a two-integral distribution function. The
goal is to study how CAULDRON performs in an extreme case, and to deter-
mine which galaxy properties can still be robustly recovered. Three data sets,
corresponding to orthogonal lines of sight, are generated from the N-body sys-
tem and analysed with the identical procedure followed in the study of real
lens galaxies, adopting an axisymmetric power-law total density distribution.
We find that several global properties of the N-body system are recovered with
remarkable accuracy, despite the fact that the adopted power-law model is too
simple to account for the lack of symmetry of the true density distribution.
In particular, the logarithmic slope of the total density distribution is robustly
recovered to within less than 10% (with the exception of the ill-constrained
very inner regions), the inferred angle-averaged radial profile of the total mass
closely follows the true distribution, and the dark matter fraction of the system
(inside the effective radius) is correctly determined within ∼ 10% of the total
mass. Unless the line of sight direction is almost parallel to the total angular
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momentum vector of the system, reliably recovered quantities also include the
angular momentum, the V /σ ratio, and the anisotropy parameter δ. We con-
clude that the CAULDRON code can be safely and effectively applied to real
early-type lens galaxies, providing reliable information also for systems that
depart significantly from the method’s assumptions.

4.1 Introduction

Determining the structure of early-type galaxies and reliably pinning down their
dark matter content is a crucial step in order to fully understand the formation and
evolution processes of these systems.

Within the currently favoured cosmological scenario, the ΛCDM paradigm, early-
type galaxies are thought to be formed via hierarchical merging of lower mass galax-
ies (Toomre 1977; White & Frenk 1991; Barnes 1992; Cole et al. 2000). While very suc-
cessful in reproducing many observational features of elliptical galaxies, including
complex ones (see e.g. Jesseit et al. 2007), these formation models are still encoun-
tering difficulties in explaining the origin of the empirical scaling laws that correlate
the global properties of early-type galaxies (see e.g. Robertson et al. 2006). Providing
a reliable and detailed description of the mass density distribution, orbital structure
and intrinsic properties of early-type galaxies is therefore critical in order to enable
stringent tests of galaxy formation models.

For this reason, considerable effort has been devoted during the last decades to-
wards the observation and the modelization of nearby early-type galaxies, by means
of both stellar dynamics and X-ray studies, finding more or less strong evidence for
a dark matter halo component (e.g. Fabbiano 1989, Mould et al. 1990, Saglia, Bertin,
& Stiavelli 1992, Bertin et al. 1994, Franx et al. 1994, Carollo et al. 1995, Arnaboldi
et al. 1996, Rix et al. 1997, Matsushita et al. 1998, Loewenstein & White 1999, Ger-
hard et al. 2001, Borriello et al. 2003, Romanowsky et al. 2003, Humphrey et al. 2006,
Forbes et al. 2008 and more recently the SAURON collaboration: see e.g. de Zeeuw
et al. 2002, Emsellem et al. 2004, Cappellari et al. 2006). Both methods, however,
present some difficulties. In the case of stellar dynamics it is believed that some de-
generacy can be present between the mass profile of the galaxy and the anisotropy
of the stellar velocity dispersion tensor, which can be alleviated when higher order
velocity moments are available (see e.g. Gerhard 1993) or by using physically mo-
tivated distribution functions (see e.g. Bertin 2000, for a discussion of this point).
X-ray analyses, on the other hand, can seriously overestimate the total mass of the
system if the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium for the hot gas does not hold,
especially near the center (see e.g. Pellegrini & Ciotti 2006; Ciotti & Pellegrini 2008).

A full understanding of the evolution of early-type galaxies cannot be achieved
without extending the study also to the mass density profile of objects at higher red-
shift (z & 0.1). This, however, has not been attempted until recently, due to obser-
vational limitations and to the increased difficulty in extracting detailed kinematic
information, which hinders traditional analyses based on stellar dynamics only. An
effective solution in order to overcome these issues is constituted by a joint analysis
which combines the constraints from stellar dynamics with the information obtained
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from gravitational lensing, when the early-type galaxy also happens to act as a lens
with respect to a background source at higher redshift (Treu & Koopmans 2002b;
Koopmans & Treu 2002; Treu & Koopmans 2003, 2004; van de Ven et al. 2008). Koop-
mans et al. (2006) have successfully used this combined approach to analyse fifteen
early-type lens galaxies (within a redshift range z = 0.06 − 0.33) discovered in the
Sloan Lens ACS Survey (SLACS, Bolton et al. 2006) as well as six systems between
z ∼ 0.5 and 1 from the Lenses Structure and Dynamics (LSD) Survey, showing that all
of the examined systems are well described by a power-law total density distribution
very close to r−2. The technique for the joint lensing and dynamics analysis has been
expanded by Barnabè & Koopmans (2007, hereafter BK07) into a general and self-
consistent method, completely embedded within the framework of Bayesian statis-
tics, which puts constraints on the total density distribution of the lens galaxy by
taking advantage of all the available data, i.e. not only the lensed image and a single
stellar velocity dispersion measurement, but also the surface brightness distribution
and the 2D kinematic maps (first and second projected velocity moments).

Similar to other methods for the determination of the structure and internal dy-
namics of early-type galaxies, already mentioned above, the joint lensing and dy-
namics analysis also relies on a certain number of assumptions. For example, the
simple and robust approach of Koopmans et al. (2006) treats the gravitational lensing
and the stellar dynamics as independent problems. The projected mass distribution
of the lens galaxy is modelled as a singular isothermal ellipsoid in order to deter-
mine the total mass within the Einstein radius, which is then used as a constraint for
the dynamical model, where spherical symmetry and a specific prescription for the
stellar orbital anisotropy are assumed. The more sophisticated framework of BK07
is designed to be very general and allows in principle for an arbitrary choice of the
total potential. In practice, however, such freedom must balance against technical
and computational limitations. Therefore, in order to have a fast and efficient algo-
rithm, the current implementation of the method, the CAULDRON code1, is restricted
to axisymmetric potentials and two-integral stellar phase-space distribution func-
tions (DFs). Under these hypotheses, it has been shown in BK07 that the method
is capable of recovering with considerable accuracy the correct potential parameters
and inclination angle, even in the presence of realistic noise.

The point above raises the question of whether (and to what extent) the simpli-
fying assumptions can be deemed valid for the astrophysical systems to which such
methods are applied. In fact, real galaxies are not idealized objects, and there is no
reason to expect them to be exactly axisymmetric (and neither triaxial ellipsoids) or
to have two or three integrals of motion. Whereas axial symmetry generally seems
to constitute a fairly good approximate description for most early-type galaxies, a
more detailed inspection, such as that allowed by the SAURON observations (see
Emsellem et al. 2004; McDermid et al. 2006), reveals a multitude of features indicat-
ing departure from axisymmetry, e.g. the presence of isophotal twist in the surface
brightness distribution, minor axis rotation and kinematically decoupled cores.

For this reason, in the present paper we apply our algorithm to the end-product
of a two-component (stars plus dark matter) N-body simulation of a merger process,

1Combined Algorithm for Unified Lensing and Dynamics ReconstructiON
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i.e. to a system which does not obey any restrictive prescription of symmetry, and
therefore violates the assumptions of the method. We aim to study how the CAUL-
DRON algorithm performs when subjected to this kind of “crash-test”, and which
quantities can be robustly recovered even in such an extreme case. A similar ap-
proach has been followed by Thomas et al. (2007a), who have applied their three-
integral axisymmetric Schwarzschild code to the study of non axisymmetric N-body
merger remnants, although without any gravitational lensing information, and by
Meneghetti et al. (2007) in the case of clusters of galaxies.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we provide an overview of the
CAULDRON algorithm for combined lensing and dynamics analysis. In Section 4.3
we summarize the properties of the N-body system that we use as lens galaxy. In
Section 4.4 we describe how the 2D maps of the simulated data with added realistic
noise are obtained from the particle distribution. In Section 4.5 we apply the joint
lensing and dynamics analysis to the simulated data and we present the results,
which are then further discussed in Section 4.6, where also conclusions are drawn.

4.2 The CAULDRON algorithm for joint lensing and dynamics anal-
ysis

In this Section we recall the main features of the CAULDRON algorithm. We refer the
reader to BK07 for a fully detailed description of the method.

The central tenet of a self-consistent joint analysis is to adopt a total gravitational
potential Φ (or, equivalently, the total density profile ρ, from which Φ is calculated
via the Poisson equation), parametrized by a set ~η of non-linear parameters, and
use it simultaneously for both the gravitational lensing and the stellar dynamics
modelling of the data. As shown in BK07, these two modelling problems, while
different from a physical point of view, can be expressed in an analogous way as
a single set of coupled (regularized) linear equations. For any given choice of the
non-linear parameters, the equations can be solved (in a direct, non-iterative way)
to simultaneously obtain as the best solution for the chosen potential model: (i) the
unlensed source surface brightness distributions, and (ii) the weights of the elemen-
tary stellar dynamics building blocks (e.g. orbits or two-integral components, TICs,
Schwarzschild 1979; Verolme & de Zeeuw 2002). This linear optimization scheme is
consistently embedded in the framework of Bayesian statistics. As a consequence,
it is possible to objectively assess the probability of each model by means of the ev-
idence merit function and, therefore, to rank different models (see MacKay 1992,
1999, 2003). In this way, by maximizing the evidence, it is possible to recover the set
of non-linear parameters ~η corresponding to the “best” potential model. Here, in the
context of Bayesian statistics, the “best model” means the most plausible model in
an Occam’s razor sense, given the data and the adopted form of the regularization
(the optimal level of the regularization is also set by the evidence).

Whereas the method is in principle extremely general2, its current practical im-
plementation, which will be referred to as the CAULDRON algorithm, is more re-

2One could adopt for example a completely general pixelized potential for which the best profile is
then determined via Bayesian statistics only by the data.
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stricted in order to make it computationally efficient and applies specifically to ax-
isymmetric potentials, Φ(R, z), and two-integral DFs f = f (E, Lz) (where E and Lz
are, respectively, the energy and the angular momentum along the rotation axis). Un-
der these assumptions, the dynamical model can be constructed by making use of
the fast BK07 numerical implementation of the two-integral Schwarzschild method
developed by Cretton et al. (1999) and Verolme & de Zeeuw (2002), whose build-
ing blocks are not stellar orbits (as in the classical Schwarzschild method) but TICs.3

The weights map of the optimal TIC superposition which best reproduces the ob-
servables is yielded as an outcome of the joint analysis.

The CAULDRON algorithm has been successfully tested against the analytic power-
law galaxy models of Evans (1994), which respect by construction the assumptions
of axisymmetry and two-integral DF, and afterwards has been employed for the de-
tailed analysis of the SLACS lens galaxy SDSS J2321−097 (Czoske et al. 2008, here-
after C08). The latter is a case study which presents a benchmark data set particu-
larly well suited to the needs of CAULDRON, i.e. high-resolution HST/ACS images of
the gravitational lensed source and of the surface brightness distribution of the lens
galaxy, and 2D maps of the projected velocity moments of the lens galaxy derived
from VLT-VIMOS observations. Therefore, the observations of SDSS J2321−097 will
be used as a reference in order to generate the simulated observables for the present
study (see Section 4.4).

It has been shown by the work of Koopmans et al. (2006) that a simple power-law
model for the total density distribution provides a satisfactory description for all of
the SLACS lens galaxies examined so far. This has been further confirmed in the
case of SDSS J2321−097, where a fully self-consistent analysis was performed. In the
present work, we aim to study the simulated galaxies exactly as we would do for real
objects, without assuming any a priori knowledge, and therefore we still adopt the
same power-law model that has been used in C08. In particular, the total mass den-
sity distribution of the galaxy is taken to be a power-law stratified on axisymmetric
homoeoids:

ρ(m) =
ρ0

mγ′ , 0 < γ′ < 3, (4.1)

where ρ0 is a density scale, γ′ will be referred to as the (logarithmic) slope of the
density profile, and

m2 =
R2

a2
0

+
z2

c2
0

=
R2

a2
0

+
z2

a2
0q2

, (4.2)

where c0 and a0 are length-scales and q ≡ c0/a0.
The (inner) gravitational potential associated with a homoeoidal density distri-

bution ρ(m) is given by Chandrasekhar (1969) formula. In our case, for γ′ 6= 2, one

3A TIC can be visualized as an elementary toroidal system, completely specified by a particular choice
of energy E and axial component of the angular momentum Lz. TICs have simple 1/R radial density
distributions and analytic unprojected velocity moments, and by superposing them one can build f (E, Lz)
models for arbitrary spheroidal potentials (cf. Cretton et al. 1999): all these characteristics contribute to
make TICs particularly valuable and “inexpensive” building blocks when compared to orbits.
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has

Φ(R, z) = − Φ0

γ′ − 2

∫ ∞

0

m̃2−γ′

(1 + τ)
√

q2 + τ
dτ , (4.3)

while for γ′ = 2

Φ(R, z) = Φ0

∫ ∞

0

log m̃
(1 + τ)

√
q2 + τ

dτ, (4.4)

where Φ0 = 2πGqa2
0ρ0 and

m̃2 =
R2

a2
0(1 + τ)

+
z2

a2
0(q2 + τ)

. (4.5)

There are three free non-linear parameters in the potential to be determined via
the evidence maximization: Φ0 (or equivalently, through equation [B4] of BK07, the
lens strength α0), the slope γ′ and the axial ratio q. When required by the data, it is
straightforward to include a core radius Rs in the density distribution. Beyond the
previously mentioned parameters, there are four additional parameters which de-
termine the geometry of the observed system: the position angle ϑPA, the inclination
i and the coordinates of the centre of the lens galaxy with respect to the sky grid. The
position angle and the lens center can usually be accurately determined by means of
a preliminary exploration and kept fixed afterwards in order to reduce the number
of free parameters. Finally, for a proper modelling of the lensed image it can be nec-
essary to include two more parameters (shear strength ζ and shear angle ϑζ) in order
to account for external shear.

A curvature regularization (as described in Suyu et al. 2006 and appendix A of
BK07) is adopted for both the gravitational lensing and the stellar dynamics recon-
structions. As discussed in BK07, the initial guess values of the hyperparameters
(defining the level of the regularization) are chosen to be quite large, since the con-
vergence to the maximum is faster when starting from an overregularized system.

4.3 The N-body system
The model galaxy that we use as lens in the present work is the end-product of a
numerical N-body simulation of a dissipationless merging between two equal-mass
spherical galaxies embedded in their dark matter halos. The simulation, run with the
treecode FVFPS (Fortran Version of a Fast Poisson Solver; Londrillo, Nipoti, & Ciotti
2003; Nipoti, Londrillo, & Ciotti 2003), has been already presented and described in
a previous paper (Nipoti, Londrillo, & Ciotti 2007), in which it is named E25o. Here
we recall the main properties of the end-product of this simulation, while we refer
the reader to Nipoti et al. (2007) for a detailed description of the initial conditions.

The simulation end-product is a nearly ellipsoidal virialized system, comprising
a stellar component and a dark-matter component. The total number of particles is
∼ 1.2× 106, and all particles have the same mass. The stellar component has total
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Figure 4.1: Axis ratios
b/a (solid curves) and c/a
(dotted curves) as func-
tions of radius for the stel-
lar (thin curves) and total
(thick curves) density dis-
tributions of the N-body
system used as lens (we
assumed r∗ = 1.969 arc-
sec).

mass ∼ 2 M∗ and angle-averaged half-mass radius ∼ 3.8 r∗, where M∗ and r∗ are the
mass unit and code length, respectively. The dark matter component is more massive
and more extended than the stellar component, having mass ∼ 10 M∗ and half mass
radius ∼ 19.3 r∗. The system has a virial velocity dispersion ∼ 0.55(GM∗/r∗)1/2

and non-vanishing total angular momentum L, corresponding to a value λ ∼ 0.07
in terms of the spin parameter λ ≡ |Etot|1/2||L||G−1M−5/2

tot , where Etot is the total
energy, and Mtot ∼ 12 M∗ is the total mass. Of course, the model can be rescaled to
represent physical systems of any size and mass by choosing proper values of M∗
and r∗.

We define the minor-to-major (c/a) and intermediate-to-major (b/a) axis ratios
of the system at a radius r as the corresponding axis ratios of the inertia ellipsoid of
particles within an ellipsoid of angle-averaged radius r (for details, see Nipoti, Lon-
drillo, & Ciotti 2002). We find that the system is triaxial, with direction of the prin-
cipal axes and axis ratios depending on radius. Figure 4.1 shows b/a (solid curve)
and c/a (dotted curve) as functions of radius for the stellar (red) and total (black)
density distributions within about the half-mass radius of the stellar component (we
assumed r∗ = 1.969 arcsec, see Section 4.4). Both the stellar and the total distribution
are strongly triaxial at r & 5 arcsec and mildly triaxial (almost prolate) at r . 5 arc-
sec. The angle-averaged total density and mass profiles of the model are plotted as
solid black curves in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Mock source
to be lensed. This is
an elliptical Gaussian
brightness distribution
with σx = 0.2 arcsec,
σy = 0.1 arcsec, position
angle ϑPA = 115◦ and
with a slight offset with
respect to the lens center.

4.4 Construction of the observables
In this Section we detail how the simulated observables (or “mock data”) are gener-
ated from the dark matter and stellar particle distribution taken from the virialized
end-product of the N-body simulation described in Section 4.3.

In order to convert the N-body simulation in a realistic data set with plausible
physical characteristics (effective radius, redshift of lens galaxy and source, Einstein
radius), we use as a reference the actual lens galaxy SDSS J2321−097, for which both
data analysis and joint lensing and dynamics study are presented in C08. Therefore,
we will adopt for the noise level and the sampling of the data (i.e. size and binning
of the data grids) the corresponding values of SDSS J2321−097.

First, we impose for the simulated galaxy the same redshift of SDSS J2321−097,
i.e. zl = 0.0819. The adopted source (Fig. 4.2) to produce the artificial lensed im-
age is an elliptical Gaussian distribution, slightly offset with respect to the center
of mass of the lens galaxy and (again in analogy with SDSS J2321−097) located at a
redshift zs = 0.5342. We then fix the values r∗ = 3 kpc (' 1.969 arcsec at redshift
zl) and M∗ = 3× 1011 M¯ for, respectively, the length and mass units of the simu-
lated galaxy. This setup produces a galaxy that, when is observed along an arbitrary
line of sight, displays realistic values for both the effective radius Re (∼ 5− 6 arcsec,
corresponding to ∼ 8 kpc at the redshift zl), and for the Einstein radius REinst (∼ 2
arcsec).

With this choice of r∗ and M∗, the simulated galaxy is a massive system of total
mass 3.6 × 1012 M¯, with a dark halo which extends up to several hundred kpc.
In analogy with the data set of SDSS J2321−097, the spatial coverage of our data is
confined to the very inner regions of the galaxy, approximately corresponding to
Re/2. However, a fair amount of information comes also from more distant regions
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of the system which are seen in projection along the line-of-sight (see discussion in
C08).

We define for the galaxy an orthogonal reference frame with the origin in the
center of mass of the simulated system; the z axis is oriented along the direction of
the total angular momentum of the stellar component. Since all the observables are
quantities projected in the sky plane, we select three orthogonal lines of sight along
which the simulated galaxy is assumed to be observed. In this way, from a single
simulation, we obtain three different data sets. The first line of sight is chosen to be
approximately oriented along the z axis of the galaxy, and therefore in the following
we will refer to the corresponding projection as the xy-plane projection or, for sim-
plicity, the “face-on” projection. The remaining two projections are taken along mu-
tually orthogonal axes both perpendicular to the first line of sight and will be called
the yz- and zx-plane projections or, for brevity sake, the “edge-on” projections.

The circularized half-light radii for the three projections are found to be Re =
5.227 arcsec (yz-plane), 5.359 arcsec (zx-plane) and 6.156 arcsec (xy-plane).

When considering any one of the three projections, we will always indicate as z ′

the direction of the particular line-of-sight. For each projection, the observables are
then calculated following the same procedure:

1. Lensed image. All the particles (both stellar and dark matter ones), properly
weighted by the respective masses, are cast in projection along the line-of-sight
and binned in a 2D-grid along the sky plane in order to generate from the to-
tal density ρtot a projected density map Σtot. The latter, once normalized to
the critical density Σcr = (c2/4πG) (Ds/DdDds), a quantity which depends
only on geometry of the system4, yields the convergence field κ on the pro-
jection plane. The two-dimensional Poisson equation ∇2ψ = 2κ relates the
convergence to the projected potential ψ, whose gradient immediately gives
the deflection angle vector field: ~α = ∇ψ (see e.g. Schneider, Ehlers, & Falco
1992).

We make use of a square grid of 3000× 3000 bins for the convergence. The grid
size (equivalent to ∼ 40 arcsec) is such that it contains, in projection, about half
of the total number of particles. Including more distant particles does not have
any discernible effect on the outcome, except slowing down all the related cal-
culations, since the number of bins must be increased in order to keep the reso-
lution constant. The Poisson equation is then solved via fast Fourier transform,
using the freely available package FFTW (Frigo & Johnson 2005), and enabling
us to obtain, from the convergence (appropriately padded in order to avoid
numerical issues with the Fourier transform), the two components of deflec-
tion angle~α. With these deflection angle maps and the mock source described
above, the CAULDRON code can straightforwardly generate the lensed image,
already convolved with the HST/ACS F814W point spread function (PSF) ob-
tained with TINY TIM (Krist 1993). The lensed image is constructed (in analogy
with the lensing data for SDSS J2321−097) on 100× 100 grid, with each pixel

4Ds, Dl and Dls are the angular diameter distances from the observer to the source, from the observer
to the lens and from the lens to the source, respectively.
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corresponding to 0.05 arcsec. Finally, a noise distribution based on the covari-
ance maps of the HST images of SDSS J2321−097 is added to the lensed image
map in order to produce the final data set.

The obtained lensing data sets for the three projections are shown in the upper
right panel of Figs 4.5, 4.7 and 4.9.

2. Surface brightness distribution. We assume that the stellar mass-to-light ratio is
independent of position. The stellar particles are cast along the chosen line-
of-sight on a 2D-grid in the sky plane. Such grid is padded and oversampled
by a factor of 3 with respect to the final grid adopted for this observable (see
later). This is necessary since, in order to take into account the effect of seeing,
we have to convolve this quantity with the PSF (here modelized as a Gaussian
distribution of FWHM = 0.10 arcsec). The map is then resampled, generating
the surface brightness distribution of the galaxy on a 50× 50 grid (1 pixel = 0.10
arcsec). Mock noise is then added consistently with the corresponding variance
maps of SDSS J2321−097. These images are to first-order equivalent to HST-
NICMOS images.

The obtained data sets for the surface brightness distribution of the three pro-
jections are shown in the upper left panel of Figs 4.6, 4.8 and 4.10.

3. Line-of-sight projected velocity moments. The procedure to generate the kinematic
maps is similar to the one described above for the surface brightness distribu-
tion, including the oversampling and convolution with the Gaussian PSF (but
with a broader FWHM = 0.90 arcsec, typical for ground-based observations
with the VLT).

The only difference is that now the velocities projected along the line-of-sight
(vz′ and v2

z′ for the two kinematic maps respectively) associated with each par-
ticle are summed up on each cell, producing the unweighted maps to be used
by CAULDRON. These maps can be divided by the surface brightness distri-
bution sampled on the same grid (the “kinematic” grid) in order to obtain the
weighted maps, i.e. the quantities 〈vz′ 〉 and 〈v2

z′ 〉. The projected velocity dis-
persion is obtained as σ2

z′ = 〈v2
z′ 〉 − 〈vz′ 〉2.

Due to the challenges of spectroscopic observations of distant early-type galax-
ies, the kinematic grids of SDSS J2321−097 have only 9 × 9 elements, with 1
pixel = 0.67 arcsec (i.e. the VLT-VIMOS IFU fiber size). Since we are mimick-
ing those observation, we adopt the same grid. As usual, the mock noise is
added according to what we know from SDSS J2321−097.

The obtained kinematic data sets for the three projections are presented in the
upper central (for the line-of-sight velocity) and upper right (for the line-of-
sight velocity dispersion) panels of Figs 4.6, 4.8 and 4.10.

4.5 Analysis and results
In this section we illustrate the results of the joint lensing and dynamics analysis per-
formed with CAULDRON on the three data sets generated (as described in Section 4.4)
from orthogonal projections of the simulated galaxy.
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Table 4.1: Recovered non-linear parameters of the best power-law models for the three data
sets (obtained as projection of the simulated systems on the three orthogonal planes indicated
in the columns): inclination i (in degrees), shear strength ζ and angle ϑζ (in degrees), lens
strength α0, logarithmic slope γ′ and flattening q.

yz-plane zx-plane xy-plane

i 56.5 88.9 53.6
ζ 5.36× 10−2 8.71× 10−2 5.99× 10−2

ϑζ −24.6 32.4 27.8
α0 0.652 0.642 0.520
γ′ 2.214 2.078 2.234
q 1.000 1.124 0.864

4.5.1 Recovered structure
As discussed in Section 4.2, we have adopted an axisymmetric power-law profile as
a model for the total density distribution. The recovered non-linear parameters of
the best models for the three data sets are reported in Table 4.1. The non-linear pa-
rameters listed in the Table are the inclination i (in degrees), the shear strength ζ and
angle ϑζ (in degrees), the lens strength α0, the logarithmic slope γ′ and the flattening
q (a q larger than 1 denotes a prolate axisymmetric shape). In order to speed up the
optimization routine, the best values for the lens center and galaxy position angle
were determined via preliminary runs, and afterwards were kept fixed (this proce-
dure is commonly used in this kind of analysis: see e.g. C08). The core radius Rs
was initially set free as an additional non-linear parameter, but, in order to make the
optimization faster, it was later fixed to a negligibly small value after verifying that
the introduction of this new parameter did not lead to an increase of the value of the
evidence merit function (and therefore in a Bayesian sense the additional complexity
was not justified). The optimization routine yields also the best value for the three
hyperparameters which set the ideal level of regularization.

The reconstructed observables for gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics that
correspond to the best model for the yz-plane data set are presented and compared
to the data in Figs 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. Analogously, Figs. 4.7-4.8 and 4.9-4.10
show the same quantities for the zx-plane and xy-plane (i.e. face-on projection) data
sets.

It is apparent that the residuals of the reconstructed lensed image are fairly large,
in particular in the cases of the zx- and xy-plane projections, where moreover the
reconstructed source appears patchy and unrealistically pixelized, despite the regu-
larization. The same effects, while less pronounced, are discernible also in the case of
the yz-plane projection, where the reconstruction was most successful. This is a clear
indication that the underlying total density distribution is actually more complex or
inhomogeneous than the simple power-law profile that we are using as a model (see
Section 4.5.3 for a more extended discussion) and that the model is unable to de-lens
all lensed images simultaneously into a single well-defined source.
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Figure 4.3: Angle-averaged to-
tal density profile of the simu-
lated system (black line) com-
pared with the density profiles
of the recovered best models
(see Table 4.1) for the three or-
thogonal projections data sets.
The yz-plane model (red line)
has a logarithmic density slope
γ′yz = 2.214, the zx-plane
model (blue line) has a slope
γ′zx = 2.078, and the xy-plane
model (green line) has a slope
γ′xy = 2.234.

Figure 4.4: Angle-averaged
total mass distribution of the
simulated system (black line)
compared with the total mass
profiles of the recovered best
models (see Table 4.1) for the
three orthogonal projections
data sets: yz-plane model
(red line), zx-plane model
(blue line) and xy-plane model
(green line).
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The surface brightness distribution and the kinematics appear to be reasonably
well reconstructed. However, in the inner region the reconstructed velocity disper-
sion is more peaked than in the data, with the possible exception of the zx-plane data
set (the one for which the recovered slope is the most shallow, cf. Table 4.1). Together
with the faint central image visible in all the lensing data sets, this indicates that the
total density distribution of the system is shallower in the central regions than in
the outer regions, as confirmed by the direct analysis of the angle-averaged density
profile of the object (see Fig. 4.3).

Despite several indications from the reconstructed observables that the adopted
power-law model is probably oversimplified for the data at hand, we find that such a
model still provides a satisfactory description of the essential features of the system,
and various important physical quantities are robustly recovered.

The angle-averaged total density profiles corresponding to the best models of Ta-
ble 4.1 for the three data sets are plotted in Fig. 4.3 and compared with the true profile
of the simulated system. The density slope, which is very close to γ′ ∼ 2.2, is quite
accurately recovered beyond the inner ∼ 0.5 arcsec. The zx-plane model presents a
slightly shallower profile (γ′ ∼ 2.1), although the discrepancy is small. The xy-plane
model, which in general provides the worst recovery of the true quantities (as it
will be further discussed in this Section), has a density normalization which is lower
than the real one, but manages to catch almost perfectly the correct density slope. In
the inner half arcsecond, the density profile of the simulated galaxies becomes shal-
lower (ρ ∼ 1/r), a feature that the power-law model is obviously unable to capture,
although, as already discussed, we have other signals (e.g. from the velocity disper-
sion) that the model breaks down in that approximate region, and that this is due
to the presence of a break in the density profile. Slightly more sophisticated mod-
els, such as a double power-law or a single power-law with an added break radius,
have also been explored, but the reconstruction of the observables does not improve
significantly and the additional complexity is therefore penalized by the Bayesian
evidence in favour of the single power-law. In light of what we know from the direct
examination of the simulated object, the reason for this failure is that the transition
from the ρ ∼ 1/r2 region to the ρ ∼ 1/r region is too abrupt to be adequately repro-
duced by these models, and therefore they do not perform significantly better than
the simpler single power-law.

Whereas the density slope is a substantially unharmed survivor of the crash test,
the recovered flattening and inclination angle are not reliable parameters in case the
systems deviate too drastically from the model’s assumptions. One should note,
however, that these quantities are only properly defined for an axisymmetric object,
and therefore do not have a straightforward interpretation when directly applied to a
simulated system which is approximately triaxial and whose axis ratios also change
as a function of radius (as seen in Section 4.3). The best models for the yz-plane and
xy-plane data set both give an inclination close to ∼ 55◦, so there is no sign that the
latter is interpreted as a face-on system. The zx-plane best model, on the other hand,
turns out quite correctly to be an almost edge-on system (i ' 90◦). As for the flatten-
ing, it appears that the axisymmetric model, faced with the insurmountable problem
of triaxiality, tends to adopt a density profile close to spherical (almost exactly spher-
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Table 4.2: Dark matter fraction within a sphere of radius r = Re (first column) and within the
line-of-sight oriented cylinder of radius R = Re (second column) for the three best models.
The corresponding quantities for the true system within the same radius are also presented.

DM fraction DM fraction
(sphere) (cylinder)

yz-plane model (Re = 5.′′23) 0.20 0.29
true system (at the same radius) 0.16 0.33

zx-plane model (Re = 5.′′36) 0.24 0.37
true system (at the same radius) 0.16 0.34

xy-plane model (Re = 6.′′16) 0.19 0.25
true system (at the same radius) 0.20 0.35

ical in the case of the yz-plane data set, slightly prolate or oblate in the cases of the
zx- and xy-plane data sets, respectively).

4.5.2 Total mass distribution and dark matter fraction
Closely connected to the density profile is the (angle-averaged) total mass distribu-
tion, plotted in Fig. 4.4 for the three best models and the true system. We find that
in the case of the edge-on projections models (yz- and zx-planes) the mass profile is
very well reproduced within a few percent. The mass profile of the face-on projec-
tion model is instead underestimated of about 25 percent within a sphere of radius
∼ 5 arcsec: this is a consequence of the too low density normalization which is re-
covered for this model, as previously seen in Fig. 4.3. Because of the tight constraints
imposed by the lensing, the total projected mass enclosed within REinst is within a
few percent from the correct value for all three models.

A quantity of extreme interest in the study of early-type galaxies is the dark mat-
ter fraction of these objects. It is therefore important to be able to test how reliable
is the CAULDRON method in estimating this parameter also for systems that defy its
assumptions of axisymmetry and two-integral DF. Since the method only provides
a total density distribution, however, it is necessary to make further assumptions to
be able to constrain the stellar density profile. In order to limit as much as possible
the arbitrariness of such assumptions we adopt, as in the analysis of real galaxies,
the so-called “maximum bulge” approach (cf. C08). This consists in maximizing the
contribution of the luminous component (which is obtained as an output of the best
model reconstruction), i.e. maximally rescaling the stellar density distribution with-
out exceeding the total density distribution, assuming that the stellar mass-to-light
ratio is independent of position. This method gives a lower limit for the dark matter
fraction, provided that the model’s assumptions hold true.

Under the maximum bulge hypothesis, we study both the volume mass ratio (i.e.
the dark matter fraction within a sphere of radius taken to be equal to the effective
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Figure 4.5: Best model lens image reconstruction for the yz-plane data set (the generation of
the simulated observables is detailed in Section 4.3). From the top left-hand to bottom right-
hand panel: reconstructed source model; simulated noisy data showing the lensed image;
lensed image reconstruction; residuals.

radius of the considered data set) and the projected mass ratio (i.e. the dark matter
fraction within a cylinder oriented along the line-of-sight with a radius equal to Re).
The results of this analysis for the three best models are summarized in Table 4.2,
which also shows the corresponding quantities for the true system (at the appropri-
ate radii). We find that the dark matter fraction is remarkably well recovered for all
three models, and it is within 10% (in total mass) of the correct value for both the
volume and the projected mass ratio. The largest discrepancy (10% within the cylin-
der) is found for the face-on model, as usual the most problematic one, while the
yz-plane model (which is the one that best reproduces the observables, in particu-
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Figure 4.6: Best dynamical model for the yz-plane data set. First row: simulated noisy surface
brightness distribution, projected line-of-sight velocity and line-of-sight velocity dispersion.
Second row: corresponding reconstructed quantities for the best model. Third row: residuals.

lar the lensed image) manages to accurately recover the dark matter fraction within
. 5% of the correct value.

It must be noted that we assumed a position-independent stellar mass-to-light ra-
tio both in constructing the surface-brightness map from the N-body system and in
estimating the maximum stellar mass for the best-fit models. In real galaxies the stel-
lar mass-to-light ratio might depend on position, though the effect of a non-uniform
stellar mass-to-light ratio is not expected to be strong based on observed colour gra-
dients (e.g. Kronawitter et al. 2000).
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Figure 4.7: Same as Fig. 4.5, but relative to the zx-plane data set.

4.5.3 Reconstructed source

As it can be immediately seen by an examination of Figs 4.5, 4.7 and 4.9, the lensed
image reconstruction for the three models is far from the noise level, and the re-
constructed source – with the partial exception of the yz-plane model – has little in
common with the simulated source (Fig. 4.2) used to generate the lensed images.
Even assuming that one has no information about the actual source (as it would be
the case for real data sets) it is evident that the reconstructed sources are unrealis-
tically irregular and pixelized. We remark that this is a consequence of having an
underlying density distribution for the system which is more complex and less ho-
mogeneous than the assumed power-law density model. As the present test neatly
displays, gravitational lensing is very sensitive to the features of the potential within
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Figure 4.8: Same as Fig. 4.6, but relative to the zx-plane data set.

the Einstein radius, and even small inhomogeneities and departures from the as-
sumed model will generally have a detectable effect5. Significantly, such large resid-
uals have never been encountered so far when analysing real lens galaxies, with
all the examined SLACS lenses being accurately reconstructed by means of single
power-law models, possibly with the inclusion of external shear (Koopmans et al.
2006, Czoske et al. 2008, Chapter 6 of this Thesis). This strengthens the statement
that the simulated system under analysis, while not being utterly unrealistic, con-
stitutes an extreme case and is therefore well suited for the “crash test” of the code

5As a consequence, gravitational lensing can actually be used to quantify the level of mass substructure
in massive galaxies, through their effect on highly-magnified arcs and Einstein rings (see e.g. Vegetti &
Koopmans 2009, hereafter VK08).
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Figure 4.9: Same as Fig. 4.5, but relative to the xy-plane data set.

that we aim to conduct. It should be emphasized that, if these were real data sets,
from the mere visual inspection of the results of the best lensed image reconstruction
provided by CAULDRON, we would already be able to conclude that we are dealing
with a unusually complex galaxy, which would surely deserve a more sophisticated
modelling once the preliminary study is completed.

In order to better understand the limitations of the axisymmetric approach and
the cause for the large residuals in the reconstructed image, the same data set (i.e.
yz-plane projection) has been analysed by means of the adaptive Bayesian strong
lensing code of VK08, which can account for small corrections in the projected po-
tential, and therefore for departures from symmetry and for the presence of clumpi-
ness and substructure in the convergence, but which does not include any constraint
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Figure 4.10: Same as Fig. 4.6, but relative to the xy-plane data set.

from the dynamics. Starting from the best model axisymmetric potential of Table 4.1
and then introducing small potential corrections and letting the parameters vary, it
is found that the lensed image can be reconstructed down to the noise level, and the
source is quite accurately recovered, by making use of an adaptive grid, as shown
in Fig. 4.11. As it is visible in the convergence map of Fig. 4.11 (bottom-right panel),
there are two main overdensities (with respect to the best model density profile), lo-
cated on opposite sides with respect to the center. These overdensities are at least an
order of magnitude too weak to be indicative of the presence of a genuine localized
massive dishomogeneity in the simulated system (cf. VK08 and in particular their
Figs. 8 and 9), which is rather smooth and does not present massive substructures.
These features in the convergence map are therefore due, rather than to clumpiness,
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Figure 4.11: Result of the linear source and potential reconstruction for the yz-plane dataset,
as obtained by applying the adaptive Bayesian lensing code of VK08. The first row shows,
from left to right, the lensed image data set, the reconstructed image and best source. The
second row presents, from left to right, the image residuals, the total potential correction and
the substructure convergence.

to the deviation of the true (projected) mass distribution from the simple assumption
of elliptical shape.

4.5.4 Recovered dynamical quantities
A reliable knowledge of the dynamical structure of early-type galaxies would con-
stitute a valuable asset for all the formation and evolution models. Therefore, in
this Section we investigate how accurately the axisymmetric CAULDRON code can
recover the essential dynamical characteristics of the simulated system. We expect
comparable performances (and typically better ones) when the code is applied to
real galaxies.

Since the dynamical modelling block of CAULDRON (see Section 4.2) does not em-
ploy an actual orbit-superposition method, a detailed analysis of the orbital families
of the galaxy is beyond reach. However, we are able to study fundamental global
dynamical quantities such as angular momentum, V/σ and anisotropy parameters.
The results of this study for the three models, compared with the true quantities
calculated directly from the simulated system, are listed in Table 4.3.

The total angular momentum along the principal rotation axis, Lz, has been cal-
culated for the three models and the simulated system within the same cylindrical
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Table 4.3: Recovered dynamical quantities for the three best models (last three columns) com-
pared with the true values directly calculated from the N-body system (second column). The
dynamical quantities are Lz (in units of kpc km s−1), the V/σ ratio, and the three global
anisotropy parameters δ, β and γ. See text for a more exhaustive description.

true value yz-plane zx-plane xy-plane

Lz −143.1 −142.6 −143.3 16.8
V/σ 0.170 0.152 0.214 0.130

β 0.301 ≡ 0 ≡ 0 ≡ 0
γ 0.208 −0.470 −0.645 −0.986
δ 0.219 0.190 0.244 0.330

region of radius R = 5′′ and height z = 5′′ (this is a square box in the meridional
plane, of linear size comparable to the effective radius; all the dynamical quantities
have been calculated within this region). As seen in Table 4.3, Lz is accurately recov-
ered for the two edge-on projection models, with discrepancies of less than 10% from
the correct value, despite the fact that the line-of-sight velocity maps are consider-
ably noisy6. On the contrary, in the case of the face-on projection model, where little
or no information about the rotation is available from the kinematic data (see top-
middle panel of Fig. 4.10: the map displays essentially no rotation) the recovered Lz
is obviously incorrect, being of the opposite sign and, more importantly, quite close
to zero. This clearly highlights the great importance of the information enclosed in
the kinematic maps, despite the fact that such maps are usually much more noisy
and considerably more coarsely sampled, in terms of number of pixels, than the sur-
face brightness or lensed image maps. On the opposite side, this result also cautions
us in being aware of the possible shortfalls of the method when studying galaxies
whose data show no discernible rotation.

The global quantity V/σ (see Binney 2005; Cappellari et al. 2007) is an indicator
of the importance of rotation with respect to the random motion. We find here that a
value not too far from the correct one is recovered for the edge-on projection models,
although the discrepancies are larger than in the case of the angular momentum (the
difference is of order 10% for the yz-plane model and 25% for the zx-plane model),
and even the face-on projection model, while underestimating the importance of
rotation of about 25%, gives a quite reasonable result.

The anisotropy distribution is another very relevant dynamical quantity, often
considered an important indicator of the galaxy formation processes. Since the sim-
ulated system is severely non-spherical, however, the anisotropy profile cannot be
reliably described and compared to the models by making use of a simple radial pa-
rameter such as the commonly used βr(r) ≡ 1− σ2

tan(r)/σ2
rad(r), where σtan and σrad

are the tangential and radial velocity dispersion, respectively. Instead, a more ro-

6The mock galaxy displays also some rotation along the orthogonal axes, although the angular mo-
mentum along these directions is only of order . 1% of Lz. Because of its intrinsic properties, the model
is not capable of reproducing this kind of rotation (in other words, Lx and Ly are always 0 by construction).
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bust and consistent indicator is provided by the three global anisotropy parameters
defined in Cappellari et al. (2007) and Binney & Tremaine (2008):

β ≡ 1− Πzz

ΠRR
, (4.6)

γ ≡ 1− Πϕϕ

ΠRR
, (4.7)

δ ≡ 1− 2Πzz

ΠRR + Πϕϕ
=

2β− γ

2− γ
, (4.8)

where

Πkk =

∫
ρσ2

k d3x (4.9)

and σk denotes the velocity dispersion along the direction k at any given location in
the galaxy. For a two-integral DF σ2

R = σ2
z everywhere, which implies ΠRR = Πzz,

so that the value of β is always zero. Therefore, due to the simplifying assumptions
on the distribution function, our method will generally fail in recovering the true β
value when analysing a more complex system. We clearly observe this in the present
study, where β = 0.301 for the simulated system (see again Table 4.3). Not too unex-
pectedly, since the global anisotropy parameters are related, this has disrupting con-
sequences also on the recovered γ, which is always negative, indicating mild tangen-
tial anisotropy in the models, while the mildly radially anisotropic N-body system
has a positive γ. This discrepancy is confirmed by inspecting the radial behaviour
of a kinetic energy proxy for βr(r), i.e. the quantity βK(r) ≡ 1 − Ktan(r)/Krad(r),
where Ktan and Krad are, respectively, the spherically-averaged tangential and ra-
dial components of the kinetic energy. Interestingly, however, the global parameter
δ is remarkably robust, particularly for the two edge-on projection models, with a
discrepancy of order ∼ 15% from the true value.

4.5.5 Uncertainties
In this section we present the statistical uncertainties on the model parameters cal-
culated by making use of the identical procedure which is used when dealing with
real systems.

Bayesian statistics represents a powerful tool for data analysis, model compari-
son and model parameters constraining. A major improvement in this direction has
been made with the introduction of the nested sampling technique developed by
Skilling (2004) (see also Sivia & Skilling 2006 and e.g. Mukherjee, Parkinson, & Lid-
dle 2006 for an astrophysical application). This method provides a computationally
efficient way to calculate the total marginalised evidence, which is the key quantity
for model comparison, and in addition yields other valuable information, such as the
posterior probability density distributions, the mean values and the standard devi-
ations for each of the model parameters. The nested sampling technique has been
applied in the context of lensing and model-comparison by VK08.
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Figure 4.12: Posterior probability distribution for the non-linear parameters of the best power-
law model for the yz-plane projection data set, as obtained from the nested sampling evi-
dence exploration. The width of the posterior probability distribution has been calculated
for each of the parameters, by considering the region around the peak which contains 99%
of the probability, yielding: i = [57.81, 58.45], ζ = [0.05273, 0.05455], ϑζ = [−26.55,−25.47],
α0 = [0.6512, 0.6550], γ′ = [2.231, 2.244], q = [1.008, 1.023].

Bayesian statistics requires to formalize one’s assumptions by defining priors P
on the parameters ηi (see e.g. MacKay 1992). We choose the priors to be uniform in
a symmetric interval of size δηi around the best recovered values ηb,i, that is:

P (ηi) =





constant for |ηb,i − ηi| ≤ δηi

0 for |ηb,i − ηi| > δηi.
(4.10)

In order to make sure that the priors include the bulk of the evidence likelihood, very
conservative estimates of the intervals δηi are obtained by means of fast preliminary
runs.

The posterior probability distributions functions (PDFs) for each parameter ob-
tained from the nested sampling analysis are shown in Fig. 4.12 for one of the models
(yz-plane projection). Within the context of Bayesian statistics, each posterior PDF
histogram quantifies the error for the considered parameter given the data and all the
assumptions (i.e. under the hypothesis that the adopted model is the correct one);
since the many pixels in the data sets provide a lot of constraints, these errors are
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typically very small, as is the case in the plot presented here. It should be noted that,
because of the marginalization over all the parameters except the one under analy-
sis, the posterior PDF usually provides the most conservative estimate of statistical
errors. At the same time, however, due to projection effect arising from the marginal-
ization itself, the mean value of the parameter obtained from the posterior PDF can
be significantly skewed with respect to the best recovered value of the corresponding
parameter obtained from the best model (P. Marshall, private communication).

However, the statistical errors cannot take into account or give an estimate of the
systematic uncertainties, which are frequently much larger than the former. In our
case, significant systematic errors arise mostly due to the adoption of an oversimpli-
fied model7. The entity of the systematic uncertainties can be quantified, at least as
a first order approximation, by looking at the discrepancies between the recovered
parameters for the three data sets best models.

4.6 Discussion and conclusions
We have applied CAULDRON, currently the most advanced code for joint gravita-
tional lensing and stellar dynamics analysis of early-type galaxies, to a galaxy model
with dark matter halo resulting from a numerical N-body simulation of galaxy merg-
ing. Such a N-body system, which we use as lens, significantly violates the two major
assumptions upon which the algorithm is based, namely axial symmetry of the to-
tal density distribution and two-integral stellar distribution function. The purpose
of this crash test is to investigate how the code will perform or fail in an extreme
case, and to identify the quantities which can still be reliably recovered. Such ro-
bust quantities are expected to be recovered with at least comparable accuracy when
CAULDRON is employed in the analysis of real galaxies which, while not necessarily
axisymmetric or described by a two- (or three-) integral DF, will hardly depart from
the code’s assumptions more severely than the simulated system studied here.

Further complications can also arise, in general, due to the effects of the environ-
ment on the lens galaxy. However, the SLACS galaxies, despite living in overdense
regions as expected for massive early-type galaxies, are not found to be significantly
affected by the contribution of the environment or of line-of-sight contaminants (see
the in-depth study of Treu et al. 2008). Therefore, since the environment does not
play a major role for lens galaxies at least in the redshift range z ∼ 0.1− 0.4, we have
not considered this issue further in the present paper.

From the N-body system we have generated three data sets corresponding to
three orthogonal lines of sight, one of which has been chosen to be approximately
oriented along the total angular momentum of the system, in order to obtain a “face-
on” projection data set with little or no rotation discernible in the kinematic maps.
An elliptical Gaussian surface brightness distribution has been constructed and then
gravitationally lensed by the mock galaxy in order to create the lensing data set.
We have also taken into account the effect of the PSF and added realistic noise to

7In real datasets of lens galaxies, sources of systematic errors which raise particular concern are, for
example, the PSF and the subtraction of the lens galaxy surface brightness (see e.g. the detailed study of
Marshall et al. 2007).
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the simulated data, using as a reference the real data set for the SLACS lens galaxy
SDSS J2321−097 studied in C08.

These data sets have been analysed with CAULDRON, assuming as a model an
axisymmetric power-law total density distribution, with the identical procedure fol-
lowed in the study of real lens galaxies. In the three cases, the recovered best models,
obtained via maximization of the Bayesian evidence, show clear difficulties in recon-
structing the observables (in particular the lensed image and the velocity dispersion
map) up to the noise level. This is a consequence of having adopted a very simple
model which cannot account for the complexity and the lack of symmetry of the true
density distribution.

However, the method is still capable of recovering with remarkable accuracy sev-
eral global structural and dynamical characteristics of the examined system, pro-
vided that some information about the galaxy rotation is available from the kine-
matic maps. In particular:

1. The logarithmic slope γ′ of the total density distribution is a robust quantity
which is recovered with remarkable accuracy (within less than 10%), even in
the case of the face-on projection data set. While a power-law model cannot
account for a break in the actual density profile, indications of its presence will
show up in the observables as features which are not reproduced by the best
model (e.g. a much flatter central velocity dispersion).

2. The angle-averaged total density and total mass radial profiles for the edge-on
projection best models are found to closely follow the corresponding true dis-
tributions, within approximately an effective radius. Discrepancies are larger
for the face-on projection case.

3. The best reconstructed inclination angle and flattening of the total density dis-
tribution have little or no relation with the corresponding quantities of the N-
body system. We conclude that when the axisymmetric model is applied to a
system with a more complex geometry, one can not expect to recover reliable
information about its shape.

4. By adopting the maximum bulge approach (i.e. maximizing the contribution
of the luminous component, assuming a position-independent stellar mass-to-
light ratio), it is possible to estimate within approximately 10% (in total mass)
the dark matter fraction of the analysed system, whether the mass ratio is cal-
culated within a sphere or within a line-of-sight oriented cylinder of radius
' Re.

5. When rotation is present in the kinematic maps, global quantities such as the
angular momentum Lz and the ratio V/σ (a measure of ordered vs chaotic mo-
tions) recovered from the best model describe quite reliably (i.e. within ∼ 10%
and 25%, respectively) the dynamical properties of the system under analy-
sis. The global anisotropy parameters β and γ are not correctly estimated, i.e.
the anisotropy distribution is not robustly recovered by the method unless the
analyzed system effectively respects the assumptions of axisymmetry and two-
integral distribution function. The anisotropy parameter δ, on the contrary, is
found to be a robust quantity even when such assumptions are violated: we
recover the correct value within . 15% for the edge-on projection data sets.
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The major conclusion of our study is that the joint lensing and dynamics code
CAULDRON can be effectively applied also to the analysis of galaxies which deviate
from the (quite restrictive) assumptions of axial symmetry and two-integral stellar
DF. This result is very relevant for the analysis of galaxies at z & 0.1 for which,
due to the data limitations, the more powerful methods available at lower redshifts
are not viable techniques. Several fundamental structural and dynamical quantities,
in particular the total density slope and the dark matter fraction within the region
where the data are available, can be recovered with good accuracy. Other quantities,
such as Lz and the anisotropy parameter δ, can be reliably recovered provided that
rotation is detected in the kinematic maps: when this is not the case (either because
of intrinsic properties of the galaxy or because the system is observed face-on) the
constraints are much looser and one needs to be very sceptical about the outcomes
of the best model relative to these quantities. We point out that special care should
be taken when the best model does not manage to reproduce the observables satis-
factorily (i.e. at or close to the noise level), in particular the lensed image. This is
a strong indication that the true density distribution deviates significantly from the
assumptions of the adopted model family, and therefore, while there are still reliable
recovered parameters (as listed above), more delicate quantities such as flattening
and inclination angle, as well as the reconstructed source, should not be trusted. In
these cases, the CAULDRON code can provide a robust but only quite general de-
scription of the structure of the galaxy, paving the way for the more sophisticated
modelling techniques which are necessary (together, if possible, with a better data
set) to achieve a deeper and more detailed knowledge of the system.

Interestingly, large residuals in the lensed images reconstruction such as the ones
found in this study have never been encountered so far in the analysis of the SLACS
sample of lens galaxies (Koopmans et al. 2006, C08) indicating that an axisymmetric
single power-law total density distribution constitutes a satisfactory model for these
systems.
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We present the first results of a combined VLT VIMOS integral-field unit and
Hubble Space Telescope (HST)/ACS study of the early-type lens galaxy SDSS
J2321−097 at z = 0.0819, extending kinematic studies to a look-back time
of 1 Gyr. This system, discovered in the Sloan Lens ACS Survey, has been
observed as part of a VLT Large Programme with the goal of obtaining two-
dimensional stellar kinematics of 17 early-type galaxies to z ≈ 0.35 and Keck
spectroscopy of an additional dozen lens systems. Bayesian modelling of both
the surface brightness distribution of the lensed source and the two-dimen-
sional measurements of velocity and velocity dispersion has allowed us, under
the only assumptions of axisymmetry and a two-integral stellar distribution
function (DF) for the lens galaxy, to dissect this galaxy in three dimensions and
break the classical mass–anisotropy, mass-sheet and inclination–oblateness de-
generacies. Our main results are that the galaxy (i) has a total density profile
well described by a single power-law ρ ∝ r−γ′ with γ′ = 2.06+0.03

−0.06; (ii) is a very
slow rotator (specific stellar angular momentum parameter λR = 0.075); (iii)
shows only mild anisotropy (δ ≈ 0.15); and (iv) has a dark-matter contribution
of ∼ 30 per cent inside the effective radius. Our first results from this large
combined imaging and spectroscopic effort with the VLT, Keck and HST show
that the structure of massive early-type galaxies beyond the local Universe can
now be studied in great detail using the combination of stellar kinematics and
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gravitational lensing. Extending these studies to look-back times where evolu-
tionary effects become measurable holds great promise for the understanding
of formation and evolution of early-type galaxies.

5.1 Introduction

Within the hierarchical galaxy formation scenario, early-type galaxies are assumed
to be the end-products of major mergers with additional accretion of smaller galax-
ies (e.g. Burkert & Naab 2004 for a review). As such the study of their structure,
formation and evolution is an essential step in understanding galaxy formation and
the standard Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) paradigm, in which the hierarchical galaxy
formation model has its foundations. Early-type galaxies are observed to follow tight
scaling relations between their stellar population, dark matter, kinematic and black
hole properties, the origins of which are still not well understood (e.g. Djorgovski &
Davis 1987; Dressler et al. 1987; Magorrian et al. 1998; Bolton et al. 2007).

Considerable observational progress has been made in the last decades in our
understanding of the relative contributions of baryonic (mostly stellar), dark matter
and black hole constituents of early-type galaxies through stellar dynamical trac-
ers and X-ray studies (e.g. Fabbiano 1989; Mould et al. 1990; Saglia, Bertin, & Sti-
avelli 1992; Bertin et al. 1994; Franx, van Gorkom, & de Zeeuw 1994; Carollo et al.
1995; Arnaboldi et al. 1996; Rix et al. 1997; Matsushita et al. 1998; Loewenstein &
White 1999; Gerhard et al. 2001; Seljak 2002; Borriello, Salucci, & Danese 2003; Ro-
manowsky et al. 2003). More recently, the SAURON collaboration (de Zeeuw et al.
2002) has extensively studied a large and uniform sample of early-type galaxies in
the local Universe (i.e. z . 0.01), combining SAURON integral-field spectroscopy
(IFS) on the William Herschel Telescope with high-resolution Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) imaging to obtain a three-dimensional picture of these galaxies in terms of
their mass and kinematic structure (Emsellem et al. 2004, 2007; Cappellari et al. 2006,
2007).

Despite making a great leap forward, the complex modelling of the SAURON
systems and the unknown dark matter content and total mass of these galaxies still
require some assumptions to be made about their gravitational potential [e.g. con-
stant stellar mass-to-light ratio (M/L) from stellar population models] and inclina-
tion. These issues can be partly overcome in discy systems where the inclination can
be determined from the photometry or possibly from dust lanes. However, systems
with lower ellipticity can show stronger degeneracies (e.g. Cappellari et al. 2007).
Also, near the effective radius dark matter becomes a major contributor to the stellar
kinematics (Gerhard et al. 2001; Treu & Koopmans 2004) and it is not yet clear what
impact its neglect has, even though it is estimated to be not too severe (Cappellari
et al. 2006).

At higher redshifts, the extraction of detailed kinematic information from early-
type galaxies becomes increasingly more difficult because of the decrease in appar-
ent size and cosmological surface brightness dimming. However, galaxies at higher
redshifts are much more likely to act as gravitational lenses on background galax-
ies (e.g. Turner, Ostriker, & Gott 1984). The additional information obtained from
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Figure 5.1: HST/ACS images of SDSS J2321−097, taken through the F435W (left-hand panel)
and F814W (right-hand panel) filters. The images are single exposures with an integration
time of 420 s; the pixel scale is 0.05 arcsec. A full description of these observations and the
data-reduction process is given in Bolton et al. (2006).

gravitational lensing on, for example, the enclosed mass and the density profile has
been shown to break some of the classical degeneracies in stellar kinematics and
lensing, namely the mass–anisotropy and the mass-sheet degeneracies, respectively
(e.g. Treu & Koopmans 2002b; Koopmans et al. 2003; Koopmans & Treu 2003; Treu &
Koopmans 2004; Koopmans et al. 2006; Barnabè & Koopmans 2007, hereafter BK07).

In order to use gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics in a systematic way,
the Lenses Structure & Dynamics (LSD) Survey was started in 2001, combining HST
imaging data on lens systems with stellar kinematics obtained with Keck (Koop-
mans & Treu 2002, 2003; Treu & Koopmans 2002b,a, 2003, 2004). This project and
its results, predominantly at z ≈ 0.5−1.0, have shown the validity of this methodol-
ogy and its effectiveness at higher redshifts. These high-redshift systems, however,
are relatively rare and hard to follow up, which has limited studies to the use of
luminosity-weighted stellar velocity dispersions (e.g. Koopmans & Treu 2002; Treu
& Koopmans 2002a) or long-slit spectroscopy in a few large apertures along the ma-
jor axes (e.g. Koopmans & Treu 2003; Treu & Koopmans 2004).

The Sloan Lens ACS Survey (SLACS, Bolton et al. 2005, 2006) was begun to ex-
tend the sample of lens galaxies suitable for joint lensing and dynamical studies.
SLACS lens candidates were selected from the SDSS Luminous Red Galaxy sample
(Eisenstein et al. 2001) and a quiescent subsample [defined by EW(Hα) < 1.5 Å] of
the MAIN SDSS galaxy sample (Strauss et al. 2002) by an inspection of their SDSS
fibre spectroscopy (Bolton et al. 2004). Galaxies whose spectra presented emission
lines at a higher redshift than the redshift of the galaxy itself were observed in an
HST snapshot programme to check whether the source of the emission lines was
a gravitationally lensed background galaxy. To date, SLACS has confirmed around
80 lens systems (Bolton et al., in preparation). In contrast to most earlier lens surveys
which drew their candidate systems from catalogues of potential sources (e.g. quasi-
stellar objects or radio sources as in the CLASS survey, Browne et al. 2003), SLACS
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Table 5.1: Basic data for SDSS J2321−097. The data are taken from Treu
et al. (2006a) and Koopmans et al. (2006).

αJ2000 23h21m20.s93
δJ2000 −09◦39′10.′′2
zl 0.0819
zs 0.5342
σap (236± 7) km s−1

σc (245± 7) km s−1

REinst 1.68 arcsec = 2.59 kpc
Reff,B (8.47± 0.11) kpc
MB −21.72± 0.05
Reff,V (7.93± 0.07) kpc
MV −22.59± 0.05
qiso,2D 0.77
ϑPA,? 126.◦5
Notes: zl and zs are the redshifts of SDSS J2321−097 and the gravi-
tationally lensed background galaxy, respectively. σap is the veloc-
ity dispersion measured from the 3-arcsec-diameter SDSS fibre, σc
is the derived central velocity dispersion (Treu et al. 2006b). REinst
is the Einstein radius. Reff and M are the effective radii and ab-
solute magnitudes determined by fitting de Vaucouleurs profiles
to the B- and V-band ACS images (Treu et al. 2006b). qiso,2D and
ϑPA,? are isophotal axial ratio and position angle of the major axis,
respectively (Koopmans et al. 2006).

is a lens-selected survey and as such preferentially finds systems with bright lens
galaxies but comparatively faint sources. It is therefore an ideal starting point for
detailed investigations into the properties of the lens galaxies.

In this paper we introduce a follow-up project to SLACS which aims at combin-
ing the lensing information with detailed two-dimensional kinematic information
obtained with the VIMOS integral-field unit (IFU) mounted on the VLT. The full
sample comprises 17 systems. In this paper we demonstrate the available data and
the analysis methodology on one system, SDSS J2321−097. The lens in this system
is an early-type galaxy at z = 0.0819. The SDSS spectrum shows additional [O II]
and Hβ emission from a gravitationally lensed blue galaxy at zs = 0.5342 (Bolton
et al. 2006). In HST imaging (Fig. 5.1) the lensed source is shown to form an almost
complete Einstein ring of radius 1.68 arcsec, corresponding to an Einstein radius of
REinst = 2.6 kpc at the lens redshift. The projected mass enclosed within the Einstein
radius is M(< REinst) = 1.3× 1011 M¯. Details on this system are listed in Table 5.1.

In Section 5.2, we describe the VIMOS and HST observations that form the basis
of this analysis. The IFU data are presented in Section 5.3, with a description of the
data reduction in Section 5.3.1 and of the extraction of two-dimensional kinematic
maps in Section 5.3.2. In Section 5.3.3 we determine several commonly used param-
eters from the kinematic data alone, in a way that is directly comparable to earlier
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studies, for example from the SAURON collaboration. We apply the joint lensing
and dynamics analysis developed by BK07 in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5 we present a
physical argument that explains why gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics can
break the degeneracy between oblateness and inclination. We discuss our results
and conclude in Section 5.6. We use a concordance ΛCDM model throughout this
paper, described by ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and H0 = 100 h km s−1 Mpc−1 with h = 0.7
unless stated otherwise. At the redshift of SDSS J2321−097, 1 arcsec corresponds to
1.1 h−1 kpc = 1.5 kpc.

5.2 Observations
In this section, we briefly discuss the VLT VIMOS/IFU spectroscopic and the HST
imaging observations, which form the basic data sets for the subsequent modelling.

5.2.1 Integral-field spectroscopy
We have obtained integral-field spectroscopic observations of 17 systems using the
IFU of VIMOS (Le Fèvre et al. 2001) mounted on the VLT UT3 (Melipal). The ob-
servations were conducted in two parts: three systems were observed in a pilot pro-
gramme (ESO programme 075.B-0226; PI: Koopmans) and the remaining 14 systems
in a large programme (177.B-0682; PI: Koopmans) with a slightly different observa-
tional setup. Observations were carried out in service mode throughout to ensure
uniform observing conditions. In this paper we report in detail on the observations
of the pilot programme and the analysis of one system, SDSS J2321−097. The obser-
vations of the large programme and the analysis of the full sample will be presented
in forthcoming papers in this series.

The IFU head of VIMOS consists of a square array of 80 × 80 microlenses with
a sampling of 0.67 arcsec per spatial element (‘spaxel’) at the Nasmyth focus of the
telescope. In high-resolution mode only the central 1600 lenses are used, resulting
in a field of view of 27× 27 arcsec2. The lenses are coupled to optical fibres which
transmit the light to pseudo-slit masks, each of which contains 400 fibres and cor-
responds to a quadrant of the original field. The seeing limit for the observations
was set to 0.8 arcsec, so that each fibre of the IFU gives a spectrum that is essentially
independent of its neighbours.

For the pilot programme, we employed the HR-Blue grism which covers a wave-
length range from 4000 to 6200 Å (the exact wavelength range varies slightly from
quadrant to quadrant). The spectral resolution of the HR-Blue grism is λ/∆λ = 2550,
where ∆λ is the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the instrument profile. The
mean dispersion on the CCD is 0.5 Å per pixel. Three exposures of 555 s integra-
tion time were obtained per observing block (a one-hour sequence of science and
calibration exposures); the telescope was shifted by about 3.5 arcsec between the ex-
posures to fill in on dead fibres. The number of observing blocks spent on each lens
system was adjusted so as to reach approximately equal signal-to-noise ratios (S/N)
across the sample. For the system described in this paper, SDSS J2321−097, five ob-
serving blocks were carried out for a total integration time of 8325 s. For the large
programme, we switched to the HR-Orange grism which covers a wavelength range
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Figure 5.2: Left-hand panel: VLT VIMOS/IFU image reconstruction of SDSS J2321−097, ob-
tained by integrating along the individual fibre spectra from 4400 to 6100 Å. Right-hand panel:
map of the strength of the [O II] doublet from the lensed source.

from 5250 to 7400 Å at a similar spectral resolution of λ/∆λ = 2650 and a dispersion
of 0.6 Å per pixel. The spectral resolution translates to a rest-frame velocity resolu-
tion ∆v varying between 107 and 85 km s−1, improving as the redshift of our sample
lens galaxies increases from 0.08 to 0.35.

5.2.2 HST imaging
High-resolution imaging with HST/ACS or HST/WFPC2 has been or is being ob-
tained for all confirmed SLACS lenses (Bolton et al. 2006; Gavazzi et al. 2007). The
data used here come from the ACS snapshot survey described by Bolton et al. (2005)
and consist of single 420 s exposures through the F435W and F814W filters, respec-
tively. Fig. 5.1 shows the images of SDSS J2321−097. The lens modelling requires
as input a clean estimate of the brightness distribution of the lensed images, so the
smooth brightness distribution of the lens galaxy has to be subtracted from the im-
ages. Bolton et al. (2006) tried a variety of commonly used modelling techniques
(e.g. fitting of Sersic profiles), but settled on the more flexible B-spline technique. The
galaxy-subtracted image in the F814W filter is shown in the top right-hand panel of
Fig. 5.7.

5.3 IFU data analysis

5.3.1 Data reduction
The VLT VIMOS/IFU data were reduced using the VIPGI package which was de-
veloped within the framework of the VIRMOS consortium and the VVDS project.
VIPGI1 has been described in detail by Scodeggio et al. (2005) and Zanichelli et al.
(2005); here, we restrict ourselves to a brief summary of the main reduction steps
performed by VIPGI.

1http://cosmos.iasf-milano.inaf.it/pandora/vipgi.html
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Figure 5.3: Spectrum of SDSS J2321−097 integrated from the VIMOS/IFU data cube over a
circular aperture of diameter 3 arcsec. The inset on the right-hand side shows a zoom on the
[O II] doublet of the lensed background galaxy at zs = 0.5342, next to the FeCa λ5268 line of
the lens. The inset on the left-hand side shows a zoom on the weak but clearly detected [O II]
line of the lens galaxy. Several other spectral features of the lens are marked.

The four quadrants of the IFU are treated independently up to the combination
of all exposures into the final data cube. For each night on which observations were
carried out, five bias exposures were obtained which are median-combined and sub-
tracted from the data. The observed halogen-lamp illuminated screen flats are used
to locate the traces of the individual spectra on the CCD, starting from interactively
adjusted first guesses of the layout of the fibres. This includes a shift correction and
an identification of ‘bad’ fibres. The position of the peak of each spectrum in the
spatial direction is then modelled as a quadratic polynomial function of the position
in the dispersion direction. VIPGI does not perform a CCD pixel-to-pixel flat-field
correction (Scodeggio et al. 2005).

The wavelength calibration is subsequently done using helium and neon lamp
observations taken immediately after the science exposures. With about 20 lines
spread between ∼ 4000 and ∼ 6200 Å, the rms deviations from the polynomial fit
are roughly Gaussian-distributed around a mean of ∼ 0.075 Å and a dispersion of ∼
0.02 Å. The velocity error introduced by uncertainties in the wavelength calibration
is thus of the order of 5 km s−1, significantly smaller than the spectral resolution and
negligible in our analysis.

The individual spectra are extracted using the optimal extraction scheme of Horne
(1986), that is, by averaging the flux across the spectral trace of the fibre, weighted
by a fit to its spatial profile. In order to correct for the transmissivity variations from
fibre to fibre (‘spaxel-to-spaxel flat-fielding’), the flux under a sky emission line is
measured and scaled relative to a reference fibre. We use [O I] at λ = 5577 Å for this
purpose.

Spectrophotometric standard stars were observed during most nights. Since the
stellar light only covers a small fraction of the fibres in the IFU field whereas the
calibration is applied to all fibres, the spectrophotometric calibration only accurately
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corrects the relative wavelength dependence of the sensitivity function (assuming
that this is the same for all fibres), while the absolute flux levels are determined with
a much larger uncertainty due to residuals from the correction of the varying fibre
transmissivities.

The VIMOS IFU does not have dedicated sky fibres, but the field of view is large
enough for a sufficient number of fibres to essentially measure pure sky. VIPGI iden-
tifies these fibres in a statistical way by integrating the flux in each fibre over a large
wavelength range and selecting as sky fibres those with a flux within ±0.1 per cent
of the mode of the resulting distribution.

Finally, the four quadrants of all the individual exposures are combined into a
single data ‘cube’ after correction for the dithering between exposures. The final
data are in row-stacked form, where each row corresponds to the spectrum from
one fibre. A fits table extension gives the translation from row number to the spatial
coordinate of the fibre.

The left-hand panel of Fig. 5.2 shows an image of SDSS J2321−097, reconstructed
from the reduced data cube using the program SADIO2 by integrating along the
wavelength direction from 4400 to 6100 Å. The galaxy surface brightness distribu-
tion agrees well with that seen in the HST/ACS F435W and F814W snapshot images,
although it is not as precise due to the complexities involved in the spectral calibra-
tion, in particular of the relative fibre transmissivity. In the modelling of the lens
galaxy brightness distribution, we therefore use the HST images. The imperfect ab-
solute flux calibration of the IFU data has no effect on the measurements of the stellar
kinematics which do not depend on the overall scaling of each fibre spectrum.

Following Bolton & Burles (2007), we can use the IFU data to obtain an image of
the lensed source by isolating its redshifted [O II] emission line at 5710 Å. The [O II]
doublet is modelled as the sum of two Gaussians with separation 4.5 Å (taking into
account the redshift of the source) and relative strength 3:2. In regions with signif-
icant light from the lens galaxy the best-fitting kinematic model (Section 5.3.2) was
subtracted prior to the fit; elsewhere a polynomial fit was subtracted to remove a
remaining continuum level. The map of the line strength of the [O II] line obtained
in this manner is presented in the right-hand panel panel of Fig. 5.2. The map clearly
shows the ring-like structure of the lensed galaxy (cf. the higher resolution galaxy-
subtracted ACS image in the top right-hand panel of Fig. 5.7) and demonstrates that
the [O II] line used for the inclusion of this system in the SLACS sample indeed orig-
inates from a gravitationally lensed background galaxy.

The spectral energy distribution of SDSS J2321−097 is essentially that of a typical
early-type galaxy with strong metal lines, as seen in Fig. 5.3 which shows the spec-
trum integrated over a circular aperture of 3 arcsec diameter (i.e. the SDSS aperture).
We note, however, that this spectrum shows weak but significant [O II] emission
(EW ∼ −4 Å) as well as Hδ absorption from the lens galaxy. This might indicate
residual star formation or active galactic nucleus activity at a low level.

2http://cosmos.iasf-milano.inaf.it/pandora/sadio.html
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5.3.2 Kinematic analysis
We extract two-dimensional maps of systematic velocity v(~R) and line-of-sight ve-
locity dispersion σ(~R) using a direct pixel-fitting method implemented in the statis-
tical language R3 (R Development Core Team 2007). Since the analysis is done on
spectra from individual IFU fibres, the spectra have relatively low signal-to-noise
ratio, in particular in the outskirts of the lens galaxy where the surface brightness
drops rapidly. We therefore restrict the model to a Gaussian line-of-sight velocity
distribution (LOSVD) and do not attempt to measure higher order moments, such
as the Gauss–Hermite coefficients h3 and h4 commonly used in kinematic studies
of low-redshift early-type galaxies (e.g. van der Marel & Franx 1993; Cappellari &
Emsellem 2004).

The observed galaxy spectrum di(λ) is modelled, for each fibre i separately, by the
convolution of a high-resolution stellar template spectrum t(ln λ) with a Gaussian
kernel gi(ln λ) with dispersion σv,i/c:

di(λ) = fi(λ) [t⊗ gi](ln λ) + ni(λ) . (5.1)

We assume Gaussian noise n(λ) on the spectrum. Since the accuracy of the spec-
trophotometric calibration is not perfect for both our spectra and the chosen template
spectra (see below and Valdes et al. 2004) there remain small relative tilts between
the continua of the galaxy and template spectra. We model this difference by the
linear correction function f (λ) = a + bλ whose parameters are determined by a lin-
ear fit nested within the non-linear optimization for the kinematic parameters vi and
σv,i.

The template spectrum is first resampled to a logarithmic wavelength scale with
step ∆ ln λ = ∆v/c, where we use a velocity step of ∆v = 25 km s−1. The convolution
kernel is a Gaussian with dispersion σG = σv/∆v, extending to ±8σG. The galaxy
spectrum is corrected for the mean redshift of the lens galaxy, z = 0.0819 in the case
of SDSS J2321−097, taken from the SDSS data base. The model is then resampled on
to the wavelength grid of the galaxy spectrum, a linear wavelength scale λobs/(1 +
zSDSS) in our case. This avoids further resampling of the data beyond what was done
in the data reduction. Similar methods typically resample both model and data to
the same logarithmic wavelength grid before comparing (e.g. van der Marel 1994;
Cappellari & Emsellem 2004).

Remaining cosmic rays, emission lines, and remnants of sky lines are masked
automatically by 3σ-clipping of the residuals from a preliminary fit without mask.
Fig. 5.4 shows an example of a fit to a spectrum from a fibre near the centre of
SDSS J2321−097. Error analysis is performed through a Monte Carlo technique by
adding Gaussian noise to the best-fitting model at the noise level given by the resid-
uals between model and data, and using 1000 realizations to determine the spread
of the best-fitting parameters.

The choice of a good template spectrum is important for accurate kinematic mea-
surements from galaxy spectra. For SDSS J2321−097, we started by experimenting
with a set of eight stellar template spectra obtained with the Echelle Spectrograph

3http://www.r-project.org/
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and Imager (ESI) on the Keck II telescope (Koopmans & Treu 2002) applied to the
global spectrum of SDSS J2321−097. These spectra have a velocity resolution of
∆vESI = 22.4 km s−1 (ESI manual4) and cover a range of spectral types G0 to K4, lu-
minosity class III. Fitting to the integrated spectrum of SDSS J2321−097 it was found
that four templates for stellar types between G7 and K0 gave consistent results for
the velocity dispersion within ±10 km s−1, which also agreed with the measurement
from the SDSS. Cooler template stars (K2 and K4) resulted in a significantly higher
velocity dispersion while hotter templates (G0 and G5) gave lower values. On the
basis of the visual appearance of the fit and the shape of the galaxy spectrum it was
decided to use the K0 star HR 19 as the template star for SDSS J2321−097.

We subsequently exchanged the ESI spectrum of HR 19 for the corresponding
spectrum from the Indo-US library of Coudé feed stellar spectra5 (Valdes et al. 2004).
The Indo-US library contains spectra for 1273 stars covering a wide range of stellar
parameters. The spectra have a resolution of ∼ 1 Å FWHM and for the majority of
stars cover a wavelength range of 3460 to 9464 Å. While the resolution of the Indo-
US spectra is somewhat lower than that of the ESI spectra, this disadvantage is offset
by the large number of spectra available, which will provide freedom of choice for
the analysis of our full sample. We have checked that the kinematic results obtained
with the Indo-US and the ESI templates are indeed consistent.

Fig. 5.4 shows an important limitation of any use of observed stellar spectra as
templates in kinematic analyses, namely the differing abundance ratios between
stars in the solar neighbourhood and early-type galaxies (Barth, Ho, & Sargent 2002).
While the strengths of the Fe I/Ca I λ5268 lines agree, the Mg b λ5174 line is signifi-
cantly enhanced in the galaxy spectrum. Barth et al. (2002) recommend masking the
Mg b line before fitting. Doing this increases the velocity dispersion only by a few
per cent and does not significantly improve the fit outside the Mg b region.

5.3.3 Results from the observed stellar kinematics
A fit of a kinematic model to the global spectrum (Fig. 5.3) following the procedure
described in Section 5.3.2 results in a velocity dispersion of σtot = 240 ± 8 km s−1,
which is consistent with the value σSDSS = 236 ± 7 km s−1 listed in the SDSS data
base (Bolton et al. 2006). Note that the error estimates are not directly comparable
because of differences in the estimation method. We believe our Monte Carlo esti-
mate to be more reliable, although it might still underestimate the real error due to
the assumption of Gaussian noise in the spectrum (de Bruyne et al. 2003).

The two-dimensional maps of the velocity and velocity dispersion are shown in
Fig. 5.5. Only fibres in which the spectrum has an S/N per pixel in the rest-frame
wavelength range from 5350 Å to 5450 Å (a flat part of the spectrum) of S/N > 8
are used in these maps and the subsequent analysis. Spectra with lower S/N were
found not to yield reliable kinematic fits.

Neither the velocity nor the velocity dispersion map shows significant structure.
The velocity map might hint at a pattern of slight rotation, although within the noise
the map is consistent with no rotation at all.

4http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/esi/echmode.html
5http://www.noao.edu/cflib/
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Figure 5.4: Spectrum from a single fibre near the centre of SDSS J2321−097, with the overlaid
best-fitting model (top panel). The bottom panel shows the residuals of the fit. The [O II]
doublet from the source at 5710 Å (zs = 0.5342) and the residual of the [O I] sky line at 5577 Å
were masked automatically (indicated by the points).
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Figure 5.5: Kinematic maps of SDSS J2321−097. The top left-hand panel shows systematic
velocity relative to the mean redshift of the lens galaxy; the bottom left-hand panel shows the
velocity dispersion. The panels on the right-hand side visualize the corresponding 1σ errors
on the measurements. Spaxel size is 0.67 arcsec and only spectra with S/N > 8 were analysed.

In order to quantify the amount of rotation in a galaxy from two-dimensional
maps of line-of-sight stellar velocity v and velocity dispersion σv, Emsellem et al.
(2007) defined a stellar angular momentum parameter λR by

λR =
〈R |v|〉

〈R
√

v2 + σ2
v 〉

, (5.2)

where R is the projected distance from the galaxy centre. We find λR = 0.075, which
in combination with the absolute magnitude MB = −21.72 places SDSS J2321−097
among the slowly rotating galaxies at the high-luminosity end of the SAURON sam-
ple (cf. fig. 7 of Emsellem et al. 2007).

Following the prescription of Binney (2005) and Cappellari et al. (2007), we find
a low value for the ratio between systematic velocity and velocity dispersion of
(〈v2〉/〈σ2

v 〉)1/2 = 0.1, which in combination with the observed ellipticity of εiso,2D =
1− qiso,2D = 0.23 from isophote fitting places SDSS J2321−097 well below the curve
for an isotropic rotating oblate galaxy in an ε−(v/σv) diagram. From the tensor
virial theorem the global anisotropy parameter (Binney 2005) is found to be δ ∼ 0.15,
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Figure 5.6: Velocity (top panels) and velocity dispersion (bottom panels) as a function of po-
sition along the major (left-hand panels) and minor (right-hand panels) axes. Spectra from
fibres within 1 arcsec of the respective axis were used here.

where no correction for inclination has been made yet. In Section 5.4, we calculate the
same quantity from the reconstructed stellar DF and find effectively the same result.
Again, SDSS J2321−097 compares well with the high-luminosity galaxies from the
SAURON sample (Cappellari et al. 2007) in that its ellipticity requires an anisotropic
velocity distribution and is not due to rotation.

The velocity dispersion is nearly constant across the field as one would expect for
a nearly isothermal total mass distribution. Fig. 5.6 shows the velocity and velocity
dispersion as a function of position along the major and minor axes (fibres within
1 arcsec of the respective axis were used). The major axis velocity cut shows a hint
of the S-shape expected from rotation around the minor axis, although at a very
low level. The velocity dispersion along the major axis is perfectly flat, whereas the
minor axis cut shows a slight decline outwards.
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To quantify this, we perform a linear fit to the velocity dispersion profile as a
function of the elliptical radius µ2 = x2 + y2/q2

iso,2D, with qiso,2D = 0.77 obtained
by ellipse fitting to the light distribution. The linear slope is dσ/dµ = (−7.3 ±
4.5) km s−1 arcsec−1, consistent with being fully isothermal.

5.4 Joint self-consistent gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics
analysis

In this section, we combine the information from the gravitationally lensed image
with the surface brightness distribution from HST observations and the projected
velocity moment maps derived from VLT observations of the lens galaxy SDSS J2321
−097 in order to constrain the total mass density profile of this galaxy. The analysis
is carried out by making use of the CAULDRON algorithm, presented in BK07: we
refer to that paper for a detailed description of the method.

5.4.1 Mass model and overview of the joint analysis
The key idea of a self-consistent joint analysis is to adopt the same total gravitational
potential Φ for both the gravitational lensing and the stellar dynamics modelling
of the data. As shown in BK07, these two modelling problems, although different
from a physical point of view, can be expressed in an analogous way as a single set
of coupled (regularized) linear equations. For any given choice ~η of the non-linear
potential parameters, the equations can be solved non-iteratively to simultaneously
obtain as the best solution for the chosen potential model the unlensed source surface
brightness distributions and the weights of the elementary stellar dynamics building
blocks (e.g. orbits or two-integral components, TICs, Schwarzschild 1979; Verolme
& de Zeeuw 2002). This linear optimization scheme is consistently embedded in
the framework of Bayesian statistics. As a consequence, it is possible to objectively
assess the probability of each model by means of the evidence merit function and,
therefore, to rank different models (see MacKay 1992, 1999, 2003). In this way, by
maximizing the evidence, the set of non-linear parameters ~η which corresponds to
the best potential model, given the data, can be recovered.

While the method is completely general, its practical implementation (in the
CAULDRON algorithm) is more restricted to make it computationally efficient and
applies specifically to axisymmetric potentials, Φ(R, z), and two-integral DFs f =
f (E, Lz). Under these assumptions, the dynamical model can be constructed by mak-
ing use of the fast BK07 numerical implementation of the two-integral Schwarzschild
method developed by Cretton et al. (1999) and Verolme & de Zeeuw (2002), whose
building blocks are not orbits (as in the classical Schwarzschild method) but TICs.6

Among the outcomes of the joint analysis presented in this section is the weights
map of the TIC superposition, which can be related to the weighted two-integral DF

6A TIC can be visualized as an elementary toroidal system, completely specified by a particular choice
of energy E and axial component of the angular momentum Lz. TICs have simple 1/R radial density
distributions and analytic unprojected velocity moments, and by superposing them one can build f (E, Lz)
models for arbitrary spheroidal potentials (cf. Cretton et al. 1999): all these characteristics contribute to
make TICs particularly valuable and ‘inexpensive’ building blocks when compared to orbits.
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Figure 5.7: Best model lens image reconstruction for the system SDSS J2321−097. From the top
left-hand to bottom right-hand panel: reconstructed source model; HST/ACS data showing
the lensed image after subtraction of the lens galaxy; lensed image reconstruction; residuals.

(see BK07).
As a first-order model and in order to allow a straightforward comparison with

the results of the preliminary analysis of Koopmans et al. (2006), we adopt as the
total mass density distribution of the galaxy a power law stratified on axisymmetric
homoeoids:

ρ(m) =
ρ0

mγ′ , 0 < γ′ < 3, (5.3)

where ρ0 is a density scale, γ′ will be referred to as the (logarithmic) slope of the
density profile, and

m2 =
R2

a2 +
z2

c2 =
R2

a2 +
z2

a2q2 , (5.4)
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Figure 5.8: Best dynamical model for the galaxy SDSS J2321−097. First row: observed surface
brightness distribution, projected line-of-sight velocity and line-of-sight velocity dispersion.
Second row: corresponding reconstructed quantities for the best model. Third row: residuals.
The low-level ripples in the surface brightness residuals are due to the discrete nature of the
TICs.

with a ≥ c and c/a ≡ q.

The (inner) gravitational potential associated with a homoeoidal density distri-
bution ρ(m) is given by Chandrasekhar’s formula (Chandrasekhar 1969; see also e.g.
Merritt & Fridman 1996 and Ciotti & Bertin 2005). We find, for γ′ 6= 2,

Φ(R, z) = −Φ0

∫ +∞

0

[1/(γ′ − 2)] m̃2−γ′

(1 + τ)
√

q2 + τ
dτ , (5.5)
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where Φ0 = 2πGqa2ρ0 and

m̃2 =
R2

a2(1 + τ)
+

z2

a2(q2 + τ)
. (5.6)

For γ′ = 2 we have

Φ(R, z) = −Φ0

∫ +∞

0

log(1/m̃)

(1 + τ)
√

q2 + τ
dτ. (5.7)

There are three free non-linear parameters in the potential to be determined via
the evidence maximization: Φ0 (or equivalently, through equation [B4] of BK07, the
lens strength α0), the slope γ′ and the axial ratio q. One can also easily include a
core radius Rs by modifying the definition of the homoeoidal radius m, but for the
purpose of the present analysis it was kept fixed to a negligibly small value. In ad-
dition to the previously mentioned parameters, there are four additional parameters
which determine the geometry of the observed system: the position angle ϑPA, the
inclination i and the coordinates of the centre of the lens galaxy with respect to the
sky grid.

The CAULDRON algorithm is run on the data sets (and the corresponding covari-
ance matrices) described in the previous sections.

1. The lensed image surface brightness distribution is defined on a 100× 100 grid
(1 pixel = 0.05 arcsec) on which the innermost and outermost low-S/N regions
have been masked out, and the source is reconstructed on a 40 × 40 grid. To
include the effects of seeing in the modelling, the lensing matrix is blurred
with a blurring operator which takes into account the HST/ACS F814W point
spread function (PSF) obtained with TINY TIM (Krist 1993).

2. The lens galaxy surface brightness distribution is given on a 50× 50 grid (1 pixel
= 0.10 arcsec), while the kinematics data are given on a 9 × 9 grid (1 pixel
= 0.67 arcsec), but masking out all the points with S/N less than 8. The dy-
namical modelling employs 100 TICs, each one populated with NTIC = 1× 105

particles. The TICs are selected by considering NE = 10 elements logarithmi-
cally sampled in the radius Rc of the circular orbit with energy Ec = E(Rc), and
NLz = 5 elements linearly sampled in angular momentum, mirrored for nega-
tive Lz. The PSF is modelled as Gaussians with 0.10 and 0.90 arcsec FWHM for
the two grids, respectively.

A curvature regularization (as described in Suyu et al. 2006 and appendix A of
BK07) is adopted for both the gravitational lensing and the stellar dynamics recon-
structions. As discussed in BK07, the initial guess values of the hyperparameters
(which set the level of the regularization) are chosen to be quite large, since the con-
vergence to the maximum is faster when starting from an overregularized system.
Moreover, in order to further speed up the reconstruction, the position angle ϑPA
and the coordinates of the lens galaxy centre ~ξc = (xc, yc) are fairly accurately deter-
mined by means of a preliminary optimization run and subsequently kept fixed or
allowed to vary only within a limited range around the determined values. The po-
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Table 5.2: SDSS J2321−097: non-linear parameters for the
best power-law model ρ ∝ m−γ′ (equation 5.3).

Model: power law Mbest

i 67.◦8
Non-linear α0 0.468
parameters γ′ 2.061

q 0.739

log λlen −2.344

Hyperparameters log λ
dyn
L −0.023

log λ
dyn
E 1.810

Elen −78 480
Evidence Edyn −14 558

Etot −93 038

sition angle ϑPA = 135.◦5 obtained in this way is very close to both the observed value
for the light distribution ϑ? = 126.◦5 and the position angle ϑSIE = 136.◦2 obtained for
the singular isothermal ellipsoid lensing model in Koopmans et al. (2006).

5.4.2 Results
The non-linear parameters of the best-fitting model obtained from the combined
gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics reconstruction are presented in Table 5.2,
together with the best-recovered hyperparameters and the values of the evidence.
The recovered inclination angle is i = 67.◦8. The lens strength, proportional to the
normalization constant of the potential Φ0 (see appendix B of BK07), is α0 = 0.468.
The logarithmic slope and the axial ratio of the total density distribution of the
power-law model are γ′ = 2.061 and q = 0.739, respectively.

The reconstructed observables corresponding to the best-fitting model are shown
and compared to the data in Figs 5.7 and 5.8 for, respectively, gravitational lensing
and stellar dynamics. Fig. 5.7 also displays the reconstructed source model, while the
reconstruction of the weighted two-integral DF of the lens galaxy is given in Fig. 5.9.

The presence of an external shear was also examined, giving results consistent
with zero. Furthermore, in order to assess the possible effect of a faint galaxy located
at (2.′′55, 2.′′10) north-west of the centre of the lens galaxy on the sky (Fig. 5.1), a
singular isothermal sphere (SIS) centred on the corresponding position was added
to the model, but the best reconstruction unambiguously excluded any relevance of
this component (its lens strength is not significant).

As a sanity check, we also performed the reconstruction with a different set-up
for the dynamics, that is, employing a larger number of TICs (NE = 18 and NLz = 9)
or increasing the number of populating particles to NTIC = 12× 105 while maintain-
ing the same number of TICs. In both cases, the obtained values for the non-linear
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parameters do not differ significantly from the ones presented in Table 5.2. There is
an improvement in the total evidence mainly because of the slightly better fit to the
surface brightness distribution.

The most remarkable result of the reconstruction is the logarithmic slope γ ′ ' 2,
making the total density profile very close to isothermal. This is in good agreement
with the previous finding of γ′ ' 1.9 obtained by Koopmans et al. (2006) for the
same system. The fact that Koopmans et al. (2006) achieved robust results with a
simpler and not fully self-consistent joint lensing and dynamics analysis (in which
they only used the average σlos from the SDSS fibre spectroscopy as a constraint
for the dynamics and solved the spherical Jeans equations) is a strong indication of
the effectiveness of the combined analysis in pinning down the characteristics of the
total potential.

It should be stressed that the role of the kinematic constraints is crucial in break-
ing the ample degeneracies that would arise from a reconstruction limited to the
lensing data: in particular, the fairly constant line-of-sight velocity dispersion map
unyieldingly rules out values for the slope which are significantly far from isother-
mal, but which would turn out to be perfectly reasonable (even based on the quanti-
tative evidence) if lensing alone was considered.

The lens galaxy surface brightness distribution together with the line-of-sight
projected velocity map (which shows a slight indication of rotation of the system)
provide important information on the flattening and the inclination of the system,
although these quantities remain the most difficult to disentangle. The weak (of the
order of a few per cent) but discernible pattern in the residuals of the surface bright-
ness reconstruction can be ascribed to the effect of the discreteness of the adopted
TIC library, but could also be an indication of a slight offset in the orientation be-
tween the luminous matter distribution and the total potential: when the reconstruc-
tion is limited to lensing alone, the obtained position angle is typically a few degrees
larger than ϑPA found for the joint reconstruction.

Much information about the best reconstructed dynamical model is contained in
the weighted two-integral DF presented in Fig. 5.9 (refer to appendix D of BK07 for a
precise definition of the weights γj which are the quantity shown in this plot). Since
all the original TICs have equal mass by construction, each pixel in the integral space
provides the relative contribution in mass of the corresponding TIC. The weighted
DF is only slightly asymmetric around Lz/Lz,max = 0, which is reflected in the very
low values of the rotation velocity of the best model system (cf. central panel of
Fig. 5.8). The very weak indication of counter-rotation which can be detected in the
same panel is also more clearly exhibited in the weighted DF: for the higher Rc the
TICs with negative Lz (the red pixels) show larger values than the corresponding
(mirrored) TICs with positive Lz, while the opposite behaviour is displayed for Rc .
1. Given the low S/N, however, we do not place much significance on this possible
counter-rotation, although SAURON has discovered several systems with such a
behaviour (Emsellem et al. 2004).
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Figure 5.9: Reconstruc-
tion of the weighted two-
integral DF of the lens galaxy
SDSS J2321−097 obtained from
the best-fitting model. Each
pixel in the two-integral space
gives the relative contribution
of the corresponding TIC to
the total mass of the modelled
system. Here, Lz,max indicates
the maximum value of the
angular momentum along the
z axis: Lz,max = Rcvc, where
Rc is the circular radius and
vc(Rc) is the circular velocity
corresponding to a total en-
ergy E(Rc) = Φeff(Rc, 0) =
Φ(Rc, 0) + v2

c /2.

5.4.3 Inferences from the phase-space distribution
From the best reconstructed DF we calculate the axial ratio q?,3D of the three-dimen-
sional light distribution, which does not need to coincide with the axial ratio of the
total density distribution ρ(m) since in our approach mass is not required to follow
light. We adopt the definition

q2
?,3D = 2

∫
ρ?z2 dV∫
ρ?R2 dV

, (5.8)

where R and z are the usual cylindrical coordinates and V is the volume. This def-
inition has been chosen such that a density distribution which is a function of the
elliptical radius `2 = R2 + z2/qell

2 (e.g. a prolate or oblate ellipsoid of axial ratio
qell) gives q?,3D = qell. For our best model we obtain an axial ratio q?,3D = 0.847,
which is rounder than the q of the total density distribution. From the observed
isophotal two-dimensional axial ratio qiso,2D = 0.77 (measured by fitting ellipses to
the surface brightness contours of the galaxy, Table 5.1) and from the best model
inclination of 67.◦8, one obtains a three-dimensional axial ratio of the stellar density
of qiso,3D = 0.72. This does not coincide with the value of q?,3D calculated from the
second moments of the luminosity density of the galaxy (equation 5.8). The dis-
agreement might indicate that the recovered three-dimensional light distribution is
not constant on ellipsoidal surfaces or that there is a change in ellipticity as a function
of radius.

Following Cappellari et al. (2007), we plot in Fig. 5.10 the ratio 〈vϕ〉/σ̄ in the
meridional plane between the mean rotation velocity around the z-axis and the local
mean velocity dispersion σ̄2 = (σ2

R + σ2
ϕ + σ2

z )/3. This quantity provides an indica-
tion of the importance of the rotation with respect to the random motions for each
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Figure 5.10: Ratio 〈vϕ〉/σ̄ of
the first and second veloc-
ity moments for the best re-
constructed model of galaxy
SDSS J2321−097, plotted in
the positive quadrant of the
meridional plane.

position (R, z) in the galaxy. From the analysis of Fig. 5.10, SDSS J2321−097 appears
to be an overall slow rotator, although rotation seems to play a more significant role
in the inner regions. Two small regions characterized by slight counter-rotation are
located around the equatorial plane (z = 0). Due to the assumption of a two-integral
DF, the cross-section of the velocity dispersion ellipsoids would be circular for every
position on the meridional plane.

Another helpful way to quantify the anisotropy of an axisymmetric galaxy is
provided by the three global anisotropy parameters defined in Binney & Tremaine
(1987) and Cappellari et al. (2007):

β ≡ 1− Πzz

ΠRR
, (5.9)

γ ≡ 1− Πϕϕ

ΠRR
, (5.10)

δ ≡ 1− 2Πzz

ΠRR + Πϕϕ
=

2β− γ

2− γ
, (5.11)

where

Πkk =

∫
ρσ2

k d3x (5.12)

and σk denotes the velocity dispersion along the direction k at any given location
in the galaxy. For nearly spherical systems it can be convenient to consider the
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Figure 5.11: Upper panel: mass enclosed within a radius r. The thick solid line shows the
total mass of the galaxy as a function of r obtained from the best reconstructed model. The
thick dashed line shows the same quantity for the luminous component obtained from the
reconstructed DF and rescaled to the value which maximizes the contribution of luminous
over dark matter (‘maximum bulge’). As a comparison, the dash–dotted and dotted lines
show the quantity M(r) for, respectively, a Jaffe and a Hernquist profile, normalized to the
total luminous mass. Lower panel: logarithm of circularized mass density as a function of
radius. The line styles have the same meaning as above.
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anisotropy parameter βr defined as

βr ≡ 1− Πtt

Πrr
(5.13)

in the spherical coordinates (r, θ, ϕ). Here Πtt = (Πθθ + Πϕϕ)/2.
For a two-integral DF, as mentioned above, σ2

R = σ2
z everywhere, which implies

ΠRR = Πzz. Therefore, the value of β is always zero, while γ and δ have opposite
signs. Moreover, under this assumption it is easy to show that βr = γ/2.

Calculating the non-zero anisotropy parameters for the best reconstructed model,
we find γ = −0.32, which indicates a slight tangential anisotropy, and δ = 0.14. The
latter value agrees well with the corresponding value determined directly from the
observed data in Section 5.3.3. The anisotropy parameters found for SDSS J2321−097
have values which are consistent with the findings of Cappellari et al. (2007) for their
most luminous galaxies. It should be pointed out, however, that the comparison is
not immediately straightforward, since their use of a three-integral Schwarzschild
orbit-superposition method gives more flexibility to the models.

We compared the radial profile of the total mass density of the galaxy (given
by equation 5.3 by inserting the best-fitting model parameters) with the density of
the stellar component alone, as obtained directly from the reconstructed DF. The ax-
isymmetric density distribution was circularized by averaging over spherical shells.
The stellar density profile has been normalized by using as a constraint the value
Me ' 2.0 × 1011M¯ for the luminous mass inside the effective radius, which is
obtained from the observations when assuming an average M/L of 5.2 (M/L)¯,B.
This ‘maximum bulge’ rescaling (analogous to the maximum disc approach for spi-
ral galaxies) maximizes the contribution of the luminous component with respect to
the total mass. The density and the enclosed mass as a function of radius are plotted
in Fig. 5.11, together with the same functions for the spherical Jaffe and Hernquist
profiles (Jaffe 1983; Hernquist 1990) normalized to the total mass 2Me. While very
simple, these models appear to provide a reasonably good approximation to the light
distribution. From the diagrams, one can note that the total mass density distribu-
tion follows the light in the inner regions up to a distance of about 5 kpc, where the
contribution of the dark matter component starts to become significant: at 5 kpc the
non-visible mass represents about 15 per cent of the total mass, rising to ∼ 30 per
cent at 10 kpc (the distance for which the enclosed stellar mass approximately equals
Me, i.e. the distance corresponding to the unprojected effective radius) and ∼ 40 per
cent at 15 kpc.

The spatial coverage of the data might appear quite limited when it comes to the
study of the total density profile at radii of the order of 10 kpc, since the Einstein ra-
dius REinst ' 2.6 kpc, the effective radius Re is of the order of 8 kpc (which however
becomes ∼ 10 kpc when unprojected) and the integral-field kinematics does not ex-
tend much farther than 3 kpc. However, one should note that a fair amount of infor-
mation comes also from those distant regions of the galaxy that are seen in projection
along the line of sight. In order to verify this, we consider the intersection between
a sphere of radius r, centred on the galaxy, and a cylinder oriented along the line of
sight which has a radius equal to, respectively, the Einstein radius and the effective
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radius. In the first case, it is found that for r = REinst the mass enclosed within this
volume corresponds to approximately 75 per cent of MEinst (the total mass within
the Einstein radius). In other words, one-fourth of the contribution to the gravita-
tional lensing comes from matter which is located farther than 2.6 kpc but falls, in
projection, within the Einstein radius. In the second case, we obtain that for r = Re
the enclosed light is about 77 per cent of Le, that is, again almost one-fourth of the
luminosity enclosed within the cylinder of radius Re comes from regions at a radial
distance r > Re from the centre of the galaxy. Any changes in the density distribu-
tion at radial distances larger than REinst or Re which still influence the data model
inside those projected radii will have an effect which is reflected statistically in the
evidence (or in the likelihood), allowing to discriminate between different models.
Clearly, the effect becomes progressively weaker with increasing radial distances.

We also explored a constant-M/L model, by considering a double power-law
density distribution which approximates the reconstructed luminous density profile
of Fig. 5.11: this density profile is nearly isothermal in the inner regions but the slope
becomes significantly steeper (γ′out ∼ 3.3) outwards. The M/L is 5.9 (M/L)¯,B. We
find that the constant-M/L model, while able to reproduce the data, fits the dynam-
ics somewhat worse: the χ2 per pixel for the velocity dispersion is ∼ 2.2, higher than
in the case of the single power-law model (χ2 per pixel∼ 1.4). For the lensing and the
surface brightness distribution, instead, the values of χ2 per pixel of the two models
are comparable (with the double power law being just a few per cent higher). In
conclusion, under the considered assumptions, the nearly isothermal single power-
law model is slightly preferred by the data over a constant-M/L model with no dark
matter. It should be noted, however, that the difference between the constant-M/L
model and the power-law model (for which mass does not need to follow light) is
relatively small. It is possible that much or all of this discrepancy could disappear if
one allowed for more sophisticated three-integral dynamical models.

5.4.4 Uncertainties

The model uncertainties, that is, the scatter in the recovered non-linear parameters i,
α0, γ′ and q, were determined by considering 128 random realizations of the datasets
and rerunning the CAULDRON algorithm for each of them. Table 5.3 summarizes
the results of the statistical analysis and shows the 68 and 95 per cent confidence
intervals for the four non-linear parameters. Fig. 5.12 shows a graphical visualization
of the correlation matrix, displaying the parameters plotted against each other, while
the histograms on the main diagonal present the distribution of the four parameters
over the realizations. These distributions, which provide the error bars for the best-
fitting model parameters, can immediately be seen to be generally non-Gaussian.

As highlighted in BK07, there appears to be a partial degeneracy between the
inclination i and the axial ratio q, which is however limited only within a certain
interval in the parameters. The lens strength α0 is quite tightly constrained, and the
logarithmic slope γ′ spans over an interval of values all very close to the isothermal
γ′ = 2 case.
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Figure 5.12: Graphical visualization of the lower triangle of the (symmetric) correlation matrix
for the parameters recovered from the non-linear reconstruction of 128 random realizations of
the best model data sets. The panels on the main diagonal present the distribution of the four
non-linear parameters i, α0, γ′ and q over the realizations. In the remaining panels the non-
linear parameters are plotted two by two against each other; for each panel, the corresponding
value ρij of the correlation matrix is also indicated. The dotted vertical lines indicate the 68 per
cent confidence interval. The red stars indicate the locations of the parameters obtained from
the best model reconstructionMbest (cf. Table 5.2).

5.5 Breaking degeneracies: oblateness and inclination

When combining stellar kinematic and gravitational lensing data of an early-type
galaxy, even under the simplifying assumption of spherical symmetry, it has been
shown that the degeneracies between mass, orbital anisotropy and total density
slope can effectively be broken (e.g. Treu & Koopmans 2002b; Koopmans et al. 2003;
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Table 5.3: Summary of the model uncertainties, determined by considering 128 ran-
dom realizations of the best model data sets. The reconstructed parameters obtained
for the best modelMbest are also reported for comparison.

Median Mean 68% C. I. 95% C. I. Mbest

i 66.◦1 65.◦2 [60.◦0, 68.◦9] [55.◦1, 75.◦8] 67.◦8
Non-linear α0 0.472 0.472 [0.467, 0.475] [0.463, 0.479] 0.468
parameters γ′ 2.061 2.046 [1.996, 2.085] [1.894, 2.142] 2.061

q 0.739 0.730 [0.688, 0.760] [0.657, 0.802] 0.739

Koopmans & Treu 2003; Treu & Koopmans 2004; Koopmans et al. 2006). More re-
cently, the theoretical basis of this methodology was made self-consistent and ex-
tended to include flattened axisymmetric mass distributions and the modelling of
the stellar two-integral phase-space DF f (E, Lz) (BK07). It was shown that under
the assumptions of axisymmetry and two-integral DFs not only the degeneracy be-
tween mass, mass slope and anisotropy can be broken, but also that between the
flattening (i.e. oblateness) of the mass distribution and its inclination with respect
to an observer. The latter degeneracy poses a restriction on most current dynami-
cal modelling efforts, which often have to assume some (range of) inclination (e.g.
Emsellem et al. 2007; Cappellari et al. 2007).

By combining the information from lensing and dynamics we have found a well-
defined mass slope (consistent with Koopmans et al. 2006), inclination and oblate-
ness for the early-type lens galaxy SDSS J2321−097 (see e.g. Fig. 5.12). In this section,
we show why the degeneracy between oblateness and inclination can, in principle,
be broken. As in all of this paper, we assume axisymmetry and restrict the phase-
space density distribution to be a function of the two classical integrals of motion,
E and Lz (these assumptions hold well in the system considered in this paper). In
this case, it can be shown from symmetry arguments (Binney & Tremaine 1987) that
at any point in the galaxy the two-dimensional cut through the stellar velocity ellip-
soid in the meridional plane (R, z) is round (i.e. σR = σz). For an observer located in
the meridional plane, the line-of-sight component of the stellar velocity dispersion
from any given point on the same plane will therefore appear independent of incli-
nation. The luminosity-weighted integral of the stellar velocity dispersion over the
entire meridional plane is then also independent of inclination. Because an observer
is always situated in the meridional plane spanned by himself and the minor axis of
an axisymmetric galaxy, we state that:

The surface brightness weighted integral over the line-of-sight stellar velocity
dispersion along the minor axis of an axisymmetric galaxy with a DF that de-
pends only on energy and angular momentum, f (E, Lz), is independent of incli-
nation. This also holds in the case of streaming motions which are perpendicular
to the minor axis.

This can be formally proved as follows. The luminosity-weighted stellar velocity
dispersion integrated over the meridional plane of a galaxy with inclination i = 0 is
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given by

〈σ2
mp〉(i = 0) =

∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞ σ2

los(R, z) ρ?(R, z) dR dz∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞ ρ?(R, z) dR dz

. (5.14)

Under a rotation, denoted by the orthogonal rotational matrix R(i) with det R(i) =
det R−1(i) = 1, the coordinate system can be transformed as ~x′ = R(i)~x with ~x ≡
(R, z) and ~x′ ≡ (R′, z′). The above equation can then, after coordinate transforma-
tion, be written as

〈σ2
mp〉(i) =

∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞ σ2

los(R′, z′) ρ?(R′, z′) det R−1(i) dR′ dz′∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞ ρ?(R′, z′) det R−1(i) dR′ dz′

. (5.15)

Because rotation does not alter the line-of-sight velocity dispersion of a given point
in the meridional plane if the potential is axisymmetric and the DF is only a function
of E and Lz, it is easy to see that σ2

los(R′, z′) = σ2
los(R, z) for any inclination i. Also the

scalar ρ? is invariant under rotation, hence ρ?(R′, z′) = ρ?(R, z). Given the fact that
det R−1(i) = 1, it immediately follows that

〈σ2
mp〉(i) ≡ 〈σ2

mp〉(i = 0), (5.16)

proving the above statement. Hence, 〈σ2
mp〉(i) effectively becomes a function only

of the density profile, mass and flattening of the mass distribution. Since the former
two are well constrained by gravitational lensing alone and even better in combi-
nation with the stellar kinematics, 〈σ2

mp〉(i) reduces further to a function of mostly
the oblateness: for a given mass and mass profile, a more oblate galaxy will have a
larger value of 〈σ2

mp〉(i). Because q?,3D and inclination are restricted by the observed
brightness distribution of the galaxy, and the oblateness by the value of 〈σ2

mp〉, one
can solve for the inclination and oblateness simultaneously.

From the IFU data the value of 〈σ2
mp〉 can be inferred (because of the limited field

of view, we cannot integrate over the entire minor axis and 〈σ2
mp〉 might therefore

still be a weak function of i) and in combination with the observed flattening of the
galaxy brightness distribution, the inclination can be inferred. It is clear that this
can only be done when the stellar velocity dispersion along the entire minor axis is
known and that the inclination cannot be inferred from a total luminosity-weighted
stellar velocity dispersion.

We again emphasize here that the above result only holds in axisymmetric two-
integral situations. To what extent it remains valid in cases where a third integral of
motion is allowed (or axisymmetry is broken), remains a subject of further study.

5.6 Discussion and conclusions
In this paper we have presented the first results from an integral-field spectroscopic
survey of early-type lens galaxies from SLACS. The combination of integral-field
spectroscopy from VIMOS/IFU mounted on the VLT with high-resolution imag-
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ing from HST/ACS has enabled us to conduct the first in-depth study of the struc-
ture of a luminous elliptical galaxy beyond the local Universe, SDSS J2321−097 at
z = 0.0819. We have applied a new analysis method that combines the kinematic and
lensing information in a fully self-consistent way and have shown how this combi-
nation breaks some of the degeneracies that limit the separate application of these
two methods.

The galaxy that we have studied here turns out to be a fairly ordinary ellipti-
cal with properties similar to those of local galaxies of comparable luminosity, such
as those studied by the SAURON collaboration (Emsellem et al. 2007; Cappellari
et al. 2007). SDSS J2321−097 is a slow rotator in the classification of Emsellem et al.
(2007) with an angular momentum parameter of λR = 0.075. The velocity dispersion
map is flat to the limit where we were able to measure the kinematic parameters
reliably. Using the updated estimator of Binney (2005) for the ratio between system-
atic and random velocities, v/σv, that fully exploits the information in integral-field
spectroscopic data, we have shown that the ellipticity of the stellar distribution in
SDSS J2321−097 is due to anisotropy of the velocity distribution rather than rotation,
again in line with local galaxies of comparable luminosity (Cappellari et al. 2007).

We have modelled the galaxy by making use of the CAULDRON algorithm which
self-consistently combines gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics under the as-
sumption of axisymmetry and a two-integral DF. We adopted for the system the total
gravitational potential generated by an axisymmetric power-law mass density dis-
tribution of logarithmic slope γ′ and axial ratio q. The best-fitting model given the
data is obtained in the framework of Bayesian statistics by maximizing the evidence
merit function. The results for the best-fitting model are summarized as follows.

1. The logarithmic slope of the total density is γ′ = 2.06+0.03
−0.06 (the error is given

within the 68 per cent confidence interval), which is very close to (and consis-
tent with) an isothermal density distribution.

2. The axial ratio of the total density distribution is q = 0.74+0.02
−0.05. Since in our

approach mass is not required to follow light, this q does not have to coincide
with the (average) axial ratio of the luminous distribution, which is calculated
from the reconstructed DF, giving q?,3D = 0.85 for the best model.

3. The inclination angle of the galaxy is i = 67.◦8+1.1
−7.8. The small error bar shows

that inclination can be well determined in combination with lensing data.
4. The ‘maximum bulge’ approach, that is, the rescaling of the circularized stellar

density profile which maximizes the contribution of the luminous component
to the total density profile, prescribes a stellar mass Meff ' 2.0× 1011M¯ inside
the effective radius, which corresponds to an average M/L of 5.2 (M/L)¯,B.
The total mass enclosed in the same region is approximately 2.9× 1011M¯: the
non-visible matter, therefore, accounts for about 30 per cent of the total mass
within that three-dimensional radius.

5. The local 〈vϕ〉/σ̄ ratio on the meridional plane confirms that SDSS J2321−097
as a whole is a slow rotator, with the random motions becoming less predom-
inant compared to rotation only in the very central regions. The best model
yields a global anisotropy parameter δ = 0.14, fully consistent with the value
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obtained directly from the data, showing that the galaxy is close to an isotropic
rotator. The other global anisotropy parameters have values β = 0 [as a conse-
quence of having assumed a two-integral DF f (E, Lz)] and γ = −0.32, indicat-
ing a mild tangential anisotropy.

These results are in good agreement with the analysis of SDSS J2321−097 by
Koopmans et al. (2006), which we here extend in a more rigorous way. In particular,
the results confirm the essentially isothermal profile of the mass density distribution,
which appears to be a defining characteristic of early-type galaxies.

The best-fitting model is consistent with a dark matter fraction of 30 per cent
within 10 kpc (approximately corresponding to the unprojected effective radius),
similar to what Cappellari et al. (2006) determine for the SAURON sample of early-
type galaxies by making use of three-integral Schwarzschild dynamical models un-
der the caveat that light traces mass. However, it seems plausible that a constant-
M/L model could still reproduce the observed kinematics of SDSS J2321−097 if one
allowed for a more flexible three-integral dynamical model rather than the two-
integral model considered in this work. The relative difficulty in unambiguously
discriminating between the constant-M/L model and the power-law model is also a
consequence of the fact that for the specific lens system studied here, the mass within
the Einstein radius is to a large extent dominated by the stellar mass, so that the dif-
ference between the two models does not show up dramatically in the lens model.
The combined analysis of more distant objects, however, is expected to provide more
unequivocal results in this respect. In general, for galaxies at higher redshift the ra-
tio between the Einstein radius and the effective radius becomes larger (see e.g. the
SLACS galaxy sample in Koopmans et al. 2006) and any deviation from a model for
which mass follows light would become significantly more prominent, since at least
the surface brightness slope would be much steeper than what is allowed by the
lensing data.

The dynamical structure of SDSS J2321−097 (i.e. anisotropy and 〈vϕ〉/σ̄ map) is
also in good agreement with what is found by Cappellari et al. (2007) for the most
massive ellipticals of the SAURON sample.

The analysis has shown that the combination of gravitational lensing and stellar
dynamics is a powerful method which allows the dissection in three dimensions of
an elliptical galaxy (assumed to be well described as a two-integral axisymmetric
dynamical system), breaking to a significant extent the classical degeneracies be-
tween inclination and flattening as well as between mass and anisotropy. The way
the degeneracy between inclination and oblateness is overcome can be understood
within a simplified physical picture: q and i are coupled in the projected potential
which enters in the description of gravitational lensing; when it comes to the dynam-
ics, however, the surface brightness weighted integral along the minor axis over the
line-of-sight stellar velocity dispersion is not a function of the inclination, since, due
to the properties of the two-integral DF, the intersection of the velocity dispersion
tensor with the (vR, vz) plane is always a circle, that is, σ2

R = σ2
z for each position in

the galaxy (see Section 5.5).
We have shown that the method, in its implementation as the CAULDRON algo-

rithm, is robust enough to make use of observational data in order to recover the
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non-linear parameters which characterize the total gravitational potential and the
geometry of the system (i.e. inclination, positional angle and lens centre) with rela-
tively tight error bars (the confidence intervals shown in Table 5.3). This first appli-
cation therefore shows promise for the future study of the other SLACS systems at
higher redshift.

In forthcoming papers in this series we will extend this work to the entire sample
of 17 SLACS lenses with VLT VIMOS IFS, covering a range of lens galaxy morphol-
ogy, mass and redshift (z = 0.08 − 0.35). The VLT sample will be complemented
by a further 13 lenses for which we have obtained long-slit spectroscopy at the Low
Resolution Imager and Spectrograph (LRIS, Oke et al. 1995) on the Keck-I telescope.
Several slit positions – aligned with the major axis and offset along the minor axis –
have been obtained for each system in the Keck sample, thus effectively producing
two-dimensional kinematic information across most of the lens galaxy.
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We present the first detailed analysis of the mass and dynamical structure of
a sample of six early-type lens galaxies, selected from the Sloan Lens ACS
Survey, in the redshift range 0.08 . z . 0.33. Both Hubble Space Telescope
(HST)/ACS high-resolution imaging and VLT VIMOS integral field spectros-
copy are available for these systems. The galaxies are modelled—under the
assumptions of axial symmetry and two-integral stellar distribution function—
by making use of the CAULDRON code, which self-consistently combines grav-
itational lensing and stellar dynamics, and is fully embedded within the frame-
work of Bayesian statistics. The principal results of this study are: (i) all galax-
ies in the sample are well described by a simple axisymmetric power-law pro-
file for the total density, with a logarithmic slope γ′ very close to isothermal
(〈γ′〉 = 1.98± 0.05 and an intrinsic spread close to 5 per cent) showing no ev-
idence of evolution over the probed range of redshift; (ii) the axial ratio of the
total density distribution is rounder than 0.65 and in all cases, except for a fast
rotator, does not deviate significantly from the flattening of the intrinsic stel-
lar distribution; (iii) the dark matter fraction within the effective radius has a
lower limit of about 15 to 30 per cent; (iv) the sample galaxies are only mildly
anisotropic, with |δ| ≤ 0.16; (v) the physical distinction among slow and fast
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rotators, quantified by the v/σ ratio and the intrinsic angular momentum, is
already present at z & 0.1. Altogether, early-type galaxies at z = 0.08− 0.33
are found to be markedly smooth and almost isothermal systems, structurally
and dynamically very similar to their nearby counterparts. This work confirms
the effectiveness of the combined lensing and dynamics analysis as a powerful
technique for the study of early-type galaxies beyond the local Universe.

6.1 Introduction

The currently favoured cosmological scenario, the so-called ΛCDM (cold dark mat-
ter) paradigm, has been remarkably successful at explaining the large scale structure
of the Universe. In the non-linear regime, below several Mpc, however, the situa-
tion is less certain, and a full understanding of the galaxy formation and evolution
processes remains a work in progress.

Within the standard paradigm, massive early-type galaxies are thought to be the
end-product of hierarchical merging of lower mass galaxies, and to be embedded in
extended dark matter haloes (e.g. Toomre 1977; White & Frenk 1991; Barnes 1992;
Cole et al. 2000). Numerical studies of merging galaxies (e.g. Naab et al. 2006; Jesseit
et al. 2007) have managed to reproduce a number of observational characteristics
of massive ellipticals, and have made clear that stringent tests of galaxy formation
models require a detailed and reliable description of the intrinsic physical proper-
ties of real early-type galaxies, such as their mass density distribution and orbital
structure. Furthermore, knowledge of how these galaxy properties evolve through
time would provide much needed information and even stronger constraints on the
theoretical predictions.

In the last decades, local early-type galaxies have been the object of substantial
observational and modelling efforts. These studies have employed a variety of trac-
ers ranging from stellar kinematics (e.g. Saglia, Bertin, & Stiavelli 1992, Bertin et al.
1994, Franx et al. 1994, Carollo et al. 1995, Rix et al. 1997, Loewenstein & White
1999, Gerhard et al. 2001, Borriello et al. 2003, Thomas et al. 2007b and the SAURON
collaboration: see e.g. de Zeeuw et al. 2002, Emsellem et al. 2004, Cappellari et al.
2006) and kinematics of discrete tracers such as globular clusters (e.g. Mould et al.
1990; Côté et al. 2003) or planetary nebulae (e.g. Arnaboldi et al. 1996, Romanowsky
et al. 2003; also in combination with the kinematics of stars: de Lorenzi et al. 2008)
to hot X-ray gas (e.g. Fabbiano 1989; Matsushita et al. 1998; Fukazawa et al. 2006;
Humphrey et al. 2006), usually finding evidence for a dark matter halo component
and for a total mass density profile close to isothermal (i.e. ρtot ∝ r−2) in the inner
regions.

On the other hand, because of the severe observational limitations, thorough
studies of distant early-type galaxies (at redshift z & 0.1) are still in their infancy.
Traditional analyses based on dynamics alone are hindered by the lack of tracers at
large radii and by the mass–anisotropy degeneracy, i.e. a change in the mass profile
of the galaxy or in the anisotropy of the velocity dispersion tensor can both deter-
mine the same effect in the measured velocity dispersion map. Higher-order veloc-
ity moments, which potentially allow one to disentangle this degeneracy by provid-
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ing additional constraints (Gerhard 1993; van der Marel & Franx 1993), can only be
measured with sufficient accuracy in the inner parts of nearby galaxies with the cur-
rent instruments. Fortunately, valuable additional information on distant early-type
galaxies can be provided by gravitational lensing (see e.g. Schneider, Ehlers, & Falco
1992), when the galaxy happens to act as a gravitational lens with respect to a lu-
minous background source at higher redshift. Strong gravitational lensing allows
one to determine the total mass within the Einstein radius REinst in an accurate and
almost model-independent way (Kochanek 1991) although, due to the mass-sheet or
mass-slope degeneracies (Falco, Gorenstein, & Shapiro 1985; Wucknitz 2002), it does
not permit the univocal recovery of the mass density profile of the lens.

Gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics are particularly effective when they
are applied in combination to the analysis of distant early-type galaxies. The com-
plementarity of the two approaches is such that the mass-sheet and mass–anisotropy
degeneracies can to a large extent be disentangled and the mass profile of the lens
galaxy can be robustly determined (see e.g. Koopmans & Treu 2002, 2003, Treu &
Koopmans 2002a, 2003, 2004, Barnabè & Koopmans 2007, Czoske et al. 2008, van de
Ven et al. 2008, Trott et al. 2008). Recently, the dedicated Sloan Lens ACS Survey
(SLACS; Bolton et al. 2006; Treu et al. 2006b; Koopmans et al. 2006; Gavazzi et al.
2007; Bolton et al. 2008a; Gavazzi et al. 2008; Bolton et al. 2008b; Treu et al. 2008)
has discovered a large and homogeneous sample of 70 strong gravitational lenses1,
for the most part early-type galaxies, at redshift between z ' 0.05 and 0.51. Koop-
mans et al. (2006) and Koopmans et al. (2009, in preparation) have applied a joint
analysis to the SLACS galaxies, finding an average total mass profile very close to
isothermal with no sign of evolution to redshifts approaching unity (when including
also systems from the Lenses Structure and Dynamics Survey, e.g. Treu & Koopmans
2004). A limitation of the method used in those works is that lensing and dynamics
are treated as independent problems, and all the kinematic constraints come from a
single aperture-averaged value of the stellar velocity dispersion, which could poten-
tially lead to biased results. Barnabè & Koopmans (2007, hereafter BK07) have ex-
panded the technique for the combined lensing and dynamics analysis into a more
general and self-consistent method, embedded within the framework of Bayesian
statistics. Implemented as the CAULDRON algorithm, under the only assumptions
of axial symmetry and two-integral stellar distribution function (DF) for the lens
galaxy, this method makes full use of all the available data sets (i.e. the surface
brightness distribution of the lensed source, and the surface brightness and kine-
matic maps of the lens galaxy) in order to recover the lens structure and properties
in the most complete and reliable way allowed by the data. The ideal testing-ground
for an in-depth analysis is represented by a sub-sample of 17 SLACS lenses which
have been observed with the VIMOS integral-field unit (IFU) mounted on the VLT as
part of a pilot and a large programme (ESO programmes 075.B-0226 and 177.B-0682,
respectively; PI: Koopmans), obtaining detailed two-dimensional kinematic maps
(first and second velocity moments) in addition to the HST imaging data. The first
joint study conducted with the CAULDRON code of one of these systems, SDSS J2321
at z = 0.082, has been presented in Czoske et al. (2008, hereafter C08).

1A further 19 systems are possible gravitational lenses, but the multiple imaging is not secure.
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Table 6.1: Observing log. The HR Blue grism was used in programme 075.B-0226, the
HR Orange in programme 177.B-0682.

Galaxy Nexp Texp (s) Grism λrest [Å]

SDSS J0037 33 18 315 HR Blue [3860, 5175]
SDSS J0216 14 28 840 HR Orange [3875, 5350]
SDSS J0912 12 6 660 HR Blue [3860, 5295]
SDSS J0959 5 10 300 HR Orange [4600, 6300]
SDSS J1627 12 24 720 HR Orange [4200, 5940]
SDSS J2321 15 8 325 HS Blue [5350, 5450]

In this paper, we extend the study of C08 to a total of six SLACS lenses for
which kinematic data sets are now available: SDSS J0037, SDSS J0216, SDSS J0912,
SDSS J0959 and SDSS J1627, in addition to the already mentioned SDSS J2321. This
sample was chosen to cover a range in redshift, mass and importance of rotation
which is representative of the SLACS sample. Since the SLACS galaxies have been
shown to be statistically indistinguishable from control samples in terms of any of
their known observables, such as size, luminosity, surface brightness (Bolton et al.
2008a), location on the Fundamental Plane (Treu et al. 2006b) and environment (Treu
et al. 2008), we expect that the results of the combined lensing and dynamics analy-
sis described in this work can be generalized to the massive early-type population,
nicely complementing the work done by, e.g., the SAURON collaboration on lower
redshift and lower mass early-type galaxies. Basic information on the six systems un-
der study are listed in Table 6.3. The VIMOS and HST observations of these systems,
together with a description of the data reduction, will be detailed in a forthcoming
paper (Czoske et al., in preparation).

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 6.2 we give a brief overview of
the available data sets. In Section 6.3 we recall the basic features of the CAULDRON
algorithm and the adopted mass model. The results of the combined lensing and
dynamics analysis of the SLACS subsample are presented in Sections 6.4 and 6.5,
with the latter focusing on the recovered dynamical structure of the lenses. In Sec-
tion 6.6 we summarize our findings and draw conclusions. Throughout this pa-
per we adopt a concordance ΛCDM model described by ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and
H0 = 100 h km s−1 Mpc−1 with h = 0.7, unless stated otherwise.

6.2 Overview of the data sets

6.2.1 Spectroscopy
Integral-field spectroscopy for seventeen lens systems was obtained using the integral-
field unit of VIMOS on the VLT, UT3. All observations, split in Observing Blocks
(OB) of roughly one hour, including calibration, were done in service mode.

Of the six systems analyzed in this paper, three were observed in the course of
a normal ESO programme, a pilot, 075.B-0226 (PI: Koopmans). For this programme
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we used the HR-Blue grism with a resolution of σ = 0.8 Å (1.9 Å full width at half
maximum, FWHM), covering an observed wavelength range of 4000 to 6200 Å. Each
OB was split into three dithered exposures of 555 seconds each. For the large pro-
gramme, we switched to the HR-Orange grism with mean resolution σλ = 0.78 Å,
covering the range 5050 to 7460 Å. Only one long exposure of 2060 seconds was ob-
tained for each observing block; the number of observing blocks was sufficient to fill
in on gaps in the data due to bad instrument fibres through pointing-offset between
subsequent OBs.

The data were reduced using the VIPGI package (Scodeggio et al. 2005; Zanichelli
et al. 2005). For more details on the procedure and tests of the quality of the reduced
data we refer to Czoske et al. (2008) and Czoske et al. (in preparation).

The kinematic parameters v and σ were determined from the individual spectra
using a direct pixel-fitting routine. Compared to Czoske et al. (2008), we have made
a number of modifications in the algorithm. In particular, we now use almost the
entire wavelength range that is available from the spectra; noisy parts at the blue
and red ends of the spectra were cut off. Due to the varying redshifts of the lenses,
the rest-frame wavelength ranges and hence the spectral features that were used in
the kinematic analysis varied from lens to lens. The template used was a spectrum
of the K2 giant HR 19, taken from the Indo-US survey (Valdes et al. 2004). The na-
tive resolution of the template spectrum is 1 Å FWHM (σλ = 0.42 Å). The template
is first smoothed to the instrumental resolution of the VIMOS spectra, corrected to
the rest frame of the lens. Due to the low signal-to-noise ratio of the spectra from
individual spaxels, we assume the line-of-sight velocity distribution (LOSVD) to be
described by a Gaussian and do not attempt to fit higher moments of the LOSVD,
such as h3 and h4. The larger wavelength range requires us to modify the linear cor-
rection function used in Czoske et al. (2008) by multiplicative and additive polyno-
mial corrections (following Kelson et al. 2000). Extensive testing shows that choosing
polynomial orders of five ensures good fits for the continuum shape without affect-
ing the structure of the small scale absorption features. Further tests of the kinematic
analysis code are given in Czoske et al. (in preparation).

A number of spectral features that are not well reproduced by the stellar template
are masked. This includes in particular the Mg b line which is enhanced in the lens
galaxy, possibly the result of an [α/Fe] enhancement, as compared to the Galactic
star HR 19 (Barth et al. 2002) and the Balmer lines which may be partially filled in by
emission.

6.2.2 Imaging
We use Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imaging data from ACS and NICMOS to ob-
tain information on the surface brightness distributions of the lens galaxies and the
gravitationally lensed background galaxies.

ACS images taken through the F814W filter form the basis of the lens modelling.
For four of the systems, we have deep (full-orbit) imaging (program 10494, PI: Koop-
mans); for the remaining two (SDSS J2321, SDSS J0037) we use single-exposure im-
ages from our snapshot program (10174, PI: Koopmans). Non-parametric elliptical
B-spline models of the lens galaxies were subtracted off the images in order to obtain
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a clean representation of the source structure without contamination from the lens
galaxy (Bolton et al. 2008a).

For the dynamical analysis, the kinematic maps are weighted by the surface
brightness of the lens galaxy. We use the reddest band possible since this gives the
most reliable representation of the stellar light. For four of the six systems described
here, NICMOS images taken through the F160W filter are available. For SDSS J2321
and SDSS J1627, we had instead to resort to the F814W ACS images. Since the lensed
source is typically stronger in F814W than in F160W, we start from the B-spline
model of the lens galaxy to which we add random Gaussian noise according to the
variance map of the images. The images are convolved to the spatial resolution of
the VIMOS data (the seeing limit of the service mode observations, 0.8 arcsec) and
resampled to the grid of the kinematic data using swarp2 (Bertin 2008).

6.3 Combining lensing and dynamics
In this Section we recall the main features of the CAULDRON algorithm and describe
the adopted family of galaxy models. The reader is referred to BK07 for a detailed
description of the method.

6.3.1 Overview of the CAULDRON algorithm
The central premise of a self-consistent joint analysis is to adopt a total gravitational
potential Φ (or, equivalently, the total density profile ρ, from which Φ is calculated
via the Poisson equation), parametrized by a set ~η of non-linear parameters, and use
it simultaneously for both the gravitational lensing and the stellar dynamics mod-
elling of the data. While different from a physical point of view, these two modelling
problems can be formally expressed in an analogous way as a single set of coupled
(regularized) linear equations. For any given choice of the non-linear parameters,
the equations can be solved (in a direct, non-iterative manner) to obtain as the best
solution for the chosen potential model: (i) the surface brightness distribution of the
unlensed source, and (ii) the weights of the elementary stellar dynamics building
blocks (e.g. orbits or two-integral components, TICs, Schwarzschild 1979; Verolme &
de Zeeuw 2002). This linear optimization scheme is consistently embedded within
the framework of Bayesian statistics. As a consequence, it is possible to objectively
assess the probability of each model by means of the evidence merit function (also
called the marginalized likelihood) and, therefore, to compare and rank different
models (see MacKay 1992, 1999, 2003). In this way, by maximizing the evidence, one
recovers the set of non-linear parameters ~η corresponding to the “best” potential (or
density) model, i.e. that model which maximizes the joint posterior probability den-
sity function (PDF), hence called maximum a posteriori (MAP) model. In the context
of Bayesian statistics, the MAP model is the most plausible model in an Occam’s
razor sense, given the data and the adopted form of the regularization (the optimal
level of the regularization is also set by the evidence). However, in a Bayesian con-
text, the MAP parameters individually do not necessarily have to be probable: they
have a high joint probability density, but might only occupy a small volume in pa-

2http://terapix.ia.fr/soft/swarp
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Figure 6.1: Best model lens image reconstruction for the system SDSS J0037. From the top
left-hand to bottom right-hand panel: reconstructed source model; HST/ACS data showing
the lens image after subtraction of the lens galaxy; lens image reconstruction; residuals. In the
panels, North is up and East is to the left.

rameter space. This situation can arise if the MAP solution does not lie in the bulk of
the posterior probability distribution (roughly parameter-space volume times like-
lihood density). This can be particularly severe if the PDF is non-symmetric in a
high-dimensional space where volume can dramatically increase with distance from
the MAP solution. In that case, the MAP solution for each parameter could easily
lie fully outside the PDFs of each individual parameter, when marginalized over all
other parameters. We will see this happening in some cases, and, although some-
what counter-intuitive, it is fully consistent with Bayesian statistics and a peculiar
aspect of statistics in high-dimensional spaces.

As discussed in BK07, the method is extremely general and can in principle
be applied to any potential shape. However, its current practical implementation,
the CAULDRON algorithm, is more restricted in order to make it computationally
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Figure 6.2: Best dynamical model for the galaxy SDSS J0037. First row: observed surface
brightness distribution, projected line-of-sight velocity and line-of-sight velocity dispersion.
Second row: corresponding reconstructed quantities for the best model. Third row: residuals.
In the panels, North is up and East is to the left.

efficient and applies specifically to axially symmetric potentials, Φ(R, z), and two-
integral DFs f = f (E, Lz), where E and Lz are the two classical integrals of motion,
i.e., respectively, energy and angular momentum along the rotation axis. Under
these assumptions, the dynamical model can be constructed by making use of the
fast Monte Carlo numerical implementation by BK07 of the two-integral Schwarz-
schild method described by Cretton et al. (1999) and Verolme & de Zeeuw (2002),
whose building blocks are not stellar orbits (as in the classical Schwarzschild method)
but TICs.3 The weights map of the optimal TIC superposition that best reproduces

3A TIC can be visualized as an elementary toroidal system, completely specified by a particular choice
of energy E and axial component of the angular momentum Lz. TICs have simple 1/R radial density
distributions and analytic unprojected velocity moments, and by superposing them one can build f (E, Lz)
models for arbitrary spheroidal potentials (cf. Cretton et al. 1999): all these characteristics contribute to
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Figure 6.3: Best model lens image reconstruction for the galaxy SDSS J0216. Panels meaning
as in Fig. 6.1.

the observables, in a Bayesian sense, is as an outcome of the joint analysis.
The code is remarkably robust and its applicability is not drastically limited by

these assumptions. Barnabè et al. (2008) have tested CAULDRON on a galaxy model
(comprising a stellar component and a dark matter halo) resulting from a numer-
ical N-body simulation of a merger process, i.e. a complex non-symmetrical sys-
tem which departs significantly from the algorithm’s assumptions. Despite this, it
is found that several important global properties of the system, including the total
density slope and the dark matter fraction, are reliably recovered.

6.3.2 The galaxy model
Koopmans et al. (2006) have shown that a power-law model, despite its simplicity,
seems to provide a satisfactory description for the total mass density profile of the

make TICs particularly valuable and inexpensive building blocks when compared to orbits.
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Figure 6.4: Best dynamical model for the galaxy SDSS J0216. Panels meaning as in Fig. 6.2.

inner regions of SLACS lens galaxies, to the level allowed by the data. This has been
further confirmed by the C08 study of SDSS J2321, the first case where a fully self-
consistent analysis was performed. Therefore, in the present work, we still adopt a
power-law model. If this description is oversimplified for the galaxy under analysis,
this will usually have a clearly disruptive effect on the quality of the reconstruction,
such as very large residuals (compared to the noise level) for the best model lens
image, and a patchy or strongly pixelized reconstructed source (Barnabè et al. 2008).

The total mass density distribution of the galaxy is taken to be a power-law strat-
ified on axisymmetric homoeoids:

ρ(m) =
ρ0

mγ′ , 0 < γ′ < 3, (6.1)

where ρ0 is a density scale, γ′ will be referred to as the (logarithmic) slope of the
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Figure 6.5: Best model lens image reconstruction for the galaxy SDSS J0912. Panels meaning
as in Fig. 6.1.

density profile, and

m2 =
R2

a2
0

+
z2

c2
0

=
R2

a2
0

+
z2

a2
0q2

, (6.2)

where c0 and a0 are length-scales and q ≡ c0/a0.

The (inner) gravitational potential associated with a homoeoidal density distri-
bution ρ(m) is given by Chandrasekhar (1969) formula. In our case, for γ′ 6= 2, one
has

Φ(R, z) = − Φ0

γ′ − 2

∫ ∞

0

m̃2−γ′

(1 + τ)
√

q2 + τ
dτ , (6.3)
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Figure 6.6: Best dynamical model for the galaxy SDSS J0912. Panels meaning as in Fig. 6.2.

while for γ′ = 2

Φ(R, z) = Φ0

∫ ∞

0

log m̃
(1 + τ)

√
q2 + τ

dτ, (6.4)

where Φ0 = 2πGqa2
0 ρ0 and

m̃2 =
R2

a2
0(1 + τ)

+
z2

a2
0(q2 + τ)

. (6.5)

There are three non-linear parameters in the potential to be determined via the
evidence maximization: Φ0 (or equivalently, through equation [B4] of BK07, the adi-
mensional lens strength α0), the logarithmic slope γ′ and the axial ratio q. A core
radius Rs can be straightforwardly included in the density distribution, if necessary.
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Figure 6.7: Best model lens image reconstruction for the galaxy SDSS J0959. Panels meaning
as in Fig. 6.1.

Beyond these parameters, there are four additional parameters which determine the
geometry of the observed system: the position angle ϑPA, the inclination i and the
coordinates of the lens galaxy centre with respect to the sky grid. Usually, the po-
sition angle and the lens center (which are very well constrained by the lens image
brightness distribution) can be accurately determined by means of fast preliminary
explorations and kept fixed afterwards in order to reduce the number of free param-
eters during the more computationally expensive optimization and error analysis
runs. Finally, a proper modelling of the lens image can occasionally require the in-
troduction of two additional parameters, namely the shear strength and the shear
angle, in order to account for external shear.

We employ a curvature regularization (defined as in Suyu et al. 2006 and Ap-
pendix A of BK07) for both the gravitational lensing and the stellar dynamics recon-
structions. The level of the regularization is controlled by three so-called “hyperpa-
rameters” (one for lensing and two for dynamics, see discussion in BK07), whose
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Figure 6.8: Best dynamical model for the galaxy SDSS J0959. Panels meaning as in Fig. 6.2.

optimal values are also set via maximization of the Bayesian evidence. The starting
values of the hyperparameters are chosen to be quite large, since the convergence to
the maximum is found to be faster when starting from an overregularized system.

6.4 Analysis and results

6.4.1 Best model reconstruction
We have applied the combined CAULDRON code to the analysis of the six SLACS
lens galaxies in our current sample with available kinematic maps. The recovered
non-linear parameters for each galaxy best model are presented in Table 6.4. The
listed parameters are the inclination i (expressed in degrees), the lens strength α0,
the logarithmic density slope γ′ and the axial ratio q of the total density distribu-
tion. The Bayesian statistical errors on the parameters (i.e. the posterior probability
distributions) are presented in Section 6.4.3.
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Figure 6.9: Best model lens image reconstruction for the galaxy SDSS J1627. Panels meaning
as in Fig. 6.1.

Our analysis shows that, given the current data, there is no need to include ex-
ternal shear or core radius in the modelling of any of the six galaxies: there is no sig-
nificative improvement in the evidence when these parameters are allowed to vary,
and their final values are found to be very close to zero. As mentioned in Section 6.3,
for each system the lens center and position angle are evalued in a preliminary run
and then kept constant. The best model position angles, relative to the total mass
distribution, are found to depart less than 10◦ (and, with the exception of SDSS J0959
and SDSS J2321, less than 3◦) from the observed values obtained from the light dis-
tribution. This suggests that there is at most a small misalignment between the dark
and luminous components. A similar conclusion was also drawn in Koopmans et al.
(2006) and used to set an upper limit on the level of external shear.

The reconstructed observables corresponding to the best model for each galaxy
(with the exception of SDSS J2321, for which we refer to the plots presented in C08)
are shown and compared to the data in Figs 6.1 to 6.10. The reconstruction of both
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Figure 6.10: Best dynamical model for the galaxy SDSS J1627. Panels meaning as in Fig. 6.2.

lensing and kinematic quantities appears in general to be very accurate. The residu-
als in the reconstructed lens image are typically consistent with the noise level, and
there is no sign of substantial discrepancies: this indicates that the underlying to-
tal density distribution is not significantly more complex (e.g. strongly triaxial) than
the adopted axisymmetric power-law model, as discussed in Barnabè et al. (2008).
The surface brightness distribution is also well reconstructed. The low-level ripples
which are sometimes visible in the residuals map are due to the discrete nature of
the TICs, and can be easily remedied by increasing the number of the employed TIC
components, at the cost of a considerable slow-down of the optimization process,
and without changing significantly the results. In the case of SDSS J0037, SDSS J0216
and SDSS J0959, the residuals clearly reveal the presence of the lens image, which is
not prominent in the surface brightness data map. The situation is more complicated
for the kinematic maps, where the noise level is higher and the data sets composed
by a smaller number of pixels (with as few as ten pixels for SDSS J0912). The mod-
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Figure 6.11: Spherically averaged mass distributions for the sample galaxies. Thick solid line:
total mass profile obtained from the best reconstructed model; thick dashed line: luminous
mass profile (calculated under the maximum bulge hypothesis); vertical dotted line: effective
radius; vertical dashed line: Einstein radius; vertical dash-dotted line: outermost boundary of
the kinematic data.

els are fairly successful in reproducing the observables, in particular the velocity
maps, with the exception of the velocity dispersion maps of SDSS J1627 (the recon-
structed σlos profile declines too rapidly) and possibly SDSS J0959 (there appears to
be a stronger gradient in the data than in the model). Such difficulties in reproducing
the velocity dispersion maps of these two systems might well reflect the shortcom-
ings of the two-integral DF assumption (which implies isotropic velocity dispersion
tensor in the meridional plane, i.e. σR = σz), whereas a more sophisticated three-
integral dynamical modelling could be required. We discuss this issue further in
Section 6.6.

6.4.2 Mass distribution and dark matter fraction
For each galaxy, we have calculated from the best model the spherically averaged
total mass profile, shown in Fig. 6.11. In order to assess the dark matter content of
the analyzed systems, one also requires the corresponding profile for the luminous
component, which can be obtained from the best-model reconstructed stellar DF.
However, within the framework of the method, stars are just tracers of the total po-
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tential, and therefore an additional assumption is needed in order to constrain nor-
malization for the luminous mass distribution (which is arbitrary unless the stellar
mass-to-light ratio can be determined independently). Following C08, in this work
we adopt the so-called maximum bulge approach, which consists of maximizing the
contribution of the luminous component. In other words, the stellar density profile is
maximally rescaled without exceeding the total density profile4, positing a position-
independent stellar mass-to-light ratio. In real galaxies the stellar mass-to-light ratio
might not be uniform, although, based on observed colour gradients, the effect is
not expected to be strong (e.g. Kronawitter et al. 2000). This procedure provides a
uniform way to determine a lower limit for the dark matter fraction in the sample
galaxies. Moreover, as shown in Barnabè et al. (2008), the maximum bulge approach
is quite robust and allows a reliable determination of the dark matter fraction (within
approximately 10 per cent of the total mass) even when the model assumptions are
violated. The spherically averaged stellar mass profiles obtained under the maxi-
mum bulge hypothesis are also presented in Fig. 6.11, where we also indicate the
three-dimensional radii corresponding to the effective radius Re, the Einstein radius
REinst and the outermost boundary of the kinematic data Rkin. The boundary of the
surface brightness map is at least comparable to Rkin, and often larger5. Although
the spatial coverage of the lensing and kinematic data, in most cases, does not extend
up to Re (the only exception being SDSS J0959, for which Rkin ∼ 1.2 Re), it should be
noted that the more distant regions of the galaxy which are situated along the line
of sight—and therefore observed in projection—also contribute fairly significantly in
constraining the mass model, as extensively discussed in C08.

We find that the total mass profile closely follows the light in the very inner
regions, which are presumably dominated by the stellar component, while dark
matter typically starts playing a role in the vicinity of the (three-dimensional) ra-
dius r = Re/2, where its contribution in total mass is of order 10 to 25 per cent,
and becomes progressively more important when moving outwards (the system
SDSS J0216, however, constitutes an exception, with its dark matter fraction remain-
ing roughly constant over the probed region for r & 10 kpc). Within a sphere of
radius r = Re, approximately 15 to 30 per cent of the mass is dark. This result is
in general agreement with the conclusions of previous dynamical studies of early-
type galaxies in the local Universe, in particular the analysis of 21 nearly round and
slowly-rotating ellipticals by Gerhard et al. (2001), the modelling of 25 SAURON sys-
tems (under the assumption that mass follows light, Cappellari et al. 2006), and the
study by Thomas et al. (2007b) of 17 early-type galaxies in the Coma cluster.

From the value Me of the luminous mass inside the effective radius, obtained
under the maximum bulge hypotesis, we also calculate for each system the cor-
responding upper limit for the stellar mass-to-light ratio (see Table 6.4), finding
5 . (M/L)¯,B . 9. This is in agreement with stellar population studies, e.g. Trujillo
et al. (2004).

4This approach is effectively the early-type galaxies equivalent of the classical maximum disk hypote-
sis (van Albada & Sancisi 1986) frequently used in modelling the rotation curves of late-type galaxies.

5The surface brightness maps considered for the combined analysis and presented in Figs 6.2, 6.4, 6.6,
6.8 and 6.10 are actually cut-outs of HST images extending over 10 arcsec.
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Figure 6.12: Marginalized posterior probability distributions of the power-law model param-
eters i (inclination), γ′ (logarithmic slope), α0 (lens strength) and q (axial ratio) for each of the
analyzed systems, obtained from the nested sampling evidence exploration (see text). From
top to bottom, the uncertaintes correspond to galaxies SDSS J0037, SDSS J0216, SDSS J0912,
SDSS J0959, SDSS J1627 and SDSS J2321.
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6.4.3 Error analysis
In this Section we present, for each galaxy in the sample, the corresponding model
uncertaintes, i.e. the errors on the recovered non-linear parameters i, α0, γ′ and q.
The uncertaintes are calculated within the framework of Bayesian statistics by mak-
ing use of the recently developed nested sampling technique (Skilling 2004, Sivia
& Skilling 2006; see also Vegetti & Koopmans 2009 for the first astrophysical appli-
cation in the context of gravitational lensing). Nested sampling is a Monte Carlo
method aimed at calculating the Bayesian evidence, i.e. the fundamental quantity
for model comparison, in a computationally efficient way. The marginalized pos-
terior probability distribution functions (PDFs) of the model parameters, which are
used to estimate the uncertaintes, are obtained as very valuable by-products of the
method.

Within the context of Bayesian statistics, a priori assumptions or knowledge on
each parameter ηi are made explicit and formalized by defining the prior function
p(ηi). We assign a uniform prior within the interval 2 δηi, symmetrical around the
recovered best model value ηb,i and wide enough to include the bulk of the likeli-
hood (very conservative estimates of δηi are obtained by means of fast preliminary
runs), that is:

p (ηi) =





constant for |ηb,i − ηi| ≤ δηi

0 for |ηb,i − ηi| > δηi.
(6.6)

This choice of an uniform prior is aimed at formalizing the absence of any a priori
information within the interval 2 δηi (see e.g. Cousins 1995). We find, however, that
the errors on the parameters are very small in comparison with δηi, so that the prior,
largely independently of the adopted functional form, is nearly constant over the
likelihood. Therefore, the specific choice for p(ηi) is not critical in our case.

For each analyzed galaxy, the histograms in Fig. 6.12 show the marginalized pos-
terior PDF of the power-law model non-linear parameters. Because of the marginal-
ization involved in their evaluation, these distributions constitute the most conser-
vative estimate of statistical errors on the parameters, given the data and all the as-
sumptions (i.e. positing that the adopted model is the “true” description underlying
the data; cf. MacKay 1992). These errors are relatively small, as a consequence of the
numerous constraints provided by the data: the typical data set for each of the sam-
ple galaxies consists of ∼ 104 data points or more, most of them (in the lens image
and surface brightness maps) characterized by fairly good signal to noise level. Fur-
thermore, the maximum ηi,mp of the posterior PDF (and, more generally, the bulk
of the posterior probability) for the i-th parameter is often found to be somewhat
skewed with respect to the corresponding best model value ηi,b. This is a well-known
projection effect arising from the marginalization over a single parameter of a com-
plicated high-dimensional multivariate function such as the total posterior PDF, as
discussed above (§ 6.3.1).

The analysis conducted in this Section does not take into account systematic un-
certaintes, which are frequently larger than the statistical errors, and more difficult
to quantify. They can arise from a variety of sources, including incorrect modelling
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assumptions and problems associated with the generation of the data sets (see e.g.
Marshall et al. 2007 for an in-depth treatment of the systematic uncertaintes con-
nected with the lens galaxy subtraction process and the incomplete knowledge of
the PSF). The study of Barnabè et al. (2008) provides a more quantitative feel for
the systematic errors introduced by the adoption of an oversimplified galaxy model,
showing that even in a quite extreme case (where the reconstruction of lensing ob-
servables is clearly unsatisfactory) the systematic error on γ′ remains within about
10 per cent. Other parameters such as inclination and oblateness, however, are less
robust and actually become ill-defined if the assumption of axial symmetry does not
hold. We note, however, that in none of the six systems under study are the model
residuals as severe as in the simulations in Barnabè et al. (2008). Therefore, we expect
systematic uncertaintes to remain within a few per cent level.

6.4.4 The density profile of the ensemble

From the combined analysis, we have found that all the galaxies in the ensem-
ble have a total density profile very close to isothermal, with an average logarith-
mic slope 〈γ′〉 = 1.98 ± 0.05, in agreement with the results of Koopmans et al.
(2006). There is also no evidence of evolution of the density slope with redshift (see
Fig. 6.13).

No correlation is found between the logarithmic slope γ′ and the axial ratio q,
the effective radius, the normalized Einstein radius (i.e., the ratio REinst/Re) and the
aperture averaged velocity dispersion σSDSS.

We now want to calculate, on the basis of the analyzed systems, the intrinsic
spread around the average slope. If we assume that the slope γ′i of each galaxy is
extracted from a parent Gaussian distribution of center γ′c and variance σγ′ , then the
joint posterior probability for the sampling is given by

P(γ′c, σγ′ | {γ′i}) ∝ p(γ′c, σγ′ ) ∏
i

exp

[
− (γ′i−γ′c)2

2(σ2
γ′+δγ′i

2)

]

√
2π(σ2

γ′ + δγ′i
2)

, (6.7)

where p(γ′c, σγ′ ) is the prior on γ′c and σγ′ (for which we adopt a uniform distribu-
tion) and δγ′i are the 1σ errors on γ′i, calculated by considering the region around
the peak which contains 68 per cent of the posterior probability. From Eq. (6.7), the
maximum likelihood solution for γ′c is simply the average slope 〈γ′〉, while for σγ′ is
obtained from the equation

∑
i




(γ′i − γ′c)2 − σ2
γ′ − δγ′i

2

(
σ2

γ′ + δγ′i
2
)2


 = 0. (6.8)

Inserting the values for γ′i and δγ′i determined in our analysis, we solve Eq. (6.8)
to find, for our sample of six distant ellipticals, an intrinsic spread σγ′ = 0.092+0.089

−0.005
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Figure 6.13: The logarithmic slope of the total density profile plotted against redshift for the
six early-type lens galaxies in the ensemble. The dashed line indicates the slope γ′ = 2, corre-
sponding to the isothermal profile. The error bars are calculated by considering the region of
the marginalized posterior PDF for γ′ (see Fig. 6.12) which contains 99 per cent of the proba-
bility.

around the average logarithmic slope, corresponding to 4.6+4.5
−0.2 per cent. A mea-

sure of the joint posterior of these quantities is provided by Fig. 6.14, where we plot
P(γ′c, σγ′ ) and we draw contours corresponding to posterior (or likelihood in the
case of flat prior) ratios P/Pmax = e−∆χ̃2/2, with ∆χ̃2 = 1, 4, 9. We note that these
contours are only for indication, and formally have a proper meaning only in the
case of a multivariate Gaussian, in which case χ̃2 is the usual chi-square.

If we consider a different prior in Eq. (6.7), the outcome is only slightly modified.
For instance, if we adopt p ∝ 1/σγ′ , which formalizes the absence of a priori informa-
tion on the scale (i.e. the order of magnitude) of σγ′ , we find a maximum likelihood
value of 0.085. This points out that, despite the fact that we only have a handful of
systems, the results are essentially driven by the data, with the choice of the prior
playing only a minimal role.

6.4.5 Axial ratio of the density distribution

The axial ratio q of the total density distribution is found to be always rounder than
∼ 0.65. It is interesting to compare this quantity with the intrinsic axial ratio q?
of the luminous distribution, obtained by deprojecting the observed isophotal axial
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Figure 6.14: The map
shows the joint posterior
probability, given by
Eq. (6.7), as a function
of γ′c and σγ′ . The cross
marks the position of the
maximum. The contours
correspond to posterior
ratios P/Pmax = e−∆χ̃2/2,
with ∆χ̃2 = 1, 4, 9 (see
text).

ratio q?,2D, i.e.

q? =
√

1− (1− q2
?,2D)/sin2i , (6.9)

where we use the best model value for the inclination i. The results are illustrated
in Fig. 6.15. For four of the galaxies in the sample, the flattenings coincide closely,
while the total distribution is rounder in the case of SDSS J1627 and SDSS J0959. The
discrepancy is particularly conspicuous for SDSS J0959, where q/q? = 1.4, while it is
only ∼ 1.1 for SDSS J1627. Intriguingly, SDSS J0959 is the only clearly fast-rotating
galaxy in the sample (see the velocity map in Fig. 6.8 and the strongly asymmetric
DF in Fig. 6.16(d)), and has also peculiar dynamical properties when compared with
the rest of the ensemble, as discussed in Section 6.5.

6.5 Recovered dynamical structure
As reviewed in Section 6.3, for any given total gravitational potential the CAULDRON
algorithm determines the best-fitting dynamical model by means of TICs superposi-
tion. Therefore, the best model of each galaxy has an associated best reconstructed
map of the relative TICs weights, which is a representation in the integral space
(E, Lz) of the corresponding (weighted) two-integral DF. The maps are shown in
Fig. 6.16. In this work, consistently with C08, we employ a library of 100 TICs for the
dynamical modelling. The TIC grid is constructed by considering NE = 10 elements
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Figure 6.15: Axial ratio q
of the total density dis-
tribution plotted against
the intrinsic axial ratio q?
of the luminous distri-
bution. For each galaxy,
q? has been calculated
from the corresponding
observed isophotal axis
ratio q?,2D, by adopting
the best-model recovered
inclination. The error bars
are calculated by consid-
ering the region of the
marginalized posterior
PDF for q (see Fig. 6.12)
which contains 99 per
cent of the probability.

logarithmically sampled in the circular radius Rc, and, for each of them, NLz = 5 ele-
ments linearly sampled in angular momentum between Lz = 0 and Lz = Lz,max(Rc),
mirrored in the negative Lz values6. Even though this grid may appear coarse due to
the limited number of TICs employed, it represents—for the applications described
in this paper—an excellent compromise between computational efficiency and qual-
ity of the observables reconstruction. Increasing the number of grid elements has
the effect of improving the surface brightness reconstruction, but does not change
significantly the values of the recovered parameters. It also makes the reconstructed
TIC weights map smoother, while preserving the main features already visible in the
corresponding coarse map.

While the phase-space DF completely determines the structure and dynamics of
a (collisionless) stellar system, it is not immediately intuitive to interpret. Therefore,
from the best reconstructed DFs we derive dynamical characterizations of the galax-

6The grid in the radial coordinate Rc corresponds to a grid in the energy Ec, where

Ec ≡ E(Rc) = Φ(Rc, 0) +
v2

c (Rc)

2
, (6.10)

and the circular speed is given by:

v2
c (Rc) = Rc

∂Φ
∂R

∣∣∣∣
(Rc ,0)

. (6.11)

The choice for the circular radius also sets the corresponding maximum angular momentum along the
z axis: Lz,max(Rc) = Rcvc(Rc).
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(a) J0037 (b) J0216 (c) J0912

(d) J0959 (e) J1627 (f) J2321

Figure 6.16: Best model reconstruction of the weighted two-integral DFs of the sample galax-
ies. The value of each pixel represents the relative contribution of the corresponding TIC to
the total mass of the galaxy.

ies, such as the anisotropy parameters (§ 6.5.1) the (v/σ, ε) diagram (§ 6.5.2), and the
angular momentum (§ 6.5.3) which can be more easily related with the observations.

6.5.1 Anisotropy parameters
The global anisotropy of an elliptical galaxy is related to the distribution of its stellar
orbits and is often considered an important indicator of the assembly mechanism of
the system (see e.g. Burkert & Naab 2005).

For an axisymmetric system, the global shape of the velocity dispersion tensor
can be quantified by using the three anisotropy parameters (Cappellari et al. 2007;
Binney & Tremaine 2008)

β ≡ 1− Πzz

ΠRR
, (6.12)

γ ≡ 1− Πϕϕ

ΠRR
, (6.13)
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and

δ ≡ 1− 2Πzz

ΠRR + Πϕϕ
=

2β− γ

2− γ
, (6.14)

where

Πkk =

∫
ρσ2

k d3x (6.15)

denotes the total unordered kinetic energy in the coordinate direction k, and σk is the
velocity dispersion along the direction k at any given location in the galaxy. For an
isotropic system (e.g. the classic isotropic rotator) the three parameters are all zero.
Stellar systems supported by a two-integral DF, as assumed in our case, are isotropic
in the meridional plane, i.e. σ2

R = σ2
z everywhere, which implies β ≡ 0.

For each object in the sample, we have calculated the anisotropy parameters by
integrating up to half the effective radius, which is the typical region inside which
the galaxy models are more strongly constrained. The results are reported in Ta-
ble 6.2. All the systems, with the exception of SDSS J0959, have slightly positive
δ, i.e. are mildly anisotropic in the sense of having larger pressure parallel to the
equatorial plane than perpendicular to it. This is quite similar to what Cappel-
lari et al. (2007) and Thomas et al. (2008), using three-integral axisymmetric orbit-
superposition codes, find for local ellipticals; however, their samples also display
a few galaxies with clearly higher anisotropy (δ ∼ 0.4). The fast-rotating galaxy
SDSS J0959, instead, is anisotropic in the opposite sense, due to the fact that for this
system σ2

ϕ < σ2
R = σ2

z over most of the density-weighted volume, which trans-
lates into a negative δ parameter. This property is uncommon, although not un-
precedented, for nearby early-type galaxies: two systems out of the 19 analyzed by
Thomas et al. (2008) have δ < 0, while no case is reported from the SAURON sample.

Since for our models β = 0 by construction, the two remaining anisotropy pa-
rameters are univocally related by Eq. 6.14 so that, for 0 < δ < 1, γ is necessarily
negative. The two-integral DF assumption in general does not hold for nearby ellip-
ticals (e.g. Merrifield 1991; Gerssen et al. 1997; Thomas et al. 2008); if this is the case
also for distant ellipticals, then the recovered γ could be significantly in error. On the
other hand, as shown in Barnabè et al. (2008), the global parameter δ is more robust,
and can be reliably recovered by CAULDRON (typically within ∼ 15 per cent) even
when the assumptions of two-integral DF and axial symmetry are both violated.

6.5.2 The global and local v/σ
The (v/σ, ε) diagram provides a classic indicator to estimate the importance of ro-
tation with respect to random motions in early-type galaxies (see Binney 1978). For
each system, we calculate the “intrinsic” (i.e. inclination corrected) global quantity
v/σ from the best reconstructed DF by integrating up to Re/2 (the results are listed
in Table 6.2), and we plot it against the intrinsic ellipticity of the luminous distri-
bution ε? = 1 − q?. The diagram is presented in Fig. 6.17 and compared with the
findings for 24 SAURON galaxies, corrected for inclination (Cappellari et al. 2007).
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There is a sharp dichotomy in the SLACS subsample between the obviously fast-
rotating system SDSS J0959 and the remaining galaxies, four of which have v/σ ≈ 0.2
(two of these systems have clear characteristics of slow rotators, as discussed in Sec-
tion 6.5.3).

Whereas v/σ is a global quantity which provides information on the general
properties of the galaxy, important insights on the characteristics of the system at
different locations of the meridional plane are offered by its local analogous, i.e. the
ratio 〈vϕ〉/σ̄ between the mean rotation velocity around the z-axis and the mean ve-
locity dispersion σ̄2 = (σ2

R + σ2
ϕ + σ2

z )/3. We illustrate this quantity in Fig. 6.18 for
the galaxies in our sample. For visualization purposes, the plot was produced from
a weighted DF map of 900 elements (NE = 30 and NLz = 15, mirrored). In order to
do this, we reoptimized the best model for the dynamics hyperparameters only, de-
termining the new optimal level of the regularization, while all the other parameters
were kept fixed. This procedure amounts to some extent to an interpolation over the
weighted DF map of Fig. 6.16 with the aim of obtaining a smoother distribution.

6.5.3 Angular momentum

Another robust way to characterize the global velocity structure of a galaxy is pro-
vided by its angular momentum content. For each galaxy in the ensemble we calcu-
late the (mass-normalized) component of the angular momentum parallel to the axis
of symmetry as

Jz =

∫
ρ?R〈vϕ〉d3x∫

ρ? d3x
, (6.16)

where R is the radial coordinate, 〈vϕ〉 denotes the mean azimuthal stellar velocity at
position ~x and ρ? is the spatial density of stars as obtained by the best reconstructed
DF, i.e. ρ? =

∫
f d3v. The results obtained by integrating inside Re/2 (the region

most strongly constrained by the observations for all the systems) are reported in
Table 6.2 in units of kpc km s−1.

Whereas the dimensional parameter Jz has a direct physical interpretation as an-
gular momentum, it is not the most practical way to quantify and to compare the
level of ordered rotation in elliptical galaxies. To this purpose, we define a more
convenient adimensional parameter as:

jz ≡

∫
ρ?R |〈vϕ〉|d3x

∫
ρ?R

√
〈vϕ〉2 + σ̄2 d3x

. (6.17)

This quantity is effectively the intrinsic equivalent of the observationally-defined
λR parameter introduced by Emsellem et al. (2007) as an objective criterion for the
kinematic classification of early-type galaxies. Analogously to λR, jz tends to unity
for systems which display large-scale ordered rotation, and conversely it goes to
zero for galaxies globally dominated by random motions, whereas the same galaxies
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Figure 6.17: Model (v/σ, ε) diagram for the six lens galaxies in our sample (black circles): ε? is
the intrinsic ellipticity of luminous distribution, and v/σ is calculated from the best model by
integrating up to Re/2. We also show, for comparison, the corresponding quantities (corrected
for inclination; v/σ measured within Re) for the 24 nearby SAURON ellipticals studied in
Cappellari et al. (2007), divided in fast and slow rotators (blue and red points, respectively).
The solid line shows the location of edge-on isotropic rotators, assuming α = 0.15 (see Binney
2005).

might have a moderate v/σ ratio due to the presence of small-scale rotation patterns
in the high-density central regions.

We have computed jz for the SLACS subsample by integrating inside half the
effective radius, listing the results in Table 6.2. The small number of galaxies in the
sample and the limited spatial coverage and quality of the kinematic data sets do not
allow us to trace a sharp demarcation line between slow and fast rotators; neverthe-
less, there is a clear indication that SDSS J0959 belongs to the latter, while SDSS J0216
and SDSS J2321 are part of the first group, although they could not be straightfor-
wardly identified as slow rotators on the basis of the (v/σ, ε) diagram only. The
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Table 6.2: Recovered dynamical quantities for the six analyzed SLACS lens galaxies.

Galaxy δ γ v/σ Jz jz

J0037 0.16 −0.37 0.37 112 0.248
J0216 0.08 −0.17 0.22 11 0.116
J0912 0.07 −0.15 0.24 −231 0.229
J0959 −0.16 0.27 0.76 −158 0.645
J1627 0.16 −0.38 0.23 −69 0.181
J2321 0.14 −0.32 0.20 −5 0.075

Notes: For each galaxy we list: global anisotropy parameters δ and γ (β = 0 by con-
struction under the model assumption of two-integral DF); global v/σ ratio; angular
momentum along the rotation axis Jz (in units of kpc km s−1); dimensionless rota-
tion parameter jz. The dynamical quantities have been calculated, for each system,
within a cylindrical region of radius and height equal to Re/2.

remaining three galaxies lie somewhat in between. The classification of these sys-
tems according to the observationally measured λR parameter will be presented in a
forthcoming paper (Czoske et al. in preparation).

6.6 Summary and conclusions
We have conducted, for the first time, an in-depth analysis of the mass distribution
and dynamical structure of a sample of massive early-type galaxies beyond the very
local Universe, with a redshift range of z = 0.08− 0.33.

The examined systems are six early-type lens galaxies from the SLACS survey
for which both HST/ACS high-resolution imaging and VLT VIMOS integral field
spectroscopy are available. These unique, high-quality data sets of early-type galax-
ies beyond the local Universe have enabled us to carry out a joint analysis of these
systems, by combining gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics in a fully self-
consistent way (using the specifically designed code CAULDRON). The method is
completely embedded within the framework of Bayesian statistics, permitting an
objective data-driven determination of the “best model”, given the observations and
our priors (formalized by the choice of the regularization). This technique makes it
possible—under the assumptions of axial symmetry and two-integral stellar DF—to
disentangle to a large extent several classical degeneracies and to effectively “dis-
sect” the investigated galaxies, recovering their intrinsic structure. We summarize
and discuss as follows the main results of this study:

1. The global density distribution of massive early-type galaxies within approxi-
mately 1Re is remarkably well described by a simple axisymmetric power-law
profile. Despite being very sensitive to the features of the underlying mass
distribution (as shown by simulations of non axially symmetric systems, e.g.
Barnabè et al. 2008; see also Koopmans 2005 and Vegetti & Koopmans 2009),
the lens images can be reconstructed almost to the noise level by adopting a
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(a) J0037 (b) J0216 (c) J0912

(d) J0959 (e) J1627 (f) J2321

Figure 6.18: Maps of the local 〈vϕ〉/σ̄ ratio between the mean rotation velocity around the
z-axis and the mean velocity dispersion, plotted up to Re/2 in the positive quadrant of the
meridional plane.

ρ ∝ m−γ′ model (not even a weak external shear is required), indicating a sur-
prising degree of smoothness in the mass structure of ellipticals. While this
conclusion could already be envisioned from the results of the Koopmans et al.
(2006) study of SLACS lenses, here we have shown that such smooth models
are also consistent with the observed surface brightness and kinematics maps.
We suggest that this significantly smooth structure might be related to the for-
mation mechanisms of early-type galaxies.

2. The average logarithmic slope of the total mass density distribution is 〈γ ′〉 =

1.98± 0.05, with an intrinsic spread of 4.6+4.5
−0.2 per cent. The galaxies in the sam-

ple have therefore a density profile consistent with isothermal, corresponding
to flat rotation curves, inside a range of Einstein radii of 0.3− 0.6Re. This is in
agreement with the findings of previous studies of ellipticals both in the local
Universe and up to redshift of 1 (e.g. Gerhard et al. 2001, Koopmans et al. 2006,
Thomas et al. 2007b).

3. There is no evidence for evolution of the logarithmic total density slope within
the probed range of redshifts, although this is not surprising given the findings
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of the (non self-consistent) combined lensing and dynamics study of Koop-
mans et al. (2006). However, it does show that we have systematics well under
control.

4. The shape of the total density distribution is fairly round, with an axial ratio
q & 0.65, and does not differ much from the intrinsic axial ratio of the lumi-
nous distribution (obtained via deprojection of the observed isophotal ratio,
by making use of the recovered best model value for the inclination). The only
exception is represented by the case of the lenticular galaxy SDSS J0959, which
has a total density profile much rounder that the luminous one.

5. The lower limit for the dark matter fraction, calculated within spherical shells
under the hypotheses of “maximum bulge” and position-independent stellar
mass-to-light ratio, falls in the range 10 − 25 per cent (of the total mass) at
half the effective radius, and rises to 15− 30 per cent at r = Re. This is fully
consistent with the results of several studies of the dark and luminous mass
distribution in nearby ellipticals (in particular Gerhard et al. 2001; Cappellari
et al. 2006; Thomas et al. 2007a).

6. The SLACS galaxies in our subsample are only mildly anisotropic, with the
global parameter −0.16 ≤ δ ≤ 0.16. Five out of six systems are slightly flat-
tened (beyond the contribution of rotation) by having a larger pressure support
parallel to the equatorial plane rather than perpendicular to it; the situation is
reversed in the case of SDSS J0959, which shows negative δ.

7. From the inspection of the stellar velocity maps, the global and local v/σ ratio
and, more decisively, the intrinsic rotation parameter jz (directly related to the
angular momentum of the stellar component of the galaxy), it is possible to
objectively quantify the level of ordered rotation with respect to the random
motions. Two of the systems, namely SDSS J0216 and SDSS J2321, are identified
as slow rotators, while SDSS J0959 unambiguously shows the characteristics of
fast rotators, including the relatively low mass and luminosity: with MB =
−20.58 it is the only system in our sample to lie within the typical range of
absolute magnitudes for fast rotators determined by Emsellem et al. (2007).
The remaining three galaxies exhibit a moderate amount of rotation.

Overall, the early-type lens galaxies analyzed in this paper, in the redshift range
z = 0.08− 0.33, are found to be very similar to the local massive ellipticals, in terms
of structural and dynamical properties of their inner regions. Our study shows, for
the first time, that also the physical distinction between slow and fast rotators (orig-
inally revealed by the SAURON survey: Emsellem et al. 2007; Cappellari et al. 2007)
is already in place at redshift & 0.1, although a larger sample is necessary in order
to quantify this more precisely to higher redshifts. Since a series of studies (Treu
et al. 2006b; Bolton et al. 2008a; Treu et al. 2008) has shown that the SLACS systems
are statistically identical—in terms of observational properties and environment—to
non-lens galaxies of comparable size and luminosity, we can generalize the results
of this work and conclude that at least the most massive elliptical galaxies did not
experience any major evolutionary process in their global structural properties be-
tween redshift 0 and 0.3. Since the look-back time is only 3.7 Gyr, this might not be
surprising. However, pushing lensing and dynamics techniques back in redshift and
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cosmic time is crucial if we ever wish to fully understand the structural evolution of
early-type galaxies. In this paper a first step has been taken, using more sophisti-
cated self-consistent techniques. This goes beyond what is possible with the use of
lensing or dynamics alone.

On the other hand, we also find differences between the analyzed systems and
nearby galaxies when we compare the respective global anisotropy parameters. Al-
though the values of δ recovered for the SLACS subsample fall within the typical
range for local galaxies, we note that we do not find any systems with δ & 0.20,
which are instead quite common in the SAURON and Coma samples. This might
be due, however, to the very modest size of our sample, particularly in terms of
fast-rotating objects. A much more drastic discrepancy is evident in the distribu-
tions of the anisotropy parameters γ and β, plausibly due to the limitations of our
assumption of two-integral DF, which imposes σ2

R = σ2
z at every location. Isotropy in

the meridional plane is not observed, in general, for local ellipticals, where usually
σ2

R > σ2
z (e.g. Gerssen et al. 1997; Thomas et al. 2008). If this applies also to more dis-

tant systems, then the anisotropy will not be correctly estimated by our method, and
more sophisticated axisymmetric three-integral models might provide a better dy-
namical description of the galaxy. We foresee future developments of the CAULDRON
algorithm in this direction, concurrently with the availability of improved kinematic
data sets. As for the present analysis, however, the f (E, Lz) assumption generally
appears to work satisfactorily, providing generally correct reconstructions of the ob-
servables. Furthermore, as tested in Barnabè et al. (2008), the current method is
robust enough to recover in a reliable way several important global properties of the
analyzed galaxy (such as the density slope, dark matter fraction, angular momen-
tum and δ parameter, although not the flattening and the γ and β parameters) even
if it is applied to a complex, non-symmetric system which departs significantly from
the idealized assumptions of axisymmetry and two- or three-integral DF, and which
is likely more extreme than the typical ellipticals under study.

In future papers in this series, we plan to extend the current study by applying the
combined analysis to all the 30 systems for which two-dimensional kinematic maps
are or will become available. This includes the entire sample of 17 SLACS early-
type lens galaxies for which integral field spectroscopy has been obtained. Two-
dimensional kinematic maps can also be obtained for a further 13 lens galaxies for
which long-slit spectroscopic observations have been conducted with the instrument
LRIS mounted on Keck-I, with the slit positions aligned with the major axis of the
system and offset along the minor axis in order to mimic integral field spectroscopy.
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7
Conclusions and outlook

In this Thesis we have presented a novel framework to combine in a fully self-
consistent manner two major and complementary diagnostic tools for the anal-
ysis of early-type galaxy, namely gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics.
We have developed a practical implementation of this method, the fast CAUL-
DRON code, which we have applied to the study of the SLACS lenses with
available two-dimensional kinematic maps and high-resolution imaging, un-
veiling the mass distribution and dynamical structure of non-local early-type
galaxies (at redshift z = 0.08− 0.33) in unprecedented detail. Building on the
results of this Thesis, we envision three main directions for future work: (i) ex-
tend the CAULDRON code to encompass axisymmetric three-integral dynamical
models; (ii) apply the joint analysis to the larger sample of 30 SLACS systems
for which two-dimensional kinematic maps are or will become available; (iii)
exploit the modularity of the CAULDRON algorithm by applying it separately
to lensing and dynamics, taking advantage of its speed and Bayesian setup for
extensive parameter space exploration and model comparison.

7.1 Results
The major scientific drive of this Thesis has been provided by a fundamental ques-
tion of present-day astrophysics and cosmology, i.e. understanding the formation
and evolution processes of galaxies. Within this broad framework, we have focused
on the issue of unveiling the structure and the density profile of massive early-type
galaxies, and the way these quantities change with increasing redshift. In order to
conduct this study, we had to tackle the problem of developing a reliable and ef-
fective method for the analysis of ellipticals at redshift z & 0.1, which would make
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possible to significantly overcome the shortcomings of the usual diagnostics tools,
i.e. gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics.

In the present Section, we provide a review of the most significant outcomes
of this Thesis, which can be broadly classified in methodological and technical ad-
vancements in the field of combined lensing and dynamics analysis (§ 7.1.1) and re-
sults from the joint study of SLACS early-type lens galaxies at redshift& 0.1 (§ 7.1.2).

7.1.1 Combining gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics
As described in Chapter 3, we have developed—for the first time—a fully self-con-
sistent method to conduct detailed three-dimensional analysis of the structure of
early-type galaxies by combining gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics. Com-
pletely embedded within the framework of Bayesian statistics, this novel method is
modular, versatile and very general, i.e. it can in principle handle galaxy density dis-
tributions of arbitrary complexity (including triaxial or non-symmetric density pro-
files), limited only by the technical complications and the computational constraints.

The most critical advantage of adopting an integrated Bayesian approach lies in
the fact that it provides an objective tool for model comparison, namely the evidence
merit function, whereas no general method is available to tackle this problem within
the context of the so-called orthodox statistics. The evidence has been proven to au-
tomatically and quantitatively embody the Occam’s razor principle (see e.g. MacKay
1992), penalizing models which correctly predict the data but are unnecessarily com-
plex.

Moving from these general principles to practical applications, we have designed
and implemented the computationally efficient CAULDRON code for combined lens-
ing and dynamics analysis, which specifically applies to axially symmetric potentials
and two-integral stellar distribution functions (DF). Under these assumptions, we
can construct a dynamical model for the galaxy in a matter of seconds, by making use
of our fast Monte Carlo implementation of the two-integral Schwarzschild method
of Cretton et al. (1999) and Verolme & de Zeeuw (2002). This method is based on
adopting elementary toroidal stellar systems (called two-integral components, TICs)
as “computationally inexpensive” building blocks for the dynamical model, rather
than the usually employed superposition of stellar orbits integrated within the given
galaxy potential. By making use of the same (three-dimensional) total potential, the
lensed image reconstruction is performed by means of a pixelized source reconstruc-
tion algorithm (similar to the ones introduced by Warren & Dye 2003 and Koopmans
2005).

Even though it does not have the full flexibility of a three-integral orbit super-
position method, the CAULDRON code constitutes an excellent compromise between
generality and computational cost-effectiveness, when considering the quality of the
best data sets currently available for early-type lens galaxies at z & 0.1, of which
the SLACS systems with HST imaging and VLT VIMOS integral-field spectroscopic
observations constitute the most exquisite example. Furthermore, CAULDRON rep-
resents a substantial step forward with respect to the methods for joint lensing and
dynamics study employed so far (e.g. Treu & Koopmans 2004; Koopmans et al. 2006),
due in particular to the following reasons:
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1. CAULDRON combines the two approaches in a rigorous and consistent manner,
rather than just using the Einstein mass obtained from gravitational lensing as
a simple constraint for an independent dynamical modelling based on solv-
ing the spherical Jeans equations (with ad hoc assumptions on the anisotropy
profile).

2. Whereas for previous studies all the dynamical information was encapsulated
in the 3′′ aperture averaged SDSS velocity dispersion σSDSS, CAULDRON in-
stead makes full use of the wealth of information available from the data sets,
typically including high-quality surface brightness maps of the lensed image
and the lens galaxy (from HST), and two-dimensional maps of the projected
velocity and velocity dispersion (from the VLT VIMOS integral-field unit, or
possibly from Keck spectroscopy).

In Chapter 3 and Section 5.5, we have shown that, by virtue of the complemen-
tary constraints provided by gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics, the com-
bined analysis conducted with CAULDRON allows to disentangle to a large extent
several well-known classical degeneracies, namely the mass-sheet, mass–anisotropy
and inclination–oblateness degeneracies. This would not be possible if the two ap-
proaches were used separately. In fact, although it has been shown that, e.g., the
mass–anisotropy degeneracy can be broken by dynamical studies alone, this requires
higher order velocity moments (e.g. Gerhard 1993), which presently cannot be mea-
sured in reasonable integration time for elliptical galaxies beyond the very local Uni-
verse.

In Chapter 4 we have performed a more extreme test, by applying the CAUL-
DRON code to the simulated data sets obtained from a complex system (i.e., the
non-symmetric end-product of a N-body simulation of galaxy merging) which vi-
olates the assumptions of axial symmetry and two-integral DF. The purpose of this
kind of “crash-test” was to assess which quantities can be reliably determined by
our method even in such an extreme situation. Remarkably, it is found that—despite
the adoption of an over-simplified galaxy model, as witnessed by the unusually large
residuals in the reconstructed lensing observables—several global structural and dy-
namical properties of the N-body system can be robustly recovered. These include:
(i) the logarithmic slope of the total density distribution (recovered within better
than 10 per cent), which is a quantity of critical importance in the study of early-type
galaxies; (ii) the dark matter fraction, calculated under the usual “maximum bulge”
assumption (correctly recovered within approximately 10 per cent); (iii) the rotation
status of the system, quantified by the angular momentum and the intrinsic V/σ ra-
tio; (iv) the global anisotropy parameter δ. Although real galaxies are not idealized
systems, and therefore do not need to obey the typical assumptions of axisymmetry
(or even triaxiality) and two- or three-integral DF, nevertheless they will generally be
more regular and smooth than the simulated N-body system adopted for this test, as
also suggested by the much smaller residuals found in the reconstructed lensing ob-
servables for real systems. For this reason, when CAULDRON is applied to real lens
galaxies, one can expect to recover their properties with at least comparable (and
typically better) accuracy with respect to what is obtained from the crash-test.
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7.1.2 Dissecting early-type galaxies beyond the local Universe
In Chapters 5 and 6 we have applied the combined CAULDRON code to the analy-
sis of a sample of six early-type lens galaxies, selected from the SLACS Survey (see
Chapter 2), for which complete data sets are available. These data sets consist of
(i) high-resolution images of the surface brightness distribution of the lens galaxy
and the gravitationally lensed background source (obtained from Hubble Space Tele-
scope instruments ACS and NICMOS) and (ii) two-dimensional kinematic maps of
the lens galaxy projected velocity and velocity dispersion (obtained from VLT VI-
MOS integral-field spectroscopy). The sample covers a relatively broad range in
redshift (z = 0.08− 0.33), velocity dispersion (σSDSS = 212− 332 km s−1) and impor-
tance of rotation, quite representative of the full SLACS sample.

This is the first time that the structural and dynamical properties of early-type
galaxies beyond the local universe are analyzed in such detail, amounting in a sense
to a three-dimensional “dissection” of these systems.

We have found that a simple axisymmetric oblate power-law profile ρ ∝ m−γ′

(with m being the ellipsoidal radius) for the total mass density distribution provides
a remarkably good description of the inner regions of the examined galaxies, approx-
imately up to one effective radius. Beyond this radius we have little information,
except through weak lensing analyses (Gavazzi et al. 2007).

In particular, the residuals in the reconstructed lensing observables (which are
very sensitive to inhomogeneities and lack of symmetry) are generally very close
to the noise level. This result seems to imply a striking degree of smoothness in the
mass structure of early-type galaxies, at least within 1 Re, which is probably an impor-
tant signature of the (not fully understood) formation mechanisms of these objects.
Moreover, no external shear is required in the modelling of any of the considered
lenses, suggesting that there are neither dramatic twists or asymmetries in the total
density profile of the galaxies even beyond the effective radius, nor strong tidal fields
near the lens or along the line of sight.

The total density distributions of the analyzed systems are not merely well de-
scribed by the power-law profile: intriguingly, they also all have approximately the
same logarithmic slope, very close to γ′ = 2, the so-called “isothermal profile”, cor-
responding to equivalent flat rotation curves. For our sample, we obtain an average
value 〈γ′〉 = 1.98± 0.05, consistent with an isothermal profile, and in agreement with
previous studies of early-type galaxies both in the local Universe (e.g. Gerhard et al.
2001; Thomas et al. 2007a) and up to z ≈ 1 (Koopmans et al. 2006). It is important to
notice, however, that the logarithmic slope of the sample galaxies is not exactly the
same within the errors, being characterized by an intrinsic spread of 4.6+4.5

−0.2 per cent.
Although more systems need to be analyzed in order to better constrain this value,
the intrinsic spread in γ′ is certainly there, and will have to be explained by future
models of galaxy formation and evolution.

Consistently with the analysis of Koopmans et al. (2006), no evidence for evolu-
tion of the logarithmic slope with redshift is found in the probed range z = 0.08−
0.33. Furthermore, no correlation is found between γ′ and quantities such as the nor-
malized Einstein radius REinst/Re, the axial ratio and the aperture averaged velocity
dispersion σSDSS, indicating that systematics are well under control.
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The sample galaxies are determined to have a fairly round total density distribu-
tion, with axial ratio q & 0.65, which is, moreover, generally very close to the axial
ratio of the inferred (three-dimensional) luminous distribution. The fast-rotating,
lenticular galaxies SDSS J0959 constitutes, however, an obvious exception, showing
a (mildly) flattened stellar system embedded within an almost spherical total den-
sity distribution. There are indications (cf. Koopmans et al. 2006) that this might be
a general feature of lenticular galaxies.

Although in the inner regions of early-type galaxies the mass distribution is dom-
inated by the luminous component, dark matter is found to play already a quite
relevant role. Under the so-called maximum bulge hypothesis, which consists in
maximally rescaling the luminous density profile (assuming a position-independent
stellar mass-to-light ratio), we obtain for the dark matter fraction lower limits of or-
der 10 to 25 per cent in total mass, within a sphere of radius r = Re/2 (the kinematic
data typically reach or exceed this distance, with the single exception of SDSS J0912).
The dark matter fraction rises further to 15 to 30 per cent at the effective radius.
Dynamical studies of nearby ellipticals typically find similar results (see e.g. Ger-
hard et al. 2001; Cappellari et al. 2006; Thomas et al. 2007a). At the same time, this
approach allows us to place upper limits on the stellar mass-to-light ratio of the an-
alyzed galaxies, determining 5 . (M/L)¯,B . 9, consistent with stellar population
studies (e.g. Trujillo et al. 2004).

The sample galaxies are found to be quite similar to local massive ellipticals also
in terms of dynamical properties. By considering the angular momentum content
and the global and local (intrinsic) V/σ ratio between ordered and random motions,
one can see that the analyzed systems present the typical characteristics of slow and
(in one case) fast rotators (cf. Emsellem et al. 2007; Cappellari et al. 2007). The galax-
ies are all mildly anisotropic, with the global parameter |δ| ≤ 0.16, comparable with
the results obtained for nearby early-type galaxies (Cappellari et al. 2007; Thomas
et al. 2008).

7.2 Future outlook

A reliable and detailed description of the structural and dynamical properties of
early-type galaxies through redshift is of critical importance to understand how these
systems form and evolve, providing stringent tests for any galaxy evolution model.
However, whereas nearby ellipticals have been analyzed in extreme detail by means
of very sophisticated techniques developed and perfected over several decades, up
to very recent years only painfully little was known about their more distant counter-
parts, for which those techniques could not be applied because of the severe obser-
vational limitations. The combination of gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics
has provided a powerful tool to start bridging that gap, and this Thesis represents
one further step in that direction. The novel method that we have developed in this
work has allowed us to study in unprecedented detail the mass distribution and dy-
namical structure of elliptical galaxies at a look-back time of 3.7 Gyr, more than one
fourth of the present age of the Universe. Future instruments, such as the James Web
Space Telescope (JWST) and the European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT), will
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extend our reach even further, up to a redshift of 1 and possibly beyond.
Even without looking this far in the future, present and upcoming observations

already offer exciting perspectives for extending the research presented in this The-
sis. Here, we single out three main directions for the development and the applica-
tion of the combined lensing and dynamics approach in the next few years, with the
aim of going beyond the current limitations and further address the questions posed
in § 7.1.

1. Although the axisymmetric two-integral dynamical model of CAULDRON has
proven, so far, to be able to provide a generally satisfactory description of the
surface brightness and the kinematic observables of the examined lens galax-
ies, undoubtedly one can envision the implementation of a more general three-
integral dynamical model as a valuable major improvement. Whereas a two-
integral system is bound to have an isotropic velocity dispersion in the merid-
ional plane (R, z), i.e. σ2

R = σ2
z , a three-integral system is considerably more

flexible and has no such restrictions.

In fact, it is well known that the assumption of two-integral DF does not hold,
in general, for local ellipticals (e.g. Merrifield 1991; Gerssen et al. 1997; Thomas
et al. 2008). With better kinematic data becoming available, a three-integral
model could prove necessary to provide a more adequate description of the
dynamical structure of lens galaxies, not only globally (e.g. the anisotropy pa-
rameters) but also on smaller spatial scales. At the same time, a full-scale orbit-
superposition method is probably too sophisticated in the light of the data sets
to which it would be applied, and would also considerably slow down CAUL-
DRON, with the consequence of making the evidence optimization computa-
tionally unpractical, and the exploration of different model families nearly im-
possible. A possible solution could lie in extending the current framework by
making use of approximate three-integrals (e.g. Gerhard & Saha 1991).

2. Extending the combined lensing and dynamics analysis (ideally by employing
the improved three-integral version of the CAULDRON code) to all the SLACS
systems for which spectroscopic observations are available is an obvious step
to be taken. This sample currently consists of 17 galaxies with VLT VIMOS
integral-field spectroscopy (six of these lenses, for which two-dimensional kine-
matic maps have been reduced, are analyzed in Chapter 6 of this Thesis), and
13 galaxies for which long-slit spectroscopic observations have been obtained
with the LRIS instrument mounted on the Keck-I telescope. Several slit posi-
tions, aligned with the major axis and offset along the minor axis, have been
obtained for each Keck system, thus effectively producing two-dimensional
kinematic information across most of the lens galaxy.

3. Being a modular code, CAULDRON can also be used separately for either lensing
or dynamical modelling, in those cases (actually the overwhelming majority)
where a combined data set is not available. Clearly, the unique advantages of
the joint analysis are lost, and finding a single non-degenerate solution will be
in general impossible. On the other hand, it might still be feasible to restrict the
most plausible models to a relatively small subset of the full parameter space,
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which can be useful for certain applications, e.g. to set broad upper and lower
limits on the recovered parameters.

A viable application of this kind is the study of very distant or particularly in-
teresting lenses for which little or no dynamical information is (yet) available.
Good examples are the lens galaxies from the LSD Survey, located approxi-
mately at 0.5 . z . 1, and the extremely massive and luminous lens system
known as the Cosmic Horseshoe (Dye et al. 2008), at redshift 0.44. If some kind
of kinematic information is available, typically a single measure of the veloc-
ity dispersion within an aperture, this can be readily included as an additional
constraint, being interpreted by the code as a single-pixel kinematic “map”.

Conversely, CAULDRON (possibly in its improved three-integral version) could
be used simply as a dynamical code for the analysis of nearby non-lens ellipti-
cals, such as the 48 systems of the SAURON Survey (de Zeeuw et al. 2002), for
which exquisite spectro-photometric datasets are available, and the over 200
early-type galaxies that will be observed in the upcoming Atlas3D Survey. Al-
though less sophisticated than the orbit-superposition methods typically em-
ployed for the analysis of these galaxies, CAULDRON is remarkably faster and
therefore could allow a much more comprehensive exploration of the parame-
ter space.

7.3 Conclusive remarks
Throughout this Thesis, we have addressed several major questions concerning the
nature of early-type galaxies and the diagnostic tools that can be employed for the
study of these systems at higher redshifts.

One key scientific question revolves around understanding the physical structure
of massive elliptical galaxies, in particular their total mass density profile, and the
distribution and relative weight of the dark and luminous mass components. Tightly
connected to this problem is the comprehension of the mechanisms by which early-
type galaxies form and evolve. Providing reliable information about the structure of
systems beyond the local Universe is of invaluable importance for the validation of
galaxy evolution models, which so far have usually been tested by comparing the re-
sults of the simulations mainly with the quantities determined from the observation
and analysis of nearby systems.

In this work, we have tackled the issue of the evolution of the total density profile
of massive ellipticals (within their inner regions, corresponding to about one effec-
tive radius) up to a look-back time of almost 4 Gyr, i.e. z ∼ 0.35. We have also
determined several other relevant properties of these galaxies, such as the shape of
their total density distribution, their dark matter fraction and their global dynam-
ical status. In doing this, we have developed a novel method to self-consistently
combine gravitational lensing and stellar dynamics which will allow to further ex-
tend this kind of analysis to higher redshift systems (z ≈ 1 and beyond) with new
instruments becoming available. The new technique that we have designed and im-
plemented provides an effective answer to the need for robust diagnostic tools to
be employed in the study of distant ellipticals, overcoming to a large extent many
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difficulties associated with the classical degeneracies and limitations of gravitational
lensing and stellar dynamics, when considered independently.

Furthermore, the whole combined method is embedded within a very general
framework, so that the limitations of the current implementation are of technical
rather than conceptual nature. By extending CAULDRON to encompass more flexible
models, (e.g., making use of approximate three-integral models), while maintaing at
the same time the current focus on computational efficiency, we will have an even
more powerful tool for the detailed study of early-type galaxies at z & 0.1, capable of
taking full advantage of both the lensed image data sets and the (two-dimensional)
kinematic information, including higher order velocity moments once they will be
made available by future instruments.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting

Melkwegstelsels zijn enorme groepen sterren die bijeen gehouden worden door de
zwaartekracht en vormen de bouwstenen van het heelal. Elk melkwegstelsel bestaat
uit honderden miljoenen tot honderden miljarden sterren, en bevat tevens grote
hoeveelheden gas en stof. Echter, deze zichtbare materie vertegenwoordigt slechts
een fractie van de totale massa van de melkwegstelsels, die voor het grootste deel
bestaan uit zogeheten donkere materie. Donkere materie is een onbekende com-
ponent in de massa van melkwegstelsels die niet direct waar te nemen is en waar
van de aanwezigheid alleen kan worden afgeleid van de effecten die het heeft op de
zwaartekracht. Vanwege het ongrijpbare karakter van donkere materie is er weinig
bekend over de hoeveelheid en verdeling van de donkere materie in melkwegstelsels
en deze behoren dan ook tot de belangrijkste openstaande vragen binnen de heden-
daagse sterrenkunde. Een van de doelen van dit proefschrift is om een bijdrage te
leveren aan het beantwoorden van deze vragen.

Het zichtbare helaal bestaat uit miljarden melkwegstelsels. Het is daarom ver-
rassend dat deze objecten (met de uitzondering van de kleinste stelsels) kunnen
worden onderverdeeld (gebaseerd op hun vorm zoals waargenomen in zichtbaar
licht) in slechts twee groepen: spiraalvormige en elliptische stelsels (zie Fig. 9.1).
Spiraalvormige stelsels—een categorie waar ook de Melkweg, het stelsel waar ons
zonnestelsel zich in bevind—zijn opgebouwd uit een centrale bolvormige concen-
tratie (de zogeheten bulge) met daar om heen een prominente schijf van gas en ster-
ren, waarin zich de spiraalarmen bevinden. Elliptische stelsels, die bestudeerd wor-
den in dit proefschrift, zijn min of meer afgeplatte, bolvormige melkwegstelsels en
bevatten weinig gas en voornamelijk oude, rode sterren. Deze stelsels hebben een
karakteristiek glad en regelmatig licht-profiel. Dergelijke regelmatigheden zijn type-
rend voor elliptische melkwegstelsels, waarvan de globale eigenschappen kunnen
worden beschreven door een aantal empirische schalingswetten.

De oorsprong van de verrassende eigenschappen van melkwegstelsels ligt in
hun vorming en evolutie. Echter, het begrijpen van de betrokken processen en hoe
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Figure 9.1: Links: een voorbeeld van een elliptisch melkwegstelsel. Rechts: een voorbeeld
van een spiraal stelsel (Bron: NASA, ESA en de Hubble Heritage colaboration).

deze tot zulke regelmaat kunnen leiden, is nog altijd een belangrijk, onopgelost
probleem binnen de astrofysica en kosmologie. Volgens een van de meest erkende
theorieën, de zogeheten hiërarchische merging1, zijn melkwegstelsels gevormd uit
kleinere stelsels die zich samen hebben gevoegd tot steeds grotere, zwaardere struc-
turen. Ondanks vele successen, heeft deze theorie nog een aantal grote problemen,
met name het feit dat grootste en meest heldere elliptische melkwegstelsels—die
volgens het hiërarchische merging scenario pas recentelijk zouden zijn onstaan uit
kleinere stelsels—in vele opzichten erg oud lijken te zijn.

The meest directe manier om de evolutie van melkwegstelsels te bestuderen is
om stelsels waar te nemen en te analyseren die zich op grote afstand van ons bevin-
den. Aangezien het licht met een beperkte snelheid reist, kunnen we, door veraf
gelegen stelsels te bekijken, “terug in de tijd” kijken en stelsels waarnemen die zich
in een eerdere fase van hun evolutie bevinden. Dit concept staat aan de basis van
dit proefschrift: om licht proberen te werpen op de evolutie van elliptische melk-
wegstelsels, bestuderen we de structuur van zulke stelsels tot ver voorbij het lokale
heelal, tot aan afstanden die overeenkomen met een tijd van 4 miljard jaar geleden,
bijna een kwart van de leeftijd van het heelal (13,7 miljard jaar).

Hoewel het idee eenvoudig is, zijn er voor de uitvoering ervan een aantal signifi-
cante hordes te nemen. Allereerst moet men gebruik maken van de meest krachtige
telescopen ter wereld om melkwegstelsels op een dergelijke afstand waar te kunnen
nemen en zelfs dan is de hoeveelheid detail die kan worden gezien niet vergelijkbaar
met wat op veel eenvoudiger wijze kan worden waargenomen in stelsels die dicht-
bij staan. Hierdoor zijn er grote problemen met de standaard methodes, die in de
afgelopen tientallen jaren zijn ontwikkeld en gebruikt om de structuur eigenschap-
pen van nabije stelsels te bepalen.

1Merging is het proces waarin twee of meer melkwegstelsels zich samenvoegen tot een onder de in-
vloed van de zwaartekracht.
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In dit proefschrift hebben wij dit probleem grotendeels opgelost. Door een idee
van Léon Koopmans en Tommaso Treu uit te breiden, hebben we een nieuwe metho-
de ontwikkeld en toegepast die, voor het eerst, twee “traditionele” technieken voor
het analyseren van elliptische melkwegstelsels gecombineerd: zwaartekrachtlenzen
en ster-dynamica. Zwaartekrachtlenzen zijn fenomenen die worden voorspeld door
de Algemene Relativiteits Theorie van Einstein: een zeer zwaar voorwerp (de zwaar-
tekrachtlens), zoals een melkwegstelsel of een cluster van melkwegstelsels, dat zich
tussen de waarnemer en een achtergrond object bevindt buigt lichtstralen die van
het object komen af. De effecten hangen af van zowel de geometrie als de massa van
de “lens”: de afbeelding van het object zoals de waarnemer het ziet kan zorden ver-
schoven (ten opzichte van de positie waar de waarnemer het object zou zien zonder
lens), misvormd en, in de meest spectaculaire gevallen (“sterke” zwaartekrachtlen-
zen, zoals de gevallen beschreven in dit proefschrift, zie Fig. 9.2) worden vervormd
in meerdere afbeeldingen, bogen of zelfs complete ringen, die bekend staan als Ein-
stein ringen. Zwaartekrachtlenzen zijn een extreem krachtig en bruikbaar astrofy-
sisch gereedschap: ze bieden, met behulp van slechts de zwaartekracht, de mo-
gelijkheid om (binnen een karakteristieke straal, de Einstein straal) de massa van
een lens voorwerp te bepalen, onafhankelijk van het feit of deze massa bestaat uit
zichtbare of donkere materie (of beide). Aan de andere kant, er kan geen onder-
scheid gemaakt worden tussen deze twee vormen van materie en tevens kan het
massadichtheids-profiel (de manier waarop de massa is verdeeld in het stelsel) niet
nauwkeurig worden bepaald.

Ster-dynamica beschrijft de eigenschappen van grote verzamelingen van zware
deeltjes, zoals sterren, die alleen onderhevigd zijn aan de zwaartekracht. Omdat
het volgen van de bewegingen van alle miljarden sterren in een melkwegstelsel niet
mogelijk noch praktisch is, geeft ster-dynamica alleen een statistische beschrijving.
Ondanks dat de massa in elliptische stelsels gelijkmatig verdeeld lijkt te zijn, zijn de
sterren in werkelijkheid ver van elkaar verwijderd, waardoor de sterren elkaar nooit
dicht naderen of botsen. Alle interacties tussen de sterren vinden plaats over grote
afstand: dit wordt een “niet-botsend” systeem genoemd. Het belangrijke gevolg
hiervan is dat een melkwegstelsel statitisch kan worden beschreven als een continu
systeem, net als een vloeistof. In feite gedragen de sterren zich als gasdeeltjes, waar-
bij de willekeurige bewegingen van de deeltjes een druk genereren. Het verschil
tussen een gas en de sterren in een melkwegstelsel is dat de druk “anisotroop” kan
zijn, wat betekent dat de druk meer of minder kan zijn, afhankelijk van de richting.
In het algemeen is de anisotropie van de willekeurige beweging en niet de geordende
rotatie van de sterren de belangrijkste reden voor de afplatting van elliptische melk-
wegstelsels. Door ster-dynamica te gebruiken is het mogelijk om cruciale informatie
over de structuur van elliptische stelsels te halen uit de analyse van de lichtverde-
ling en, nog belangrijker, de snelheids- en snelheidsdispersie-profielen (veroorzaakt
door respectievelijk de geordende en willekeurige beweging van de sterren). Deze
methode heeft echter ook beperkingen, bijvoorbeeld het feit dat de waarnemingen
slecht twee-dimensionale projecties zijn van drie-dimensionale objecten.

Het grote voordeel van het afleiden van de eigenschappen van elliptische stelsels
met behulp van de combinatie van zwaartekrachtlenzen en dynamica is dat deze
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Figure 9.2: Vercshillende voorbeelden van zwaartekracht lenzen, zoals waargenomen met de
Hubble ruimte telescoop als onderdeel van het SLACS programma. In elke afbeelding is de gele
of rode lichtverdeling het elliptische melkwegstelsel dat fungeert als zwaartekrachtlens en
is de blauwe lichtverdeling (in de vorm van bogen, ringen of meerdere afbeeldingen) is de
afbeelding van het achtergrond object, wat vervormd wordt door het zwaartekracht-veld van
de lens. (bron: Adam Bolton namens SLACS en NASA/ESA).

twee methodes elkaar erg goed aanvullen. Door het toepassen van beide methodes
kunnen bepaalde problemen opgelost worden die zouden onstaan als de methodes
apart worden gebruikt. De praktijk is echter niet zo eenvoudig als het lijkt. In
werkelijkheid is het zo dat het mogelijk is, voor een typische gecombineerde set
van waarnemingen, om vele modellen (waarvan sommigen erg complex) te con-
strueren die allemaal de waarnemingen reproduceren. De vraag is, hoe kunnen we
de verschillende modellen vergelijken en de meest waarschijnlijke oplossing kiezen,
dat wil zeggen het model dat de waarnemingen kan reproduceren met een mini-
mum aan complexiteit? Het antwoord op die vraag is de zogenaamde Bayesische
statistiek—het raamwerk waarin onze methode is ontwikkeld—hetgeen een objec-
tieve manier biedt om de verschillende modellen te rangschikken, in essentie door
gebruik te maken van het principe van het “scheermes van Occam”.

We hebben onze nieuwe methode toegepast op zes elliptische melkwegstelesels
(gepresenteerd in Fig. 2.2) die zich op een afstand bevinden die overeenkomt met
een reistijd van het licht van tussen de 1,1 en 3,7 miljard jaar. Hierdoor hebben we de
meest accurate en gedetailleerde analyse ooit van de massa-verdeling en dynamische
structuur van melkwegstelsels op dergelijke afstanden verkregen.

Melkwegstelsels die werken als zwaartekrachtlenzen zijn vrij zeldzame objecten.
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De zes stelsels die zijn onderzocht komen allen van een survey2 genaamd SLACS,
dat speciaal ontworpen was voor het ontdekken en waarnemen van nieuwe lens-
melkwegstelsels. Het programma begon in 2003 en heeft tot nu toe 70 nieuwe lens-
systemen opgeleverd, waaronder de lenzen die zijn afgebeeld in Fig. 9.2. Het succes
van onze studie komt ook door de uitzonderlijke hoge kwaliteit van de waarnemin-
gen van de lens-stelsels en de vervormde achtergrond objecten. De waarnemingen
bestaan uit zowel hoge resolutie afbeeldingen gemaakt door de Hubble ruimte tele-
scoop (Hubble Space Telescope, HST), als twee-dimensionale kaarten van de snelheids-
en snelheidsdispersie-profielen van de lens-stelsels, verkregen met een van de 8,2
meter telescopen van de VLT in de Chileense Atacama woestijn.

Een van de belangrijkste resultaten van het onderzoek in dit proefschrift is de ont-
dekking dat veraf gelegen elliptische melkwegstelstels erg lijken op nabije elliptische
stelsels qua dynamische structuur en massaverdeling in hun binnenste gebieden—
dat wil zeggen het gebied waarbinnen onze studie mogelijk was. Hieruit trekken
we de conclusie dat deze melkwegstelsels geen dramatische veranderingen hebben
ondergaan in het laatste kwart van de geschiedenis van het heelal, en dat we om
de evolutionaire processen in deze stelsels te zien, we nog verder weg moeten kij-
ken. Tevens hebben we ontdekt dat massaverdeling in de door ons bestudeerde
bronnen extreem glad en homogeen is. Opvallend is dat de donkere en zichtbare
materie elkaar compenseren in een dusdanige manier dat alle stelsels een gelijk
profiel hebben, een soort “samenzwering” die ook in nabije elliptische stelsels is
waargenomen. Voor beide eigenscheppen, die waarschijnlijk het gevolg zijn van een
evolutionair proces, ontbreekt nog een bevredigende verklaring. Ten slotte hebben
we bepaald dat de donkere materie voor ongeveer 15 tot 30 procent bijdraagt aan
de totale massa in het binnenste gebied van de onderzochte stelsels. Dit is een be-
hoorlijk grote hoeveelheid: tot nu toe werd in het binnenste van elliptisch stelsel
voornamelijk zichtbare materie (dat wil zeggen sterren) waargenomen.

Samengevat: in dit proefschrift hebben we een nieuwe techniek voor het bestu-
deren van de structuur en massaverdeling van verafgelegen elliptische melkweg-
stelsels ontwikkeld en toegepast, hetgeen belangrijke informatie over de vorming en
evolutie van dergelijke stelsels kan verschaffen. In het komende decennium, zullen
nog krachtigere telescopen—zoals de kolossale 42 meter grote E-ELT telescoop en,
de opvolger van de HST, de nieuwe JWST ruimte telescoop—het mogelijk maken
waarnemingen te doen van elliptische stelsels op afstanden die overeenkomen met
8 miljard jaar geleden en de combinatie van zwaartekrachtlenzen en ster-dynamica
belooft hierdoor een van de belangrijkste methodes voor het bestuderen van veraf
gelegen melkwegstelsels te worden.

2In de sterrenkunde is een survey een programma van waarnemingen, doorgaans bedoeld om een
bepaald deel van de hemel of een bepaalde klasse obejcten te bestuderen.





Compendio della Tesi

Le galassie sono sistemi stellari di enormi proporzioni tenuti insieme dall’attrazione
gravitazionale, e rappresentano, su grande scala, i mattoni costituenti dell’Universo.
Ciascuna galassia contiene, a seconda delle dimensioni, da decine di milioni sino a
centinaia di miliardi di stelle, oltre a gas e polveri in quantità variabile. Tuttavia,
tutta la materia visibile (o “luminosa”, ossia quella direttamente osservabile in una
qualche banda dello spettro elettromagnetico) costituisce solamente una frazione mi-
noritaria dell’intera massa delle galassie, che è composta per la maggior parte di
materia oscura, una componente di massa di natura sconosciuta, non osservabile
direttamente, ma individuabile esclusivamente tramite i suoi effetti gravitazionali.
A causa della sua natura sfuggente, la quantità di materia oscura presente nelle
galassie ed il modo in cui essa si distribuisce all’interno di tali sistemi non sono noti
nel dettaglio, e rappresentano importanti interrogativi ancora aperti dell’astrofisica
moderna, alla soluzione dei quali anche questa Tesi fornisce un contributo.

L’Universo osservabile contiene miliardi di galassie. È pertanto sorprendente che
questi oggetti (escludendo i sistemi meno massicci e luminosi) possano per la mag-
gior parte essere classificati essenzialmente in due soli gruppi, sulla base della loro
morfologia nella banda ottica: galassie a spirale e galassie ellittiche (vedi Fig. 9.1). Le
spirali — alle quali appartiene la Via Lattea, la galassia che ospita il nostro Sistema
Solare — sono sistemi costituiti da un rigonfiamento centrale (detto bulge) circondato
da un vasto disco di stelle e gas percorso da bracci a spirale. Le ellittiche, sulle quali
si concentra il lavoro svolto in questa Tesi, sono sistemi stellari sferoidali più o meno
schiacciati, poveri di gas e composti prevalentemente di stelle vecchie e rosse, con-
traddistinti da un profilo di luce straordinariamente omogeneo e regolare. Questa
regolarità sembra essere, più in generale, una caratteristica importante e profonda
delle galassie ellittiche, le cui proprietà globali sono legate da numerose relazioni di
scala empiriche.

L’origine delle sorprendenti proprietà delle galassie è certamente da ricercarsi
nei processi di formazione ed evoluzione di questi oggetti. Tuttavia, una piena com-
prensione di quali siano esattamente i meccanismi coinvolti e di come questi possano
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Figura 9.1: Nel pannello di sinistra, un esempio di galassia ellittica. Nel pannello di destra,
un esempio di galassia a spirale. (Immagini: NASA, ESA e collaborazione Hubble Heritage).

determinare una simile regolarità rimane a tutt’oggi tra i principali problemi irrisolti
nel campo dell’astrofisica e della cosmologia. Secondo la teoria più accreditata, no-
ta come merging1 gerarchico, che ha il vantaggio di essere ben armonizzata con lo
scenario cosmologico standard, le prime galassie a formarsi sono strutture di dimen-
sioni relativamente ridotte, immerse nei rispettivi aloni di materia oscura, che poi si
fondono progressivamente tra loro dando origine a sistemi via via più grandi e mas-
sicci. Nonostante numerosi successi, questa teoria presenta ancora alcuni problemi
significativi, in particolare il fatto che le galassie ellittiche più grandi e luminose —
che secondo lo scenario descritto dal merging gerarchico dovrebbero essere i siste-
mi formatisi più di recente — presentano invece le caratteristiche di oggetti molto
antichi.

Il modo più diretto di studiare l’evoluzione delle galassie consiste nell’osservare
ed analizzare sistemi stellari che si trovano ad enormi distanze da noi. Poiché la
luce viaggia con velocità finita, osservando oggetti distanti stiamo effettivamente
guardando “indietro nel tempo”: le galassie più remote ci si mostrano quindi in una
fase precedente della loro evoluzione. Tale concetto sta alla base dello studio con-
dotto in questa Tesi, dove — per fare luce sull’evoluzione delle galassie ellittiche —
esaminiamo la struttura di questi sistemi stellari ben oltre l’Universo locale, spin-
gendoci fino alla distanza di quasi 4 miliardi di anni luce, corrispondenti a oltre un
quarto dell’età attuale dell’Universo (13,7 miliardi di anni).

Sebbene l’idea di fondo sia semplice, la sua realizzazione deve però fare i con-
ti con considerevoli difficoltà di carattere più tecnico. Innanzitutto, per osservare
galassie tanto remote è necessario fare ricorso ai più potenti telescopi del mondo.
Anche cosı̀, il livello di dettaglio che è possibile ottenere è di gran lunga inferiore
a quello agevolmente disponibile per le galassie ellittiche vicine. Di conseguenza, i

1Il termine inglese merging descrive la fusione o il mescolamento, tipicamente graduale, di due o più
entità.
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metodi standard, sviluppati nel corso degli ultimi decenni e normalmente utilizzati
per derivare dalle osservazioni la struttura delle ellittiche, incontrano serie difficoltà
quando vengono applicati allo studio di sistemi stellari estremamente lontani.

In questa Tesi abbiamo affrontato ed in larga misura risolto questo problema.
Estendendo un’idea di Léon Koopmans e Tommaso Treu, abbiamo per la prima volta
sviluppato, implementato ed applicato un nuovo metodo per combinare in modo
totalmente auto-consistente due tecniche “tradizionali” per l’analisi delle galassie
ellittiche, vale a dire il lensing2 gravitazionale e la dinamica stellare.

Il lensing gravitazionale è un fenomeno previsto dalla Teoria della Relatività Ge-
nerale di Einstein: quando una grande massa (la “lente gravitazionale”), per esempio
una galassia o un ammasso di galassie, si interpone tra l’osservatore ed una sorgente
luminosa distante, i raggi di luce provenienti da quest’ultima vengono deflessi. Gli
effetti che ne risultano dipendono sia dalla geometria del sistema che dalla massa
della lente: l’immagine della sorgente può subire uno spostamento (rispetto a dove
sarebbe osservata in assenza della lente), risultare deformata e, nei casi più spet-
tacolari (lensing gravitazionale “forte”, quali quelli considerati in questa Tesi; vedi
Fig. 9.2), si possono generare immagini multiple, archi o anelli, chiamati anelli di
Einstein. Il lensing gravitazionale rappresenta uno strumento estremamente utile e
potente per l’astrofisica: poiché dipende solamente dalla gravità, esso permette di
determinare con precisione (all’interno di un raggio caratteristico, detto raggio di
Einstein) la massa totale dell’oggetto che agisce da lente, indipendentemente dal fat-
to che essa sia dovuta alla presenza di materia oscura o luminosa. D’altra parte,
tuttavia, non permette né di distinguere tra le due componenti, né di determinare
con precisione il profilo di densità di massa (ossia come la massa è distribuita).

La dinamica stellare studia le proprietà di sistemi composti da un gran numero
di particelle dotate di massa, quali appunto le stelle, soggette solamente alla gravi-
tà. Dal momento che occuparsi dei moti delle singole stelle non è né possibile né
pratico, la dinamica stellare fornisce una descrizione di tipo statistico. Va notato
che, nonostante l’aspetto omogeneo, in una galassia ellittica le stelle sono separate
tra loro da enormi distanze, al punto che urti o incontri ravvicinati tra le stelle sono
essenzialmente assenti, e le interazioni, dovute all’attrazione gravitazionale, sono a
lungo raggio: questo viene definito un sistema stellare “non-collisionale”. Questo ha
l’importante conseguenza che la galassia può essere descritta formalmente come un
sistema continuo, come un fluido: le stelle si comportano in modo simile alle parti-
celle di un gas, i cui moti disordinati generano una pressione. A differenza di quello
che avviene normalmente per i gas, però, questa pressione può essere “anisotropa”,
vale a dire più o meno intensa a seconda della direzione considerata. Generalmente,
è proprio questa anisotropia, piuttosto che l’effetto della rotazione ordinata delle
stelle nella galassia, la ragione principale dello schiacciamento delle galassie ellit-
tiche. Facendo uso dei metodi della dinamica stellare, dall’analisi della distribuzio-
ne di luce di una galassia ellittica e, soprattutto, dei corrispondenti profili di velocità
e di dispersione di velocità (prodotti dai moti collettivi, rispettivamente ordinati e
disordinati, delle sue stelle), è possibile ottenere informazioni importanti sulla sua
struttura e distribuzione di massa, sebbene con alcune limitazioni, dovute, tra le al-

2Il termine inglese lensing significa qui “fare da lente” o “agire come una lente”.
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Figura 9.2: Alcuni esempi di lenti gravitazionali, osservate con il telescopio spaziale Hubble
nel contesto della survey SLACS. In ciascun pannello, la galassia ellittica che agisce da lente
gravitazionale è l’oggetto sferoidale di colore giallo o rossastro, mentre la distribuzione di luce
blu (che si presenta sotto forma di archi, anelli o immagini multiple) è l’immagine della sor-
gente, deformata per effetto del campo gravitazionale della galassia-lente che si interpone tra
la sorgente e l’osservatore. (Immagine ottenuta da Adam Bolton per SLACS e NASA/ESA).

tre cose, al fatto che tutte le quantità osservate sono necessariamente mere proiezioni
nel piano del cielo di un oggetto tridimensionale.

Il grande vantaggio derivante dalla combinazione di lensing gravitazionale e di-
namica stellare si deve al fatto che questi due metodi sono in buona misura com-
plementari, per cui l’impiego simultaneo delle due tecniche permette di superare
varie limitazioni che sarebbero presenti se utilizzate in modo indipendente. Questo,
però, non è ancora sufficiente: considerato un tipico set combinato di dati, è pos-
sibile costruire moltissimi modelli di galassia (alcuni estremamente complessi) che
permettono di riprodurre tali dati. Come confrontare tra loro i modelli e determinare
quello più plausibile, ossia quello in grado di riprodurre i dati con il minimo di
complessità necessaria? La risposta è fornita dalla cosiddetta statistica Bayesiana
— nel cui contesto il nostro metodo è pienamente inserito — la quale permette di
classificare diversi modelli essenzialmente sulla base del principio del “rasoio di
Occam”.

Equipaggiati con questo nuovo metodo, lo abbiamo applicato a sei galassie el-
littiche (presentate in Fig. 2.2) situate ad una distanza compresa tra 1,1 e 3,7 miliar-
di di anni luce, ottenendo la più accurata e dettagliata analisi mai effettuata della
distribuzione di massa e della struttura dinamica di sistemi stellari cosı̀ distanti.

Bisogna notare che le galassie che agiscono da lenti gravitazionali forti sono
oggetti piuttosto rari. I sistemi da noi analizzati in questo lavoro provengono da
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una survey3, chiamata SLACS, specificamente progettata con l’obiettivo di scoprire
ed osservare il maggior numero possibile di galassie-lente; dal 2003 ad oggi, SLACS
ha confermato l’esistenza di almeno 70 nuovi sistemi di questo tipo (tra i quali quelli
illustrati in Fig. 9.2). Il successo del nostro studio è stato reso possibile anche dall’ec-
cezionale livello qualitativo dei dati a nostra disposizione per le immagini soggette a
lensing e per le galassie-lente. Tali dati comprendono sia immagini ad alta risoluzione
ottenute con il telescopio spaziale Hubble, sia mappe bidimensionali dei profili di ve-
locità e di dispersione di velocità delle galassie-lente, ottenute a partire da osserva-
zioni spettroscopiche condotte con uno dei telescopi VLT da 8,2 metri di diametro,
situati nell’altopiano desertico dell’Atacama, in Cile.

Uno dei principali risultati dello studio condotto in questa Tesi consiste nell’aver
mostrato che le galassie ellittiche distanti sono caratterizzate da una struttura dina-
mica e da una distribuzione di massa molto simili a quelle delle ellittiche più vicine
a noi. Ciò permette di concludere che questi sistemi stellari — almeno per quanto
riguarda le regioni interne accessibili alla nostra analisi — non hanno subito processi
evolutivi particolarmente rilevanti nel corso dell’ultimo quarto della storia dell’Uni-
verso, ed è dunque necessario spingersi ancora più indietro nel tempo per poter
osservare le ellittiche nel vivo dei loro processi evolutivi. Inoltre, la distribuzione
della massa totale risulta estremamente omogenea e regolare. Ancora più singolare
è il fatto che le componenti luminosa ed oscura sembrino sempre calibrate in modo
tale da produrre all’incirca il medesimo profilo di densità totale per tutte le galassie
ellittiche, una sorta di “cospirazione” osservata anche nelle ellittiche vicine e nelle
galassie a spirale. Entrambe queste proprietà, che certamente devono emergere a
causa di precisi processi evolutivi delle galassie, rimangono ancora prive di una
spiegazione soddisfacente. Infine, abbiamo trovato che, nelle regioni interne delle
galassie esaminate, la materia oscura contribuisce per circa il 15%− 30% alla massa
totale. Si tratta di una frazione di materia oscura piuttosto significativa per le regioni
interne delle ellittiche, che si sanno essere chiaramente dominate dalla componente
di materia luminosa, vale a dire dalle stelle.

In conclusione, in questa Tesi abbiamo sviluppato ed applicato un nuovo metodo
dalle notevoli potenzialità per condurre studi approfonditi sulla struttura e distri-
buzione di massa delle galassie ellittiche nell’Universo lontano, e in grado quindi di
fornire informazioni importanti sui loro meccanismi di formazione ed evoluzione.
Con l’avvento, nel corso del prossimo decennio, di nuovi e più potenti telescopi —
quali il colossale E-ELT, con uno specchio principale da ben 42 metri di diametro,
ed il nuovo telescopio spaziale JWST, il successore di Hubble — sarà possibile osser-
vare con un buon livello di dettaglio galassie ellittiche distanti fino a 8 miliardi di
anni luce, e la combinazione di lensing gravitazionale e dinamica stellare promette di
diventare uno degli strumenti principali per l’analisi di questi sistemi stellari.

3Nel contesto dell’astronomia, il termine survey indica una “campagna di osservazioni”, generalmente
indirizzata a studiare una regione di cielo oppure una certa tipologia di oggetti astronomici.
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